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Improved SY8tem For Armored Ship8. plating as well; the inventor stating that under 

The general struggle for naval supremacy which exactly equal circumstances of range, weight of pro

the first powers of the world are "now engaged in, jectile charge of powder and gun, the ordinary tar

renders it important that, in the department of ar- get, also shown in connection with Heaton's, was 

mored ships, no means should be left untried, or any penetrated and disabled. Some experiments were also 

methods unadopted, to secure complete invulnerabili- tried at the Washington Navy Yard to prove the truth 

ty, for without this quality, sea-worthiness and speed I of this theory, where, it is asserted by the invento�, 

are rendered wholly useless for war purposes. Up to . results similar to those just recorded took place; hiS 
this time the experiments of foreign powers prove I system resisted the passage of the shot while the tar

that some reform is neces
sary in the construction 
of iron -clad sea-going ves
;!Iels. So great is the load 
of armor, and so much 
does it strain the ships 
provided with it, that they 
cannot remain at sea 
during ordinarily heavy 
weather, even when un
encumbered with their 
batteries. Such ships are 
useless as cruisers and for 
most other purposes, such 
as harbor defense and 
coast service, they are but 
poorly adapted. The prob
lem submItted to nam 
constructors, ship build
ers, and also inventors, is 
to produce a fast sea-go
ing ship completely shot
proof. As it has been 
previously shown that 
heavily-armored vessels 
cannot fulfill these condi
tions, we must look to 
some other plan, obvious
ly, to reduce the weight of 
metal without impairing 
the general resisting pow
ers of the protective coat. 

J SINGLE COPIES SIX CENTS. 
1 es PER ANNUM-IN ADVAN4:m. 

the other view in the same figure represents the usual 
method of applying armor to ships-of-war. The BeV
eral letters, ABC D E F, in Fig. 2, represent wooden 
backing,. the armor proper, and external skin, while 
similar letters, in Fig. 2, A' B' C' D', represent the 
wooden backing an<;l armor. 

In the first engraving, representing a turret cut 
through the center and showing two distinct systems 
of plating, our artist has given a graphic illustration 

of the effects of a shot 
striking the turret wall 
with its full force, and of 
a similar shot striking 
upon the exterior of a tur
ret plated according to 
Heaton's plan. In the 
latter turret it will be 
seen by the coolness of 
the sailor leaning against 
the wall, and wholly un
disturbed from the absorb
ing occupation of smok
ing, that a fifteen-inch shot 
is unable to exert any ma
terial or injurioliS effect 
while in the case of th� 
two other unfortunates in 
the ordinary turret, the 
disastrous results of the 
impact of heavy shot is 
shown in the stunned and 
scarred forms of the in
mates. In tbis illustra
tion, aR in the others pre
viously alluded to, the idea 
to be conveyed is, thr1t 
the outer elastic coating, 
whether of timber or any 
other substance, distri
butes the force of the pro
jectile over a large area, 
��sequently dimin
ishes its efreCt. The engravings pub-

1i8hed herewith represent 
a new plan of construct
ing armor for ships-of-war 
patented by Mr. C. W. S. 
Heaton, of Illinois; it 
consists simply in over
laying theiron armor with 
a timber or other yielding 
tacing, as in Figs. 1, 2, 
and 3. This plan has been 
adopted after much ex
periment, the results there
of being highly satisfac
tory to the inventor and 
to Mr. W. H. Webb, of 
this city, in whose behalf 
the investigations were 
OOIlducted. The invent
or's theory is that the ex
terior yielding coating of:. BEATON'S SYSTEM FOR ARIIORED SHIP'S. 

The effect of' percu. 
upon an iron plate is tre
mendous, and may be il
lustrated, familiarly, by 
placing a heavy sledge
hammer on a thick iron 
plate and striking direct
ly opposite it with a 
light hand hammer ; the 
strength of a powerful 
man is not sufficient to 
keep the sledge in contact 
with the plate even when 
the same is struck by a 
youth. If these results 
are obtained with such 
feeble agents, what must 
be the shock of a heavy 
projectile striking a tur
ret at the velocity of 1000 fers a grallual resistance 

to the blow of the shot, and that the penetrative force 
of the same is thereby greatly lessened by being dis
tributed over a larger surface of iron. The targets on 
which the inventor experimented were made on his 
plan, and also on the system generally in vogue, viz., 
having the plates directly opposed to the wood back
ing, without any facing whatever. The effect of the 
shot, on Heaton's plan, is shown in Figs. 1 and 2-
the engravings to be noticed in the order of their po
sition-and the endurance of the ordinary mode of 

get without a wood fttcing was penetrated. It is also 
stated to us that Mr. W. H. Webb, of this city, and 
Capt. James Eads, ofSt. Louis-the latter well known 
as a constructor of iron-clads-fully endorse the in
ventor's plans and theory, after witnessing practical 
tests, and believe them to be all that he claims. 

·In Fig. 2 a thin iron plate, F, is shown, covering 
the wooden facing ; this is merely applied to prevent 
a raking shot ft'om scattering or disftguring the tim
ber, and is not intended to stop shot ia any respect; 

201.989 

feet per second? Should the ends of the inventor be 
fully attained, and it is claimed that the experiments 
made are convincing upon this point, the value of his 
improvement is incalculable. 

Fig. 3 is an illustration of the disruptive effects of 
percussion Bhells, on the ordinary plating, and upon 
Heaton's system. 

The inventor claims that he is enabled, by his theo
ry of gradual resistance and plan of construction to 
dispense. with a great deal of plating now carried,' by 
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2 �ht 'ritutifit �mtrlc1trt. 
simply reducing its thickness and amploying a cover- :\ which is obtained throl)gh large exhaust possesses au 

I
'the globe where it can be profitably �eQied. Amer 

ing of timber, cotton, woven wire-rope, yarn, or hemp properly set valvel!,than in all the fine-spun theGries icaJios one of the few countries which possesses exten 
in any form, rubber, wool, hair, or any other article about cushioning, 1llling the passages with steaJaJ, &c. I siVll!lfich gold fields-that is, localities where the metal 
which will produce the required efi"ect ; only in Cront In designing the outward form of .slide.-JvllS'ther.e "is tiiickJq,.istlibuilid aID.Ollg alluvial deposits, or con
of, instead of, as heretofore, behind the metal armor, is a great deal of carelessness exhibited respecting finlild in c�a1'tllt.iNttly wge qllantities in veins 0 f 
as shown, and that vessels: in consequence, are much .the amount of surface exposed to the action of Iteam. \ qu.tz. Already ilDmenlle amOlUlts have been gath
more sea-worthy, aDd are, lD short, greatly improved. Fillets are made unnsually large, flanges ex:tended erail frol8,tbe "placans "flf Callibrnia; but the whole 
One iron-clad battery, at GreenpoiDt, the Onondagua, unnecessarily, and extraordinary Iap,introduced, until i oft&e � tI.olWbiin ftIIIgQB,on the east as well as 
has been covered with this timber-facing outside of the aggregate value of all the useless surface amounts! tileweatcde, contain quartzose veins rieh in metal, 
her regular mail, of four and a half inches solid plates, to an addition of many hundred pounds pressure on I and these may be workecl with profit for centuries tc, 
in exact accordance with the Heaton plan. the valve, when the steam worked is of a high pres- I come. Not only California, but the Colorado Terri-

This invention was pat- tory has become a gold-
ented on the 14th April, yielding country. We 
1863. Further informa- have obtainded some in-
tion can be had by ad
dressing the inventor, C. 
W. S. Heaton, at No. 
200 Lewis street, New 
York, or W. H. Webb, 
New York city. 

THE SLIDE VALVE. 

This most essential de
tail of a steam engine is 
very often badly con
structed, set and run. 
The valve may be called 
the heart of the machine, 
and any derangement in 
its functions results ill 
loss of money, power, 
and reputation of' the 
builders and all con-
cerned in running or 
erecting steam machinery. In many places we uave 
noticell a disregard of the commonest principles 
connected with the designing of slide valves, and 
deem it our duty to point out some frequent e�rors, 
so that they may be detected and r�ctified. 

When the lead on the steam side of the valve is 
open, the exhaust side is closed and tbe steam behind 
the piston cannot escape until ,she valve has traveled 
far enough to open the exhauat port, which is a great
er or less distance according to eircumstances. This 
is one and a very serious defect ; a piston is not 
meant for a punch, and steam is of so sulJtJe a nature 
that, give it but the slightest opening and it will rush 
through like lightning. To remedy the evil just 
mentioned, take the steam chest entirely off the cylin
der, if possible, take up the valve, and with a aquarjl 
and a scriver mark 011' the width of the faces which 
cover the ports on the outside of the vall-e ; pursue 
the same course with the ports on the cylinder ; then 
replace the valve, make the connection with the valve 
stem, and turn the crank on the center ; the relatille 
situations of the steam and exhaust ports wiII thenbjl 
apparent at a glance if the eccentric is properly flet. 
The distance or _,-,unt � .. Qpening which is prover 
on the e ... ",ust side of a slide ��lve varies wi�l1 tlul 

� C� desired to be produced, and also wIth �h it as 
of dilferent engineers ; some claiming that a amall 
amount of lead should be given to the ex�t, 80 
that a portion of steal1l will he retained in 1fue�lill
der for the piston to cushion against; thus ,produQ�� 
an elastic vapor which reacts to advantage "'UQU Uhtl 
cranks are passing the center. 

This is not entirely our view of the sub.i!lat, UPI' do we 
whoIly believe in it; a little reflection wetbink will show 

teresting information on 
this subject from Messrs. 
Davidson and Pomeroy, 
of Davenport, Iowa; the 
former having lJeen an 
engineer and explorer in 
the Rocky �Iountains for 
thirteen years, and who 
is now in the Colorado 
Territory. We learn from 
a communication sent us, 
that the quartz of Colo
rado is different in some 
features from that of Cal
ifornia. It is very rich in 
the precious metal, but 
it contains much sulphu
ret of iron, which pre
vents the mercury acting 
upon all the gold in the 
crushed quartz. It is 

sure. Every useless square inch of surface rellrQ89uts ; caloulated that only about twenty per cent of the 
the amount of steam pressure in the chest alldod to ' �old ill olJtained by amalgamation, and that there is 
the friction of the surfaces in contact, and thll8e de- a lOilS of about 80 per cent. in the tailings. Yet, al
tails are so great in large vaIYes that it is iIqpartantihoUMiI there is such a loss of gold, the Colorado 
to save e:very ai.1lltililnth of an inch that canulJ 8.ull- Quade is 80 rich in the metal that mining seeUlS to 
tracted from �ll!l valve, without injuring its llrQPIl�- prospjlt· amazingly. We learn that about $20,000,000 
tions. The line of contact of the seat and valve, <If willlJe the yield of the mines this year; which is ex
the two faces of the same, should lJe as aacmate as I truortlillary, considering the short period since they 
possiLJle, and this detail requires close atteutiou in I were Qpened. ilo important has the Colorado Terri
order to make the valve work with economy. AfWlt"l' .tory litIcome that a United States Mint has been erec
an engine luis been running for some time the �t Ile- ,ted at Denver City. A line of telegraph passes through 
quires a glar&etl surface, which is very dillicult if pQt the place, and there is a line of stages constantly 
impossible to cut with Ii file or scraper, and the pNper runniqg, making the trip in about six days between 
way is to make the valve and seat tr.ue at fil'st,and there and the railroad terminus on the Missouri river. 
not trust to its wearing fair in time, aIthollgh this 
method is often practiced. The valve should lie BUP

MISCELLANEOUS SUMMARY. 

faced tDue by the aiduf a metallic face pla\e, WUIIIll HO\v CHANG!> Ok' S!>x IS ACCOMPLISHED IN A 
it is possilJle, and the seat should then lie 8crt\l!8d BEEIHvE.-Carpenter informs us that in every hive 01 
from the valve. When the valve is put into the chest, bees (he majority of individuals are neuters, which 
the faces of both it and the seat should be carefully I hav') the organs of the female sex undeveloped, and 
cleaned with a pocket-handkerchief, 1>0 t.hll! uu grit or .lj,l'e incapable of reproduction, that function being re
dUBt, even, can possilJly remai;;. upon either ; as the stricted to the queen, who is the only perfect female 
smallest particle :vftll'in a short time ruin the faces by in the community. If by any accident the queen is 
worki\l_g ;;"I1I11S or rnts through which the,steam leaks. destroyed, or if she lJe purposely removed for the 
�alancing of �lide valves should alse be attended sake of experiment, the bees choose two or three from -

to; a portio�, at lel18t, of the pressure might be taken among the neuter eggs that have lJeell deposited in 
off with adnlout[l,ge, and the mechanical etl'ect would their appropriate cells, which they have the power of 
be mnch incraased thereby. A well-proportioned converting into queens. The first operation is to 
slide \'alve is.a most excellent diwi(le ; it is olle of change the cells in which they lie into royal cells; 
the simplll/!tand most effecti\le val VIIS, when well which dilfer from the others in form, and are of much 
mad!l, and nluch study might De;given to it with ad- larger dimensions; and when the eggs are hatched, 

'lIaIlt:J..le. the maggot is supplied with food of a very different 
nature from the farina or bee bread which has !Jeen 

OOr..D qUARTZ-MINING IN CALlF€lil:NU. 
that cushioning is of doubtful advant�; us a meas- In currency gold is a medium of exdhange; in 
ure of economy it is useless. In the extreme com- commeNe it is an article of barter, like copper or 
pression which occurs at the end of tbe stroke, the il1ln. Metals differ greatly in intrinsic value. Thus, 
crank is in fact one arm of a toggle joint-one of the an ounce and a half of gold is equaJin value to alJout a 
strongest mechanical agents known through which to tun of pig-iron. Being used so extensively for coin, 
exert lorce-and steam even of a high tension would and in the ornamental arts, gold a1wuss has been in 
be, or could be, raised still higher in temper- great demand, and the country which yields it as a 
ature by the compression to wbich it is subjected, natural product, obtained at a moderate expense for 
but even then it would exert a bad effet:t upon labor, possesses great commercial advantages. The 

stored up fur the nourishment of the workers, being 
of a jelly-like consistence and pungent stimulating 
character. After the usual transformation, the grub 
becomes a perfect queen, diflering from the neuter 
bee, into which it would otherwise have changed, not 
only in the development of the reproductive system, 
but in the general form of the body, the proportionate 
length of wings, the shape of the tongue, jaw and 
sting, the absence of the hollow in the thighs where _ 
pollen is carried, and the loss of power of se!:" !�,�' 

the live steam entering from the boiler. Of course immense quantities of gold which have been shipped wax. 

we do not here condemn such cushioning as is abso- from America to Europe, have been like exports of ROYAL GOOD SENSE .. -The Rev. J. C. Fletch· . 
lutely necessary to safety ; in locomotive or high copper, wheat and timber, exchanged for articles of scribing his entertainment by that model Em)), ' i' "; 

speed screw engines, for instance, a certain amount of clothing, cutlery, tea, colfee and sugar. Gold mining, Brazil, Don Pedro II., writes: II The Emp' -,'-,,' 
compression at the end of the stroke is essential to like any other business, is profitable or unprofita- amiability itself, while the princesses are rE ,  i ; .I{r. 
the safety of the machinery. The theory of compres- ble, according to the expenselncurred in obtaining it. such an education-practical and accomplis:,";· II� 

sion is, however, a dangerous one, especially to nov- No metal is more universally distributed than gold. would make all sensible parents in the Unite,' ,:,t,;tk' 
ices in engineering, who are liable to overstep the It is found in the sand of most rivers, and in Dearly rejoice, and desire that their daughters, too, n:::\, !" 
bounds of science and cause loss where they intended all alluvial deposits, and trom these it can be separa- so wisely trained. In reference to lJractica·.: '.', 1 
gain. There is much more benefit to be derived from ted by refined mechanical &.!ld chemical operations; may mention that each of the princesses pos: ,,>', :' 

,a clear field for the piston, or from the partial vacuum -, but a.fter all ,there are oomparativelif fuw sections Of I beautiful sewing machine of the Wheeler & i\ Jiwn 
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patent, and busy needle-music is heard in the palace 
each day at the appointed hour for such recreation." 

ARSENIC AS A PREVENTIVE OF DrsEAsE.-M. Mon
i gny, French Consul in China, in reference to the use 
of arsenic by the Northern Chinese, says they mingle 
it with their smoking tobacco. According to mission
aries who have lived a long time there, tobacco free 
from arsenic is not sold. The same witnesses assured 
the consul that the arsenic smokers were stout fel
lows, with" lungs like a blacksmith's bellows, and as 
rosy as cherubs." The publication of M. Montigny's 
statement has called out a letter from Dr. Lon de, who 
announces that some years ago, in the course of a dis
cussion at the Academy of Medicine, on the agents to 
be employed to cure tubercular consumption, he told 
the assembled doctors that he had found but one suc
cessful means of combating this dreadful disease, and 
that means was the smoking of arsenic. The doctor 
re-affirms his commendation of this remedy. 

SHODDY.-Many persons have heard of shoddy who 
do not know its nature and use. It is made from 
woolen rags, which are torn and cut up by machinery 
for the purpose of mixing the product with new wool, 
to be made into doth and other woolen fabrics. Cloth 
made with a mixture of shoddy is inferior in strength 
to that made from fresh wool, because much of the 
old rags from which the shoddy is made is rotten, and 
has lost its original strength of fiber. Shoddy is em
ployed very extensively in the manufacture of cheap 
woolen goods, which do not wear half so long as 
those which are somewhat higher in price, made of 
clean new wool. 

SUCCESS OF DABOLL'S FOG SIGNAL ABRoAD.-Da
boll's fog trumpet, about which so much has been 
said, has at last, after persistent efforts by the inven
tor, been adopted by the English Government. Re
cent experiments made in England prove that this 
fog trumpet can be heard further than any others in 
that country. Steps are being taken to make an im
mense machine of this description, to be placed on 
Cape Race, where so many accidents have repeatedly 
occurred. We are pleased to hear of Mr. Daboll's 
success ; he has shown the right spirit on this sub
ject and pushed his claims with great energy for many 
years. 

POWDER OF :MlLK.-The powder of milk, added to 
water, forms an agreeable drink, and an excellent sub
stitute for milk:---Milk, two pints; water, one·ounce; 
sugar, one pound. This mixture is then to be gently 
heated and constantly stirred. When it is three
fourths evaporated, the sugar is to be gradually added 
and the whole briskly stirred. After it is perfectly 
incorporated, the mixture is to be removed from the 
fire, poured into plates, and dried in an oven. When 
perfectly dry it is to be finely powdered and kept in 
well-stopped bottles. One or two teaspoonfuls is suf
ficient for a cup of tea or coffee. 

INDIAN MUSLIN.---It appears that the manufactures 

in Bengal were formerly incomparably finer than they 

are at present; there was a sort of muslin called 

Abrooan, which was manufactured solely for the use 

of the emperor's seraglio, a piece of which costing 

400 rupees or $250, if spread upon wet grass, would 

have been scarcely vIsible. In the Nabob Alaverdy 

Khawn's time, a weaver was chastised and turned 

out of the city of Dacca, for his neglect, in not pre

venting his cow from eating up a piece of the same 

sort of muslin, which he had spread, and carelessly 

left on the grass. 

BORING LARGE CRANKs.-In our large machine 

shops the shaft holes in heavy cranks are cut out of 

the solid metal by long-legged cutters set in a cast

iron head. These tools remove a central 'core from 

ten to fifteen inches in diameter. One side is run 

down first, the crank is then reversed, and the second 

cut started from the opposite side; when both cuts 

meet the core drops out, and the hole only needs a 

little trimming to be completed. 

IT is interesting to note that the school books lately 
published by the Austrian Government are printed on 
paper made of "corn shucks, " or the leaves which 
protect the ear of maize. This material gives the 
page a yellowish color, which medical men hold to be 
less fatiguing to the eye than our snowy pages. 

AN explosion of detonating powder took place re
cently at the American Cap and Flask Company's 
factory, Waterbury, Conn., by which the lower part of 
the building was shattered. A returned volunteer 
named Edward Rush seized a bucket full of the ex
plosive mixture and carried it out at the risk of his 
life. 

WE hope )ur readers will not omit to notice t Je 
proposals for a steam car issued by a Cincinnati rail
road company; the advertisement can be found on 
page 15 of the present number of this paper : the 
adoption of steam on city railroads is a thing urgent
ly needed, and we are glad to see sufficient enterprise 
manifested to give it a fair trial. 

3 
once stopped, only prepares the skin to send forth a 
new growth that pushes off the old fleece, and causes 
it to be lost before shearing time. Nothing is more 
evident from this than that the economy of the wool
grower consists in keeping his sheep well fed during 
the early part of winter, and also well protected from 
storms; for it is plain from the fact that wool begins to 
grow, even on poorly kept sheep, as soon as the temper
ature of spring permits the animal economy to divert 
some of the supplies from being consumed in keeping 
up the vital organization, to the increase of the fleece, 
that heat has as much to do with the growth of wool 
as with the growth of plants. Hence we say give 
sheep protection at an early date. 

NEW BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS 

THE NATIONAL BANNER. Published by Delphine H. 
Baker, 37 Park Row, New York. 

This is a weekly journal, issued, as its prospectus 
says, tor the purpose of creating a patriotic fund for 
the benefit of the sick, wounded and disabled soldiers 
and their families, by giving 50 per cent of all the 
subscriptions received for said paper to the mainten
ance and support of such fund. The enterprise is 
favorably looked upon by several members of Con
gress and other gentlemen, and the lady publisher has 
the support and good wishes of the most respectable 
portion of the community. The character of the 
paper is elevated, and the contents a miscellaneous 
compilation of the current items ami topics of the 
day, interspersed with literature, religious matter, 
poetry, &c. The subscription price is $1 50 per an
num, half of which goes to the "Soldiers' Fund, " and 
the other half to the maintenance of the Banner. It 
is also in contemplation to sustain a course of lectures 
in connection with the same object-the collection of 
a fund-and several eminent clergymen and others 
are named as lecturers, one-half the proceeds of which 
arc to be devoted to the fund. This is a good oppor
tunity for our readers to show their patriotism. The 
first lecture was given on Saturday, Dec. 12, at the 
Cooper Institute. 

THE ILLUSTRATED ANNUAL REGISTER OF RURAL 

AFFAIRS for 1864. 

PORT-HOLES IN THE MONITOR TURRETS. - The 
holes for the guns in the monitor turrets are by 
some shops cut out of the solid metal; when the 
turret is completed, a boring head, provided with cut
ters like lathe tools is set on a shaft in a frame made 
for it, and brought into contact with the turret wall : 
when power is communicated to the boring head by a 
small engine the cutters soon make a large hole 15 
inches in diameter. The plates are cut out; the iron 
is n<).ll removed bodily but in disks. Other shops 
panch �he hole in each sheet before the turret is set 
u? and then dress the aperture out neatly after all the 
plates are erected. 

GEMS OF COLORADo.-Among the rocks in that ter
ritoryare found beautiful translucent quartz crystals, 
tin2:ed with crimson and purple, and often classed as 
amethysts, amazon stones, beryls, opals in varieties, 
garnets and turquoise. On the plains are found the 
most beautiful and curious of agates, birdseye, cats
eye, moss and fortification. Sardonyx, jasper and 
malachite also abound. Here, too, are obtained fos
sils in great abundance. We understand that these 
precious stones are beginning to be kept for sale at all 
the jewelers' shops in the territory, and we wonder 
they have not yet found their way to New York. 

EXPERIMENTS are being made in France with a new 
kind of rocket, which is to prevent the enemy from 
working at night. Besides giving a most brilliant 
light, illuminating a distance of 200 meters when let 
of 1', it offers the additional advantage of finally burst
ing like a howitzer, and carrying wholesale destruc
tion into the hostile camp. 

We always receive this interesting annual with great 
pleasure. Nothing is better adapted to entertain and 
instruct farmers and all who take interest in matters 
about the farm-yard. The " Register " has been is
sued for ten years from the office of the Country Gen
tleman, at Albany, N. Y., by the publishers, Luther 
Tucker & Son, price 25 cents. The number before us 
contains a calender adapted to the Northern States, 
also 130 excellent engravings, relating to the manage
ment of swine, road making, the . dairy, fruit cul
ture, the poultry yard, checse making, and other 
subjects valuable to the farmer, gardener, and house
holder. 

TIlE PIlRENOLOGICAI JOURNAL.-This instructive 
periodical commences new volume with the ncw 
year. Those who desire to provide themselves with a 
most interesting and at the same time most intcliGC 
tual fund of reading matter, should subscribe to 
this excellent periodical. The amount of engraved 
portraiture which appears in its columns is quite 
large, and of itself trebly worth the cost of subscrip
tion. Fowler & Wells, 308 Broadway, New York. 

A LARGE fly-wheel weighing 60 tuns was recently 
constructed in England and put together in several 
parts; the rim was in four sections and the light arms 
and center were also cast separately; when finally 
adjusted it ran only one-fourth of an inch out of 
truth. 

SOME of the English peasantry took the recent 
earthquake for a sign that the world was coming to 
an end, and packed up to emigrate to America, to 
avoid the calamity. 

A BALE of cotton recently received by Wm. Pol
lock, of South Adams, contained a stick of yellow 
pine weighing 186 pounds, which at 90 cents per 
pound cost $168 40. 

THE steamer Daniel Drew has been cut in two and 
will have fifty feet added to its length: this is �ne of 
theJastest boats that ever ran on the North river. 

A PATENT has just been taken out in England for 
perforating the leaves of books and pamphlets after 
the manner of postage-stamp sheets. If' tlle inven
tion can be applied, all those who read will rise up 
and call the inventor blessed, as the necessity of 
using paper cutters will be removed. 

A SCIENTIFIC expedition, led by the eminent north
country naturalist, the Rev. H. B. Tristram, of Great
ham, is on its way to Syria. The members will em
ploy themselves several months in exploring the zool
ogy, botany and geology of that interesting land. 

WE are indebted to Hon. P. H. Watson, Assistant 
Secretary of War, for a copy of the Report of the 
Secretary of War and also of the Commander-in-Chief 
Gen. Halleck. 

Shelter for Sheep. 

There is no season of the year when sheep are more 
liable to lose nearly all they have gained than during 
the fall and early winter ; and if they do, there is an 
end to the hopes of a crop of wool. For the want of 
food has the effect of stopping the growth of the 
wool, and the moment the growth is stopped, the end 
of the fiber is completed; a change takeR place, it be
comes dead, in a manner analogous to the stem of 
ripe fruit, and a renewal of good feed after these 
months, and after the growth of the wool has been 

Forests a Necessity of Fertility. 

The value of forests to a country in retaining moist

ure is well illustrated by the late severe freshets of the 
Connecticut valley. The snow melts quicker in an 
open country, and is retained longer among groves. 
Formerly the Connecticut River and its tributaries 
were clothed with forests; now they are largely de
nuded, and we have reason to expect greater freshets 
than formerly. The present barrenness of Greece and 
Palestine, as contrasted with their former fertility, is 
similarly accounted for. Dr. Unger, a celebrated 
naturalist of Vienna, claims that the climate lacks its 
original moisture. He says that the hordes of war
riors that have followed each other for centuries on 
that soil have burned up the forests, and every effort 
of nature to make restoration is subdued by a super
abundance of goats. The population Jive on the pro
ducts of the goats, and the goats crop every twig, 
thus bringing barrenness. If the forests should ever 
again grow, Dr. Unger thinks that fertility would be 
restored. 
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l1'1YElIITIYE PROGRESS-PAST AND FUTURE. 

Before proceeding from one stage to another of a 
long journey, it is prudent to arrange the knowledge 
that has been acquired by past experience, that it 
may be applied profitably as a guide for the future. 
Thus, at the commencement of another New Year of 
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, we may be benefitted by 
taking a rapid survey of the past and accepting its 
lessons. Like the granite pier which supports the 
lofty arch over which a nation's commerce may be 
carried, so the metal iron is the buttress and support 
which upholds the procession of the modern indus
trial arts. Without this metal, steam engines, steam 
ships, railways, mining and modern manufacturing 
machinery, would still have been unknown. Every 
improvement in the manufacture and application of 
iron-either cast, malleable, wrought, or as steel-is 
therefore of vast consequence. Cast-iron is a valu
able material, because it may be melted and molded 
in any suitable form. In this state, however, it is 
very brittle; hence to obtain strong wrought iron,it has 
to undergo several expensive operations, and in this 
state it cannot be melted amI cast. By the "malIe
abelizing" process castings are subjected for several 
days to a high heat in the presence of an oxide, being 
thus made more tough, while retaining their original 
form; but this is a tedions and troublesome operation. 
Our foreign exchanges chronicle the production of 
good malleable cast-iron in Glasgow, Scotland, by 
which castings are produced direct from the molten 
metal, and are nearly as strong as forgings of 
wrought-iron, and for many important purposes will 
superseqe it. 

Until recently no fine commercial cast-steel had 
been made in America, but now its manufacture is 
carried on with success in Pittsburgh, Pa., and at 
Rockaway, N. J. In many respects, however, we are 
still far behind European steel manufacturers, more 
especially in the production of large articles. Krupp, 
of Prussia, produces castings and forgings of steel 
in such masses that the efforts of our steel manufac
turers, compared to his, are like the efforts of Lillipu
tians to Titans. Expensive apparatllOl, ponderous en
gines and mechanism, and large capital are necessary 
to conduct the applications of steel upon a large scale. 
But with patience and perseverance, American steel 
manufacturers and fabricators of articles in steel 
should advance to an equality with the first in the 
world. The production of steel from pig iron, by 
what is called the "Bessemer process," is rapidly ex
tending in Europe. This metal is employed for mak
ing tires for locomotive wheels, and is coming into 
general use for rails. After careful experiments with 
iron and steel rails, it has been found that the latter 
are about five times more durable than the former, 
and several great railway companies in England have 
adopted them exclusively. Such rails will effect a 
great saving in the cost of maintaining railways, and 
we may expect to see them come into extensive use 
in America. One establishment in Troy, N. Y., is 
p".gaged in the manufacture of this metal for such 
purposes. 

A great impetus has been given to the manufacture 
of thick American Jron plates for war vessels, but 
too little attention has been bestowed upon the pro
duction of long and broad thin plates fOl merchant 
steamers. This is undoubtedly owing to the slow 
progress of mercantile iron ship-building among us. 
But as steel is far superior to iron for the thin plates, 
ul\led in building merchant steamers, much attention 
should be devoted to this art. Two steel vessels were 
lately launched at Liverpool, one of 1,2'71 tuns, the 
other of 1,491 tuns burthen. As the relative strength 
of this metal in plate compared to iron is as 8 to 5, 
the weight of steel used in the vessel of 1,2'71 tuns 
was but 500 tuns, whereas, had it been built of iron 
it would have been 800 tuns. A great iron steam
ship, like the l'ersia, if built of steel iustead of iron, 
could carry double her present cargo. For composite 
girders of bridges, boilers, &c., steel should take the 
place of iron, because greater strength can be secured 
with the same weight of metal. 

use of pumps; then conveying it, by fiexible tubes, I could combine mechanical and manufacturing opera
into the tunnel, to supply fresh air to the miners; tions with agriculture. Such establishments, under 
and no vertical shafts are sunk. We suggest the em- what is known as "the factory system," have many 
ployment of compressed air, in this manner, to oper- objectionable features;. hence domestic manufactures 
ate excavating machines in our coal mines. All should always be encouraged. Plowing by steam 
danger from fire, as compared with steam, would power has become common in Europe, but it has not 
thus be obviated, and the mines ventilated at the made much progress with us. The great scarcity of 
same time. labor in the agricultural West should give an impetus 

Silk manufactures are on the increase among us. to the application of portable steam engines to agri
Silk fabrics are now made at Hartford, Conn., and at culture. 
Cohoes, New York, and a manufactory has gone into Two new and useful alloys have been added to the 
successful operation in the Eastern District of Brook- list of those already well known. These consist of 
lyn. A large number of articles which were lately "Aich's Austrian metal, and Aluminum bronze; the 
made in France, and imported, are now manufactured former consisting of 67 '63 parts, by weight of copper; 
successfully in the vicinity of New York, 40 '22 parts spelter; 1'86 parts iron, and about '84 

Less attention has been devoted to the cultivation parts of tin: the bronze consists of 90 parts copper 
of fiax by our farmers than we anticipated. Owing and 10 of aluminum. Aich's metal is about double 
to the scarcity of cotton and its high price, remuner- the strength of common gun metal, and the bronze, 
ative rates could have been obtained for very large which is of a beautiful gold color, is nearly as strong 
large quantities of flax fiber, and for several years to as wrought-iron. It is too expensive yet for making 
come it may be cultivated as a profitable crop. In the different parts of working machinery, but for or
connection with this subject, we urge the cultivation namental articles it is highly prized. 
of cotton in Delaware and Maryland, as it is a histor- The manufacture of watches, chiefly by ingenious 
ical fact that American cotton was first successfully and delicate machinery, has become an established 
raised in these States. and successful American art, and it is probable that, 

Great progress has been made in railroad construc- instead of importing watch movements from the Old 
tion during the past year. Several hundred miles of World, we shall ultimately export them to Europe; 
the Atlantic and Great Western Railway have been and, like American clocks, they may become time
completed, and the work is now going rapidly for- keepers to the denizens of all lands. 
ward, which will connect New York with the Missis- We have thus alluded to various topics relating to 
sippi by a continuous broad-gage line. It is contem- manufactures, inventions and commerce, and might 
plated that it will yet be carried to California, when have extended the list of subjects to much greater 
the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans will be linked togeth- length; but we have said sufficient to arrest the atten
er by a splendid trunk line, reaching across the entire tion of those who are devoted to progress and im
continent. provement, so that a fresh and intelligent start may 

The application of injectors to the boilers of loco- be made for the new stage of life's journey in 1864. 
motives has become common. Some progress has 

MAlfUPAmE OF COAL OIL. 
been made in applying steam to city railroads, but the 
advance is very limited, owing to the ignorant preju
dice of various corporations against steam, as being 
more.dangerous than horse power. 

A new telegraph has been adopted for army opera
tions. The current is magneto-electric, generated by 
turning a small crank. Neither battery nor acids are 
required; the apparatus is compact and convenient, 
and may be carried in a soldier's haversack. 

It is gratifying to know that a new Atlantic cable is 
being manufactured in London, and that measures 
are now in progress for laying it next summer. So 
many improvements have been made in the construc
tion of submarine cables within a few years, that 
hopes are now entertained of establishing an Atlantic 
telegraph line. 

A remarkable development has taken place during 
the past year in the American petroleum trade. 
Over twenty-four millions of gallons have been ex
ported in twelve months, and about an equal quantity 
has been retained for home use. To a moderate ex
tent petroleum hal! been successfully applied for mak
ing gas in small apparatus; but for the supply of 
cities it is more expensive than coal. A number of 
experiments have also been made to apply it as fuel 
under steam boilers, the high price of anthracite hav
ing stimulated eff'orts to obtain a cheaper substitute; 
but until petroleum can be sold for about six cents per 
gallon, it will not be capable of competing with coal 
for fuel. 

The manufacture of syrup from sorghum has become 
an established business in the West, and great improve
ments have been made in the apparatus for evaporat
ing the juice of the plant. 

The manufacture of oil from coal, by distillation, 
has been extinguished in the United States by the 
large supplies of cheap petroleum. But we notice by 
our foreign exchanges that coal oil is manufactured 
upon an extensive scale in Scotland, and the busineBj:! 
there is upon the increase, competing with imported 
petroleum. If our oil wells were to cease fiowing, 
the manufacture of coal oil would be resumed 0 
course ; because there are extensive beds of ca�n� 
coal in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky and Virginia 
from which illimitable quantities of this oil could b� 
made. There are several points of difference between 
the rock oil and the coal oil. From the coal, pure 
benzole is obtained, and from this product the beau
tiful aniline red, crimson and purple colors so much 
admired are manufactured. Such products have not 
been obtained from petroleum, for if pure benzole ex
ists in the natural oil, the quantity is so limited that 
it has not been appreciated. The benzine of petrole
um is a different substance from the benzole of dis
tilled coal. Another product of distilled coal, differ
ing from that of petroleum, is its heavy oil that is 
used for lubrication in Europe. Oils of different 
specific gravities are derived from petroleum, but the 
heaviest is said to be inferior to that obtained from 
coal for lubricating machinery. A great improve
ment in the distillation of coal has lately been effected 
in Scotland. It consists in admitting superheated 
steam of a very high temperature into the vertical re
torts while distillation is going on. The product is 
nearly doubled, the oil clarified, the disagreeable odor 
modified to a certain extent, and the retort kept clean. -- .... 

PATENT OFFICE REPORT FOR 1862.-The engravings 
for the above work have been completed by Messrs. 
Jewett & Co., of Buffalo, to whom we are under great 
obligations for proof sheets. It is almost needless to 
add that the artistic execution of these illustrations is 
characterised by that superior excellence which marks 
the generality of the work done at the establishment 
of Messrs. Jewett. We have also received from them 
their sample pamphlet of line engraving, which, for 
beauty of typography, will, we are confident, com
mand the attention of the printing fraternity. 

---------.. � .. _-----

The greatest feat of engineering in the form of 
tunneling ever attempted, is that of cutting seven 
miles through Mont Cenis, in which an ingenious 
mode of drilling has been adopted by the Italian en
gineers. They have applied the power of water from 
the snow-capped mountains to compress air, by the 

Sewing and knitting machines, clothes-washers and 
wringers have become common in most households. 
There is still great room left for imptovement in in
venting and adapting several simple and inexpensive 
machines for domestic use, especially for farmers; so 
that many of the natural products of the farm, which 
are now sold in the raw state, may be manufactured 
into articles for sale, during weather that is too stormy 
for out-door labor. Flax cordage and cloth, and vari
ous woolen fabrics, might be manufactured profitably 
by many farmers, in the winter season. In Italy and 
Switzerland, silk and fiax articles and watches are 
made by the families in the rural districts at seasons 
when they cannot labor in the fields. With convenient 
braiding, sewing, knitting, spinning, weaving and 
other machines, operated by hand power, or with a 
portable steam engine or water wheel driven by a 
running brook, adjacent to the cottage, a farmer 

THE rifled muskets made by the "Savage Arms 
Co.," Middletown, and rejected by the government 
inspector, are sold to a New York concern for $7 per 
gun more than the Government price. It is not a 
serious job for the Company, therefore, if the guns 
are all rejected; and Government probably buys them 
of other parties at an increased price. 
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IMPROVEMENTS IN THE ARTS AND SCIENCES. New Scarlet Dye.-For the production of a scarlet Locomoti'Des for Tunnels.-For the best locomotive 

dye for cotton. engine for working in tunnels and underground rail-
There exists in England a Society for the encourage- Jfurexide Red.-For rendering murexide red more ways, so as to avoid the injurious effect of ordinary 

ment of the Arts and Sciences, which numbers among permanent, when exposed to the atmosphere and sul- engines. 
its members many of the best and most talented per- phurous vapors. Ropesfor Mines.-For an account of the compara
sons in the United Kingdom. Prince Albert, when ' Bleaching Wool.-For an account of any important tive value of chains, hemp and wire ropes for drawing 
living, took an active part in the proceedings of this improvements in the bleaching of wool. I· ores from mines, giving the practical result of experi-
institution, and aided its objects by every means in his Lakes for Oarriages.-For the production of cheap ments. 
power. Whether it was the comfort of the working- purple and yellow lakes, of good quality, suitable for I Pumping Engines. -For an account of the relative 
classes which engrossed his mind, or whether the per- carriage builders, &c. , and not liable to fade or change I merits of the different kinds of engines used for draw-
fection of some rare and beautiful work of art, in- color. ing water from mines. 
tended to give pleasure to more cultivated intellects, Mordants.-For a treatise on the mordants employ- Plumbago. -For the discovery of graphite in Aru:-

his energies, time and money, wer
.
e equally interested ed in the dyeing of cotton, wool and silk. tralia, Of

. 
a quality and in quantity calculated to be 

and devoted to the fullest accomplishment of the duty New Green Dye.-For an account of the " green commercIally useful. 
in hand. dye from Maida " as shown in the Indian department Aluminium.-For any new or improved process for 

In pursuance of its object to encourage the arts and at the International Exhibition of 1862, including ori- the manufacture of aluminium which, by cheapening 
render Great Britain first in all that pertains to civi- ginal researches giving methods of fixing the same its cost, may render it applicable to many purposes 
lization, the Society oflered premiums varying in am- upon cotton and other fibers and yarns. for which it cannot now be employed. 
ount from $500 to $100 for the best inventions or dis- Green without Arsenic.-For the manufacture of a Silicium.-For the best essay upon silicium, and its 
coveries in the arts and sciences. They also publish brilliant green color, not containing arsenic, copper, uses. 
lists of certain substances, articles, fabrics, instru- or other poisonous materials. Melting Oast Steel.-For an easy and cheap method 
ments, machines, colors, processes, &c. , &c. , in daily Ohlorophyll.-For the manufacture of chlorophyll of melting cast steel in large masses • .  
use, which are to be the subjects of special premiums. from grasses, suitable for dyeing silk and other fabrics Agricultural Steam-Engine.-For the production of 
For some improvements medals are offered, which it of a green color. an efficient agricultural steam-engine, capable of use 
is supposed bear a high value ; not so much, perhaps, Green Dyes.-For the manufttcture of green dyes on the farm, and of being made available as a traction 
for their intrinsic worth as for the honor conferred by from coal or wood tar. engine, either on tramways or common roads, for 
them upon the recipient. We transfer to our columns Ultramarine.-For an artificial ultramarine, not carrying farm produce and manure to railway sta
a number of the subjects for which prizes are offered, liable to alteration when thickened with albumen and tions. 
not with the idea of inducing competition among our fixed by steam. Brewery Plant.-For a descriptive account of im
countrymen for the possession of the premiums, as Oolors for Dyeing, &c.-For the discovery of oxy- proved designs for the construction and plant of brew
that is not permitted, we believe, by the Society ; but naphthalic acid, a preparation of chloroxy-naphthalic eries, especially in the arrangements for boiling, 
mainly with the object of placing before our readers, acid, or for a treatise on the application of Laurent's cooling, hoisting, pumping, washing, attemperating, 
in pursuance of the design of the SCIENTIFIC AMER!- colors to dyeing and calico printing. cask-washing, &c. 
CAN, the latest and most pressing wants of the age we Trade in Foreign Dye Stuffs.-For an essay on the Hydraulic Engine.-For a small, simple, cheap and 
live in : influence of the Aniline series of colors npon the effective hydraulic engine, which, in connection with 

Goldsmiths' Work.-For the best essay on Ancient trade and commerce in foreign dye stuffs. the ordinary water service of towns could be applied 
Goldsmiths' Work. Thickening Oolors.-For the introduction of any to lifts in warehouses, driving lathes, blowing the bel-

Bronzes.-For the best essay on the manufacture substance the use of which will essentially economise lows of organs, and many other purposes where steam 
and casting of Bronzes, and on bronze washes. the cost of thickening the colors and sizes used in cannot be made available. 

Molds for Metal Oasting.-For the production of dyeing and dressing fabrics. Lighting Railway Oarriages.-For a system oflight-
a material to be used in the formation of molds for . Substitute for Egg Albumen.-For a thoroughly de- ing railway carrip.ges with gas, each carriage to have 
caSting bronzes and other molten metals, so as to en- colorised blood albumen, or any economic and effici- an independent supply equal to the duration of the oil 
able the casts to be produced without seams. ent substitute for egg albumen for calico printing. lamps now carried, and the system to be adaptable to 

Pigments.-For an account of the various pigments Use for Yolk of Eggs.-For a new, large and eco- existing carriages. 
used in the Fine Arts, with suggestions for the intro- nomic use for the yolks of eggs, with particulars of Railways.-For a complete and economic system of 
duction of new and improved substances. the mode of preparation and preservation. constructing railways in iron, with the necessary plant 

Substitute for Wood Blocks.-For the discovery of Uses oj Seaweed.-For the extraction from seaweed for working railways in tropical countries and the col-
a substitute for the blocks used by wood-engravers, of any substance or preparation capable of extensive onies. 
so ' as to supersede the necessity of' uniting several application as a dye, drug, thickening, tanning agent, Protecting Iron.-For the invention of an efficient 
pieces of wood. or any other generally useful product. method of protecting iron from the action of air and 

Photographs on Enamel.-For the best portrait ob- Olays.-For an account of the modI! of occurrence, water, applicable to the various forms in which Iron is 
tained photographically and burnt in in enamel. and of the uses of Cornish, Devonshire and Dorsetshire used as a building material generally, and also to iron 

Photographs on Ohina.-For the production of a clays, and the quantities annually worked. ships and armor-plated vessels. 
dessert or other service, in China or earthenware, or- Artijicial Stone and Terra Ootta.-For an account Unsinkable Ships.-For plans or suggestions for the 
namented by means of photography, and burnt in of the various artificial stones and Terra CoUas intro- construction of an efficient and seaworthy vessel, of 
from an impression obtained either directly from the duced and employed for purposes of construction, such materials and specific gravity, that when perfo
negative, or from a transfer from a metal plate ob- stating their properties, advantages and imperfec- rated either by shot or accident, she shall still main-
tained directly from the photograph. tions, and their relative cost. tain her floating power. 

Photographs on Glass.-For a table service in glass Lighting and Ventilating Mines.-For an account Iron Bhips.-For the best and most convenient 
ornamented by means of photography, under similar of the methods at present in use, in the various coal- method of welding together the frame-work and cov
conditions to the above. mining districts, for ventilating and lighting the ering of iron vessels, so as to dispense with bolting 

Photographs on Windows.-For the production mines, with suggestions for their improvement. and riveting. 
commercially of ornamental glass for windows by Copper Smelting, &c.-For an account of the vari- Diving Apparatus.-For an improved diving appa-
means of vitrified photographs. ous commercial copper ores, of the smelting processes, ratus in which divers may work free from the influence 

Fluoric Acid.-For a substitute for fluoric acid to and the methods by which the precious metals can be of great pressure, and at greater dep,ths than by 
be used for ilngraving on glass, which shall be free separated from copper. means of the diving-bell, helmet, or other existing ap-
from noxious fumes. Tin.-For an account of the treatment of tin and pliances. 

ReprodUCing Designs for Prtnting. -For a rapid its application in the Arts and Manufactures, and of Shoal Recorder. -For an instrument to indicate the 
means of reproducing artistic designs or sketches, for recent discoveries of new sources of supply. depth of water under a ship's bottom to prevent dan-
surface printing by machinery, such process to pro- Woijram.-For an account of the modes by which ger when at sea or nearing land. 
vide for lowering portious of the work to fit it for wolfram can be separated from other ores ; and of the Smokeless Fuel.-For the discovery or manufacture 
steam printing. uses of Tungsten in the Arts. of a new smokeless fuel, which shall not occupy more 

RoUers for Oalico Printing.-For any important Menaccanite.-For an account of Menaccanite or space, or be of greater weight than the fuel now in 
improvements for facilitating the production and eco- Iserine, and suggestions for obtaining Titanium from use ; and shall be equal in amount of heating power, 
nomising the cost of engraving rollers for printing these ores. without liability to injure metals in contact with it. 
calicoes and other fabrics. Titanium.-For the best essay upon titanium, with Motive Power.-For the generation of motive power 

Doctorsfor Oalico Printing. -For the best material suggestions for extracting and utilising the metal. in sea-going vessels by any process whereby the 
for, and form of " doctors " for calico printing ma- Smelting Zinc.-For an account of the processes necessity of carrying a large supply of coal may be 
chines, . which shall obviate the several objections to now in use for smelting zinc ores, with suggestions avoided. 
those now in use. for their improvement. Electricity.-For any new process for producing or 

Aniline Oolors.-For a means of fixing upon cotton Sulphur and Arsenic.-For the best account of the obtaining galvanic electricity, so that it may be i>b. 
and other fabrics all the ordinary aniline colors, so production of sulphur and arsenic from the metallife- talned in large quantities at small cost. 
that the dyed fabric will effectually resist the action of rous ores of the United Kingdom, with statistics of Application of Electricity to Organs.-For the pro. 
soap and water, or cold dilute alkalies_ the use and export of these substances_ duction of an organ in which, by the use of electri-

Napht�line.-For a process for converting the Mining Machinery.-For improvements in the ma- city or magnetism, tunes of greater length and variety 
naphthalme 01 gas works into alizarine or madder- chinery for dressing poor ores of tin, lead, &c. than those ordinarily produced on barrel-organs may 
red. Regenerati'De Furnaces.-For the best account of be performed mechanically. 

T.urkey Red.-For an essay, with th
.e results of eX- I the structure and application of regenerative furnaces Bilk Bobbin. -For a bobbin for silk, which shall poe-

perlments, on the manufacture of Adnanople red. to manufacturing purposes. sess exact uniformity of weight, be incapable of being 
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made hea;ier without detec�ion, and which will not I substitute 1'0: the expensive copper rolls �ow used in I tion to the angle at which they strike the spheric a 
absorb mOIsture. The materml employed must not be paper maclllnes ; a firm surface, not easily damaged surface of the cornea. Consequently, the only object s 
liable to chip, or to affect the color of the silk wound by indentation, and not liable to oxidation, is essen- which are seen in their true position are those enter -
on it. tial. ing the eye in the direction of the optic axis. By 

Lace JlIacldnel·y.-For a mechanical substitute for Paper Material.-For the best essay upon paper- this refraction the rays which enter the eye at an 
hand-labor in running in the outline to figures in ma- making materials, with suggestions for reducing eco- angle of 90° are bent at 10°, and appear to come 
chine-wrought lace. nomically the more refractory ligneous substances from an angle of 80°. This phenomenon produces a 

Woven Garments.-For the production in the loom, suited for paper-making, to a fibrous pulp, by mecha- very curious illusion. When we are lighted by the 
and introduction into commerce, of woven garments, nical or chemical means. sun, the moon, or any other light, if we enrleavor to 
suited for soldiers, sailors, emigrants, operatives and Rollers for Printing Paper-Hangings.-For a com- place ourselves in a line with the light and the shadow 
others, so as to economise the cost of production, and position for feeding rollers for printing paper-hangings of our body, we are surprised to find that the light 
reduce the amount of hand labor. by cylinder machinery, similar in consistency and and the shadow seem not to be connected at all, and 

Incombustible Paper.-For the production of an in- texture to the gelatine rollers used in letter-press that, instead of being in a line, they appear bent to 
combustible paper, so as to render the ledgers of printing, but adapted for working in water colors. an angle of 160° instead of 180°, so that we see both 
commercial men, bankers, &c. , indestructible by fire. Paper-Hangings Oolored in the Pulp .-For the the light and the shadow a little before us, where they 

Dressing and Dyeing Skins.-For an account of the manufacture of papers from colored pulp, bearing are not expected to be. The eye refracts the line 
materials and methods at preseut employed in prepar- upon them designs, either colored or white, discharged formed by the ray of light and the shadow, and the 
ing and dressing skins, and the colors and treatments after the manner of calico printing. effect is like that of the stick, one-half of which 
to which they are submitted in dyeing. Lubricants. -For an account of the sources of sup- being immersed in water, appears crooked or bent into 

Dyeing and Dressing Leather.-For improvements ply, processes of manufacture, and relative value of I an angle at the point of immersion. This enlarge
in the method of dyeing or dressing Morocco or calf the various lubricants employed in working machinery ment of the field of vision to an angle of 200", is one 
leather, in such manner as to prevent the surface from and rolling stock. of those innumerable and wonderful resources of Na
cracking in working, and to render it more fit to re- Red Oil.-For the solidification of oil by nitrous ture by which the beauty of the effect is increased. 
ceive the gilding required in ornamenting books, fur- compounds, without the formation of red oil, or for Our attention is called to the various parts of the 
niture and other articles. the removal of the red oily body without injury to, or panorama which appear in any way a desirable point 

Leather Cloth.-For improvemeuts in the manufac- softening the solidified fat. i of observation , and we are warned of any danger 
ture of leather-cloth, or artificial leather, especially iu Improved Ohemical Balance.-For the best chemi- from olJjects coming to us in the most oblique direc
imparting strength and durability, so as to fit it for cal and assay balance, suitable for the use of students tion. These advantages are particularly felt in our 
the purposes of saddlers, harness-makers, trunk- and experimentalists, which will, (with 600 grains in crowded towns, where we are obliged to be constantly 
makers, shoemakers, book-binders aud others. each pan) show a difference of '005 or less. To be on the look-out for all that is passing around us. 

Substitute for Wool.-For any fibrous material sold at a moderate price. - ---

available in large quantity and at a low price, capable Oheap Spectroscope.-For the best and "cheapest Food and Breathing of Plants, Anilnals 

of being used advantageously in textile fabrics, as a form of spectroscope. and Engines. 

substitute for wool. The fiber should be from 1 to 6 Dialysing Apparatus. -For the best and cheapest Carbonic acid, water and ammonia are the food of 
or 8 inches in length, and suitable of being spun on form of' dialysing apparatus, capable of being packed plants-simple forms of matter, which they take and 
the ordinary woolen or worstell machinery. in a small compass, but of sufficient size to aid the mold into the complex organic forms of which the 

Substitute for Cotton or Fla.T.-For any new fibrous country practitioner in the detection of poisons and substance of plants consists. Animals feed upon 
plant or sulJstance which may be used wholly or in adulterations, and in the preparation and purification these plants. Animals have not the power of pro
part as a substitute for cotton, flax, hemp, &c. , or of salts and drugs. ducing complex organic matter, such as the simple in-
any new processes whereby useful fibers may be ex- Incombustible Wick.-For the production of an in- organic forms of water, carbonic acid and ammonia. 
tracted from plants. combustible wick, suitable for oil, spirit aud other They receive their nutriment from plants, and the 

New Gums.-For auy new substance or compound lamps. whole act of their lives is to take those highly organ-
which may be employed as a substitute for india-rub- Oyanogen Oompounds.!-For the Leconomical pro- ised forms produced by plants, and convert them 
bel' or gutta-percha in the arts and manufactures. duction of cyanogen gompounds for employment in again iuto the simple conditions of carbonic acid, 

New Gums or Oils.-For any new gums or oils the the arts, or as manures. water and ammonia, from which the plants derive 
produce of Africa, calculated to be useful in the arts Naphthaline • ....:...For the discovery of . a practical their food. Look what a machine an animal is : how 
and manufactures, and obtainable in quantity. Sam- means of utilising naphthaline. closely he resembles a steam-engine ! A steam-engine 
pIes of' not less than 251bs. of gum, and 501b8. of oil, Oxygen Gas.-For a more economical process of ob- in action takes fuel, whicli is its food, consisting of 
to be transmitted to the Society. taining oxygen gas than any in present use. coal and wood, which are decayed vegetable comb us-

E!astic Tubing.-For an elastic material for tubing, New Edible Roots.-For the discovery and intro- tible matter. A steam-engine takes in water, and so 
suited to the conveyance of gas, and not liable to be duction into this country of any new edible root, use- does an animal. A steam-engine breathes air, and so 
affected by alterations in temperature, or to be acted ful as food for man or cattle, and capable of extensive does an animal. A steam-engine produces, by the 
upon by the gas itself. and improved cultivation. combustion of the air upon the fuel, a steady boiling 

Glass. -For the production of glass by the use of Edible Seaweeds.-For a means of rendering sea- heat of 12° by quick combustion ;  and the animal 
the constituents of which the French sands are com- weeds generally available as a wholesome vegetable produces a steady animal heat of 98° by slow combus
posed, such glass to be of a quality equal to that pro- food on board ship. tion. The steam-engine produces smoke from the 
duced from those sands. Improved Sugar Machinery.-For a practical re- chimney-that is, air loaded with carbonic acid and 

00101' for Japanned Surfaces.-For the preparation port on any recent improvemeuts in sugar machinery vapor. An animal produces foul breath from the 
of any color, applicable to the Japanned surfaces of introduced into and adopteel in the British or French windpipe, which is air loaded with carbonic acid and 
papier mache, that shall be free from the brightness colonies, or on the Continent. vapor. The steam-engine produces also ashes, which 
(or glare) of the varnished colors now used, but pos- Emigrants' Dwellings.-For the hest essay (for the is part of the fuel which does not burn ; and the ani-
sess the same degree of hardness and durability. information of emigrants proceeding to new settle- mal produces refuse, which is a part of the food pass-

Oolor for Slate.-For the preparation of light colors ments, ) descriptive of the means of treating existing ing from the body unconsumed. The engine produces 
to lJe used in enameling or Japanning slate, which natural products in any locality, such as earths, shells, motive force or alternate push and pull in the piston, 
will stand the action of the heat from the fire without chalks and limestones, woods, barks, grasses, &c. , which acting through levers, joints, and bands, does 
blistering or discoloration, and be sufficiently hard to and applying them in the construction of dwellings. varied work. The animal gives rise to motive force 
resist scratches. Diagrams and illustrations of the methods of applying by alternate relaxation and contraction of the mus-

Electric Weaving.-To the manufacturer who prac- materials should be given. cles, which, ncting through levers, joints and tendons, 
tically applies electricity to the production commer- Oolored Starches.-For the production of a series of does varied work ; that is to say, an animal is, in all 
chtlly of figured fabrics in the loom. colored starches, which can be applied to articles of its chemical functions, a machine which is producing 

Japanning Zinc. -For a process whereby the snr- dress, such as lace, &c. , without injuring or staining certain results by combustion ;  and it takes these 
face of articles manufactured in zinc may be economi- the fabric, but at the same time give to them the re- compJ.ex vegetable and animal combustible substances 
cally j apanned. quired tints, and thus render them in harmony with and gives them out in a simpler form. 

Ooating Walls.-For the production of a cheap other portions of dress. 
white enamel-like composition for the interior walls Tobacco. -For an account of the cultivation, pre
&c., of houses, applicable to all ordinary surfaces: paration and manufacture of the various kinds of to
easily cleansed, not liable to crumble or chip, and bacco and the commerce therein. 
capable of being tinted. Refractive Po�e� of the Eye. 

Substitute for Turpentine.-For a new and efficient By the refractive power of the eye, objects situated 
substitute for turpentine, applicable to the manufac- a little behind us are secn as if they were on a straight 
ture of varnishes and to purposes for which turpen- line from left to right. Pictures of external objects 
tine is now orllinarily applied. which are represented on the retina, are included in 

Substitute for Pitch .-For a cheap substitute for an angle much larger than one-half of the sphere at 
pitch, tar, &c. , equally impervious to air and mois- the center of which the observer is placed ; from this 
tUl'e, but non-inflammable. point of view a single glance encompasses a vast and 

Paper i1fachiner,1/. -For a portable machine for spleudid panorama, extending to an angle of 2000. planing the bars of a rag-engine roll true when the This is the result of the common law of refraction. roll is in position. [Here is a good idea for some in- All the rays of light passing through the cornea to the genious mgchauh -··EDS. SCI. AM. ] Also, for a cheap crystalline lens are more and more retta,cted in propor-

THE SODA TRADE.-�f. Thibierge states that the 
soda trade, which had its origin in France, is now 
visibly lalling oft' in the supply of raw material, which 
may now be found in greater abundance in loreign 
parts. To remedy this evil, M. Thibierge proposes to 
mix sulphuret of iron, or of iron and copper, which 
exists in vast quantities, with any combustible,-such 
as peat, lignite, coal or coal-dust, and then set fire to 
it. The result of the combustion would be ashes, con
taining metallic oxides and sulphate of soda, which 
might be easily separated and transformed into car
bonate. 

A NEW steam whistle, six feet high (?) and fifteen 
inches in diameter, has been erected at Colt's factory, 
Hartfbrd, Conn. It can be heard all over the city. 
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Amaurosis from the Use of Tobacco. rest of the armor was found, but has been inadver-

The following extracts are from the Lancet (Lon- tantly lost or destroyed. This armor is of the most 

don) and the Bl·itUJh and Ji'oreign Medical and Chir- solid and substantial character, that for the head alone 
weighing fitteen or twenty pounds, and being impene-

urgical Review :  
'bl tl t th " Dr. Mackenzie, in his great work on Opthal- trable to musket 'or rifle balls. It is POSSI e Ill. e 

mology, expresses his belief that tobacco is a frequent armor belonged to one of the expeditions of Pamphi

c[tuse of am[turosis, and adds, that ' one of the best 10, de Narvaez, which was lost in the country, or to 

proofs of tobacco being the cause of amaurosis is in one of the army of De Soto, and is about 350 years 

the great improvement in vision-sometimes complete old-perhaps much older. The frame that could bear 

restoration-which ensues on giving up the use of this this iron incasement must have known the discipline of 

7 
nailing and clinching with the total absence of rasp
ing, paring, opening the heels, cutting away the frog 
or bars, &c.-apply equally to hind as to fore feet. 
Six nails-viz. , three on each side-are needed for 
the hind shoe. Without the third nail on the inside, 
shoes are apt to " twist " on the feet. The horse is 
now shod. Nothing more must be dorie for the sake 
of what is called appearance. The best iron only 
should be used for shoes. Good iron makes a light 
shoe wear as long as a heavier one of inferior metal. 

Poison , '  and cites a very striking case in illustration
.
. arms, and been strengthened in the battle and �he 

breeze The armor is of complete workmanship, M. Sichel observes, that among cerebral amaurosIs . 
We have heard of a great many dishonorable and 

there are two forms but little known. One of these, strong rather than fine ; an(1 mus� have been as c�m� 
mean make-shifts resorted to by individuals to avoid 

observed in drinkers, he himself described as symp- plete a coyering tor the h�l I l utn, to I'm [t� the �;':U0l 
0 dJafts. We don't blame them ' some kinds of drafts 

Exemption from Draft. 

tomatic of delirium tremens several years ago. The the ocean monsters that \ml dehanee to t i , e  I i < e can- ' . _ 1 r bl ' d 't U 1 \ t f t1 t la" Prohal ,l\' in future aro excessn e y ( lsagreea e-we on mean nc e 
other, due to the use of tobacco and first indicated non s 10 0 Ie presen ( , J ' : • •  

, 
f:um's at this time-but the " windy " affair that . t f tim c�, the iron-clads of our own day Will be regarded ' . • . by Mackenzie, he once doubted the eXls ence o . 

. he 'ul'iosities of a ast age the utility of which searches every pore m .h� body m the hope of find-
Subsequent experience has, however, convinced h im as t . c . p , 

" iIw some entrance to the vital parts of the frame. On 
of I'ts reall' tv ', so much so, that he is now of opinion will hardly be perceptIhle to our descendants. .' 

1 '11 fi d . f J _____ _ _____ annthcr page our rea( ers WI n an engravmg 0 a 
that there are few persons who have smoked during a 

Ho,,, to Shoo Horsell. )1at('nt weather-strip, which we will warrant to pro-
10nO' period more than five drachms of tobacco pel' cure them an exemption from the most dangerous of 
die� without having their vision and frequently their As many yaluahle animals are ruined by careless I all (h'ans, at a tithe of the cost charged by unscrupu-
memory enfeebled. Both these forms of amaurosis are farriers, we give the following �rticle, ji'Oll1 the

. 
II'I',�ll lOllS lIlcn for obtaining exemption from military duty. 

characterized by the absence of well-marked symp- Cou ntry Gentleman's Journal, III t�e h�pe that It. Will WI' know whereof we speak in recommending this in
toms of cerebral congestion, the symptoms vibrating ,  he the means of some refo1'matloll III thlS I'e�pect :- Yl'ntion for we have this weather strip in use in our 
uetween those of sthenic and asthenic amaurosis, and I " To shoe horses with ordinary feet we would sug- own ll\;clling and we are satisfied that at the preseut 
the surgeon remaining in uncertainty as to their seat i gest the following directions to the farrier :-":ith high Pl'iCCs of fuel it will save enough in a single win
and nature until the special cause is discovered. In :  your drawing-knife take olf from the ;:''1'0Ilm1 �u!'tac(] tl'r to pay the whole expense of its application, while 
treating them, discontinuance or diminution of the I of the crust as much as may r�prcsellt a lJlontl�'s it l" 'l] (lcrs the house much more comfortable, and, at 
habit is a great and a difficult de8!deratum. Deple- growth. Rememuer that thcre IS generally a

. 
tnr tl l£' same time, excludes all street dust, which is so 

tion, even local, should be employed with the greatest more rnpid growth of hol'l1 at the toe t�Jan at ,clther annoying to housekeepers in windy weather. The il
c[tution ; and stimulating liniments or flying bUsters the heels or the quarters. More, thcre�ol'e, WIll re- lustl'l1tion and description on another page explains 
may aggravate the symptoms. A purgative, CODsist- i quire to he taken off the toe than of! other parts ; th(] const,ruction of the strip, from which it will be 
ing of equal parts of magnesia and cream of tartar, is in other words, shorten the toe. Be careful to make seen that it is both cheap and durable. The enterpris
an excellent means when the function of the stomach tke heels le\-el. Having lowered the crust to the nec- in'" invcntor Mr. Brown informed us a few days ago 
is active, alternating it with pills of gum ammoniac e9l!larl: extent with the knife, smooth it down leyel th�t he had �early fifty ' men employed in this city 
amI aloes ; but in the disordered stomach of drinkers, witll tbe. rasp. Round oft· the lower edge of the ' lIUlne; putting the weather strip upon dwellings, stores, 
small doses of rhubarb and magnesia, given twice a crust mthtl!tl rasp. Do this carefully IIBd tlitlrougt!- banks and public buildings. This is another instance 
day, one hour before meals, form a good corrective. ly. If a sharp edge be left, the erust will be apt to of the value of the " little things " in every-day use ; 
Bathing the eyes and forehead with cold water and split and chip. The preparation of the foot is now when once patented they become the source of au im
dry cupping or flying sinapisms applied to the ex- complete. It remains to fit the shoe to �he foot. Let mense business. 
tremities, are excellent adjuvants. M. Mercier, in the shoe be made with a narrow web (i-mch), or even ____________ _ 
corroboration of the unsuspected effects of tobacco in width all round, except at the heels (direction No. 8), Night and Day Traveling. 
generating disease, related a case in which a cough, flat toward the sole, and concave to the ground. Many people are averse to traveling on railways by which had persisted for a year, and purpura, which Turn up the toe of the shoe on the horn of the anvil. night, having the impression that there is greater lia
had lasted for seven months, soon yielded after the The degree of " turn-up " must be regulated by what bility to accident. Statistics tend to show the recessation of smoking, which had been excessive." you find necessary in each horse to make the wear verse to be true. A writer in the Railroad Advocate 

nearly even all over the shoe. It will be found ·  in sums up the case for night trains pretty strongly. " At Breathinl{ Apparatus. practice that most horses take much about the same night all work on the track ceases, and there are but 
At a late meeting of the Academy of Sciences, M. degree of " turn up. " Make five counter-sunk nail few trains running. DraW-bridges are generally all 

GaUbert described an apparatus for securing free and holes in each shoe, viz. : three on the outside, and two closed ; switches are not so liable to be misplaced, as 
complete breathing to persons obliged to stay some on the inside. Make the anterior hole on each side they are less used ; the signals for trains are more cer
time under water, or to penetrate into places filled immediately posterior to the " turn up. " Let the sec- tain, for lights are used and can be seen further. The 
with deleterious gases or smoke. This apparatus ond and third holes on the outside divide evenly the engineer has nothing to divert his attention by night. 
consists of a piece of wood, having the form and di- remaining space on the heel. Let the second hole on Rocks and trees are no more liable to fall upon the 
mensions of the human mouth when open. ' To this the inside be opposite to the second hole on the out- track by night than by day ; nor are cars more likely 
piece of wood two India-rubber tubes are fixed, of any side. Let t.be.� be }lUDChed coarse, i.8. , �· tc _ck at one time than another. The passenger in 
length, according to the exigencies of the case. .The

, 
I�' ill the center of the. 

web, h�'ought out straJ�ht a night car is more apt to keep his seat and remain 
man eno-ao-ed in the operation is further provHled through to the other Side. Tins may be done With quiet by night ; and that is the safest thing he can do 
with a �o�e-pincher, or instrument for compressing safety where a good crust has been preseryed. Fit in a railway car. " 
the nostrils, so as to prevent the introduction of dele- the shoe accurntely to the foot. It. must ue as _________ _ 
terious gas or of water, as the case may ue. The large as the full un rasped crust, hut no part must prc- An Unfounded Viaim. 

operator puts the piece of wood into his mouth, and ject beyond. ' The shoe must be continued completely '!'he "1Jeclwnics' ]Iagazine of Dec. 4th, has a letter 
puts on the nose-pinchers ; he stops one of the orific_ fiWJld toward the heels, as f�' ail tile Ci'l.l.it extt'll <: " .  from a correspondent who asserts that the armor
with his tongue and inhales pure air from the other ; The web must be narrowed at the heels, so that Its plating of the Puritan and Dictator class of ships was 
after which he shifts his tongue to the latter orifice, inside edge may cover the line of the bars and no invented in England by an individual called " Walk
and exhales his breath through the other. He con- more. Slope off the heels of the shoe in the same er, " and the editor adds, in a par3f,'Taph, that this 
tinues thus regularly shifting his tongue from one ori- direction as the heels of the crnst, so as to prevent person is entitled to all the credit of the same, he 
fice to the other, in the order of the inspirat ion s aml the possibility of their catching in the llIntl !!IItle. hanng patented it seventeen months ago. It is 
expirations ; but even a mistake woulrl he of l ittle i Select nails that will fit exactly into and completely proper that we should inform the gentleman that the 
consequence. A man easily learns the usc of the al1- \ fill the nail holes. Twist off the clenches as sh?rt and armor in question is the invention of Capt. Ericsson, 
paratus by a few minutes' exercise. This contriYaltee , stuhhy as possible, and lay them down flat With the and is the same that was applied to the original ]Ioni
has the merit of requiring no preparation, thus ' hammer, and let the pincers during this time be firmly tm' : an addition of two or three inches of iron, or 
affor(ling a speedy means ·of giving assistance in the pressed against the heads of the nails. The clenches substituting a solid plate for two single ones, does not 
case of fires or of suffocation by water or gases. It are not to be filed either before or after turning down, dmount to a change of plan. The ideas may be simi
might also be used in medicine for the complete im- nor is a ledge to be made in the crust to receive the ' lar, but they were conceived on this side of the Atlan
mel'siou of patients in a bath, which might sometimes clenches. For ordinary hind feet the pattern of shoe tic before Mr. Walker was ever heard of in this con-
be advisahle. in common use is recommended, but with a clip on nection. 

An Iron-Vlad Man of the Past. 

An exchange says :-"  We examined, a few days ago, 
in the office of Attorney-General Galbrath, a very in
teresting historical relic, being a portion of the armor 
0 [' ("le of the Spanish Knights who first invaded and 
e"p i  ']" 'l the wilds of this Western continent. The 
a nn: ) ' ,, ,IS found in the neighborhood of Monticello, 
J elrel'.' , , ,i county, in the State of New York. The por
tions we" erved are the helmet, the vizor and gorget, 
a.nd ( . . .. " ·rings for the arms. We understand that the 

each side, immediately anterior to the first nail, in
stead of one only at the toe. This double clip keeps 
the shoe steadier in its place than the single. The 
web should be made somewhat wider at the toe than 
at other parts, in order to anow space for the thor
ough sloping of its inner edge. For reasons which have 
been already explained, the hind foot does not require 
to be shortened at the toe like the forefoot ; but the 
other directions given · above-namely, as regards 
lowering the crust, rounding its- lower edge, accurate 
fitting without rasping, punehing the nail holes coarse, 

THE WATER OF TIlE DEAD SEA.-A French gentle
man, M. Roux, publishes a paper on the composition 
of the waters of the Dead Sea,-showing that it con
tains about 9t per cent. of the chloride of magnesia, . 
6 per cent. of chloride of sodium, 3 per cent. of chlo
ride of calcium, 1� per cent. of ehloride of potassium, 
and traCCl! of bromide of magnesium, sulphate of 
lime, hydro-ehlorate of ammonia, carbonate of lime, 
oxide of iron, alumina, and 79� per cent. of pure 
water. 
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8 
Improved Lathe for Crank Pin •• 

When locomotives have been in use for such a 
length of time that new brasses are required to be put 
in the parallel rods, it is generally found that the crank 
pins are worn eccentric and out of truth, to such a 
degree that it is impracticable to fit new brasses to 
them, so that the wheels will " tram, " or, in other 
words, so that the'dlistance between the surface of the 
several pins shall remain the same in every part of the 
revolution of the wheels. 

air is highly desirable and very necessary to health, appearance, when covered with a neat molding of 
but people generally choose to regulate the admission walnut, cherry, oak wood or white enameled. They 
of the same to suit their own tastes, and have no are permanent and durable ; being made of metal, 
fancy for piercing drafts and arrowy rushes of cold they are not liable to shrink or warp, and are equally 
air creeping up the back, or blowing never so gently good in summer or winter, as they effectually exclude 
down their necks. Insidious streams of air rushing heat and dust as well as cold. The price places them 
through every unguarded crack or crevice, are so within reach of all. There is no longer a necessity 
many agents of death, and in delicate constitutions for double sashes, as the new strips entirely supersede 
very often sow the seeds of disease which ends fatally. ' their use, at one-tenth the cost, and are a saving of 
To obviate such evils and to economise fuel, which is coal alone of fifty per cent. in the winter season. 

The practice heretofore has been 
wheels from the engine, pull out the 
old pius and substitute new ones, 
although the old ones were large 
enough, if true, to use still longer. 
This process proves expensive, from 
the fact that so much time is spent 
in the operation, as frequently new 

to remove the , so expensive at this time, the weather strip herewith This invention was patented on February 18th, 1862. 
Local agents wanted in every State, 
city or town in the country. For 
further information, address Patent 
Metallic Weather Strip Co. , No. 644 
Broadway, corner Bleecker street, 
New York. 

.. ... , .  
brasses are required when the en- Chapped Hands. 

gine does not neell I I jacking up " The discomfort and annoyance of 
for other work. The object of the chapped hands is very great and 
machine illustrated herewith is to might be avoided if people would 
turn the pins true with their origi- take proper care in drying their 
nal centers, making them as good as hands after washing them. Cold 
new, except the slight reduction in cream is a very good remedy for this 
diameter. The machine is light, and other cutaneous irritations, and 
portable and capable of being ap- the following recipe will enable any 
plied to wheels either under tho en- one to prepare it where the article 
gine or detached from the same, and cannot be procured at the shops :-
is to be worked by haml power. Mlilt together in a water bath (that 
When horse-power is convenient, is, a vessel immersed in boiling water, 
however, the crank maybe removed like a carpenter's glue-pot) eight 
and a pulley substituted, thus expe- ounces of fine neat's-foot oil or al-
diting the work. One man can turn mond oil, three ounces of spermace-
a set of pins in two days. ti, and one and a half ounces of 

The construction of this portable white wax ; when thoroughly melt-
lathe, for such we may caR it, is as ed pour the whole into a pan, which, 
follows :-The cast-iron bed-plate, A, in winter, must be kept very warm 
is fastened to the arms and body OHENEY'S LATHE FOR CRANK PINS. by the fire ; then, with a clean flat 
of the wheel by bolts and clamps, stick, beat the mass continually until 
as shown. This bed-plate carries another cast- illustrated has been introduced. It is merely a strip it is uniform in body ; pour in half a pint of rose or 
ing, B, which has oblong holes in it for the pur- of vulcanised india-rubber A, covered with a sheath orange- flower water, and one-fourth of· an ounce of 
pose of vertical adjustment ; this c�ting and the of zinc, B; thus constructed, the strip is nailed to' spirit of bergamot, or any other perfume desired ; 
column, C, as well as the brace, B, . are all in one a molding prepared to receive it, in the manner fully then beat rapidly again until the whole of the water 
piece, and serve as a support for the cutting appara- shown by the engraving ; these moldings are made of and spirit is taken up by the unctuous portions. If 
tus. This latter consists of a circular head, E, fitted any shape, size or style, to suit the windows to which made in winter all the materials must be warmed as 
easily in a seat turned for it at F, and running upon they are to be applied. The inventor says, in relation mixed, or the mass will be lumpy. Lard or sweet. 
a shaft at its opposite end, where a set screw is pro- to this weather strip ; oil may be substituted for the almond oil. If care 
vided that takes the old center in the pin, G, to be " In order to produce a perfect thing, the elastic is observed the mass will be as white as snow. 
turned. A small head-stock, G', is fitted to a cross- substance in these improved strips is so secured to 
bar, not shown in the engraving, and the tool is the metallic back as to expose both the edge and side Extension of Patent.-..speclaI Notice •• 

screwed up in the stock, as usual ; suitable means, not of the yielding substance, and thus provides against Lyman Kinsley, of Cambridgeport, Mass., having 
easily shown in the position of the machine, as taken, all defects in the window or door to which it is ap- petitioned for the extension of a patent for an im
are provided for feeding the tool over the work. It plied, by presenting to the contact of its surfaces a provement in cast-iron car wheels, granted him on 
will be seen that when the crank, H, is turned, the . substance possessing the capacity of self-adaptation , March 12, 1850, it is ordered that said case be heard 
pinion drives the large spur wheel, at the Patent Office, Washington, 
which, being attached to the re- Monday, Feb. 22, 1864. All per-
volving llead, E, carries the tool sons interested are notified to ap-
around the pin with a slow and pear and show cause why saki pe-
steady motion ; at the same time the tition should not be granted. 
tool is fed across by the lateral feed Also, John C. Dodge, of Dodge-
before mentioned ; the operation is ville, Mass. , having petitioned for 
precisely similar to that of a lathe. the extension of a patent granted 
This machine can, by means of its him May 14, 1850, for preventing 
construction, be easily adjusted to fibers from winding on drawing 
cranks of any length of stroke, and rollers in spinuing machines, it is 
shifted sideways or upward to suit ordered that said claim be heard at 
circumstances. It has been suggest- the Patent Office, Washington, 
ed after years of attention to, and April 25, 1864. All interested are 
experience with, locomotive engines ; notified to appear and show cause 
it is extremely simple, and furnishes why said petition should not be 
a very cheap and convenient method allowed. 
of fitting crank pins to receive new Also, John T. Davy, of Lansing-
brasses. When it becomes necessary burgh, N. Y. , having petitioned for 
to renew a set of brasses, it will save BROWN'S METALLIC WEATHER STRIP. the extension of a patent granted 
from $40 to $50 on each engine. thereto. It is so constructed that the nails which him on March 12, 1850, for a furnace for heating sad-

This machine has been in successful operation for hold the molding in place also pass through the irons, it is ordered that said claim be heard at the 
nearly a year on the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy weather strip, in addition to the special fastening ap- Patent Office, Washington, Feb. 22, 1864. All per
Railroad, at Galesburgh, m. , and was patentedt hrough plied to the strips themselves. sons interested are notified to appear and show cause 
the Scientific American Patent Agency, Aug. 11, 1863. " The strips are applicable to the crevices of shrunk- why said petition should not be granted. 
For further information address the inventors, S. S. en doors or windows of private and public buildings, Parties opposing the extension of claims must file 
and D. Cheney, Box 1, 028, Galesburgh, Dl. railroad cars, steamboats, show cases, picture frames their objections at the Patent Office, in writing, at 

Improved Metallic Weather Strip. 

Very few people have any idea of the amount of 
fuel wasted in heating houses that are too thoroughly 
" ventilated II for comfort. In time the best con
structed houses become uncomfortable in cold weather 
from the shrinkage of the doors and windows. ;Fresh 

and various other purposes. Their application to least twenty days before the day of hearing. 
cabin and pilot-house windows of steamboats, effect
ually stops the clattering noise occasioned by the vi
bration arising from the machinery. They produce 
the same effect on all doors and windows in stormy 
weather. They can be appUed to every description of 
door and window. Thel are neat and ornamental in 

. . .. 

THEBE are now 40,000 negroes armed and iD the 
service of the Government. 

IT is calculated that the wool clip of MimlelOta the 
present year will not be less than 600;000 Ibs. 
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WANT OF AMERICAN OCEAN STEAMSHIPS. 

Several years since (May 16, 1857, page 285 Vol.XII, 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, old series, ) we directed the at
tention of our shipowners and capitalists to the great 
increase of European steamers in the Atlantic trade, 
and we urged upon them the policy and necessity of 
engaging in the construction of screw propellers. 
We said " the longer they delay the weaker and less 
able will they become in the struggle, while their 
rivals will be growing stronger and stronger. " Since 
that period we have on several occasions recurred to 
the subject, and have advocated the construction of 
iron screw propellers in preference to wooden vessels. 
On page 305 Vol. I (current series) we said : " We 
have lost, and are still losing, our ocean carrying
trade, principally from a class of steamers, the effi
ciency of which our people do not yet appreciate ; we 
mean iron screw propellers." At that period we had 
three lines of American steamers engaged in the 
Atlantic trade, now we have not one. It is indeed 
true that our steamships which had been engaged in 
this comme�, are now employed by Government in 
necessary and important services, but it is none the 
less a subject of regret that the American ocean car
rying-trade has been almost destroyed for want of 
fast steamers ; for if we had a : sufficient number of 
these they would bid defiance to the Alabama and all 
its congeners, and would have maintained our ocean 
trade in its integrity. The Boston merchants have 
been somewhat aroused to a sense of the importance 
of this question, and a company has been incorporated 
with legislative authority to raise a capital of two 
millions of dollars to establish steam navigation be
tween Boston and Liverpool. A meeting was lately 
held for the purpose of devising measures to estab
lish the line at once, and it was stated that the present 
means of communication between that port and Eu
rope were totally inadequate to the wealth and im
portance of the city, as her imports reached her by 
other ports, and exports which could be shipped from 
Boston sought other channels. We believe that a line 
of steamships running between Boston and Liverpool 
could be sustained under good mall.agement. To this 
end a first-rate class of vessels must first be provided, 
and these must be afterward conducted with economy 
and ability. 

As we anticipated ten years ago, screw steamers 
are fast driving sailing vessels from the ocean trade. 
In 1852, the tunnage of foreign-going steamers en
tered inward at Liverpool was 188, 715 tuns ; in 
1862, it was 595, 339 ; in 1863 it has increased to 756, -
420 tuns. In about ten years the foreign steam trade 
of Liverpool has more than quadrupled. At present 
there are eight different lines of Atlantic steamships 
-all European-besides a considerable number of 
transient steamers. Six of these lines have contracts 
for carrying the mails, and in the aggregate they em
brace fifty-five vessels ; the Canada Company have 
lately made contracts with Clyde engineers to build 
three more new first-class iron screw propellers. 
Other companies have also entered into contracts for 

building several new steamers, as those which they 
now possess are inadequate to meet the demands 
made upon them. An important fact in connection 
with the success of these European steamers is, that 
with very few exceptions they are Clyde-built vessels. 
Even all the German steamers which trade between 
Europe and New York have been built on the river 
Clyde in Scotland, and several new vessels for these 
continental lines are now being constructed in the 
same quarter. Formerly all the Cunard steamers 
were wooden paddle-wheel vessels, but all those built 
for five or six years past are of iron, mostly screw 
propellers ; and hereafter this class, :we understand, 
will be preferred on account of their economy in fuel. 
These are important facts, worthy of .the profound at
tention of our capitalists and shipowners, as several 
new lines of steamers are projected in England ; and 
if these should succeed in engrossing more of our car
rying-trade, it will be difficult, if not impossible, here
after, to restore this branch of our commerce. 

PHOTOGRAPHY AND PRINTIN'G. 

9 
and submitted to heavy pressure, when the ink is 
transferred from the copy to the zinc plate, and from 
this with suitable preparation, copies may be printed 
in a lithographic press. This process has been very 
successfully applied to the copying of manuscripts 
and prints. 

This art is still in its infancy, but we think it is ul. 
timately destined to achieve great results. The 
prominent advantage of photography consists in its 
quick prodtCction of fac-similes, and this art com
bined with engraving and printing, by making the 
same chemical agencies which produce the picture 
prepare the plate for printing, possesses incalculable 
advantages. Copies of objects of natural history, 
rare engravings aud manuscripts, are now taken by 
photography and printed ; but the art is capable of 
still further improvement and a more extended appli
cation. 

" BOSSES " AND WORKMEN. 

As a theme for an essay, the relation of Labor to 
Capital, or the ' reverse, affords an opportunity for 

On several occasions recently, we have referred to many finely-drawn theories concerning the duty of 
the efforts which have been made in Europe to apply each. The real nature of the relations which should 
photography to the art of printing. A late number exist between labor and capital appear to us to con
of the Popular Science Review affords abundant evi- sist in combining, as far as possible, the two interests, 
dence of the satisfactory progress made in this art, as and making both work together for mutual advan· 
its frontispiece is embellished with a printed copy of a tage. Both are formidable, and exert an immense in· 
full page of the London Times, taken by the photo· tluence for good or evil. The injurious effect which 
graphic process, and reduced to a space of four by capital can produce on the welfare of the community 
five and a half inches. It is like a miracle of art to is well shown by the combinations which from time to 
see six columns of that large newspaper copied by time take place in certain branches of trade ; where 
the power of sunlight and printed in such a manner, by the accumulation of large sums for specific pur
with every letter as distinct as if it had been traced poses, speculators are enabled to force the market 
with the point of a diamond. The advantages of an prices of articles far beyond their actual value. So 
art by which copies of objects can be taken direct. also when capitalists coalesce for the purpose of cheat
upon a lithographic stone or metal plate and em- ing the laborer of his hire, by depressing wages be
ployed for printing, are self-apparent ; as, from one low the standards of value, or so that the necessaries 
original, thousands of copies may be taken with the of life cannot be procured, another example is fur
aid of a printing press. Fox Talbot, the inventor of nished of the unjust and general baneful effect which 
photography, seems to have first published in 1853, a capital may produce on the people. 
description of a process of photographic printing. A Labor is also exacting in its demands, at times, 
solution of gelatine, containing a little bichromate of and when it fancies it has the sweep of the market, so 
potash, is poured upon a steel plate and allowed to to speak, takes advantage of the circumstance like 
dry. The object to be copied is interposed between other speculators, and in some instances is enabled to 
the metal plate and sunlight, being laid upon a plate carry out its objects, in others not ; depending princi· 
of glass that is pressed upon the metal plate. • That pally upon the ability of Capital to withstand the de
portion of the gelatine which is exposed to the light mand made. 
on the plate becomes brown in color and insoluble, Now when we have two great forces given, the 
while those parts shaded from the light remain un- problem is-how to employ them to the best advan
changed. When the metal plate is afterward placed tage. If a man builds double-cylinder engines he 
in water, those portions of the gelatine not acted does not set them so that the power of one shall act 
upon, are dissolved, while those which have been ex- against the other, but he connects both to the same 
posed to the light remain. By pouring nitric acid shaft with the crank at right-angles, opens the throt
upon the plate, those parts from which the gelatine tle and away they go. Thus it should be with " boss
has been dissolved are etched, leaving the protected es " and workmen ; let each pull on the same shaft ; 
parts untouched. From such a plate copies may be each is a mighty force singly, but when their conjoint 
taken in the common press employed for copper-plate relations are deranged they shake the whole world. 
printing. This process is imperfect, because it will An earthquake does not exhibit more disastrous ' phys
not give the half-tints of pictures, although it will pro· ical effects than do strikes or monopolies upon the 
duce good copies of leaves and objects wliich have social systems of civilized nations. Trades whose in
well-detlned prominent lines. Mr. Talbot has made terests contlict with those of capitalists, or are made 
an improvement for producing the half4ints, but it is so to do by the perversity or shortsightedness of the 
very difficult to manage. Another process has been members composing them, find that in the course of 
brought forward by M. Pretsch. A metal plate, or time their wages decrease instead of increase, and 
one of glass is treated with gelatine and the bichro- that their social standing is diminished. Some trades 
mate of potash, in the same manner as has been de- are affiicted with chronic strike, and appear to be at 
scribed ; this is exposed to light under a photograph continual variance with their employers. 
or an engraving, . and is afterward moistened with It may be in such cases that the wages are too small 
water but not washed, as in the Talbot method. The to live upon, or the want of harmony may proceed 
moisture causes the parts of the gelatine not acted from other causes too complicated to be discussed at 
Up01:: by light to swell up above the other parts of the present ; whatever the reason, it is certain that trades 
surface, and a mold in wax is then taken from the continually. on the strike cannot get on, because the 
plate from which an electrotype in copper is taken attention of the members composing them is turned 
for printing. This process is very effective for large from the trade to other subjects. Our sympathies are 
prints, but is not suitable for producing fine delicate with the working classes, male and female, because 
work. Another process is employed for producing capitalists are quite able to take care of themselves, 
copies of maps at the Ordnance Office, Southampton, and even if their business is destroyed can fall back 
England. The metal plate is prepared with gelatine upon other resources. But with the laborer no such 
and the bichromate of potash, in the same manner as course is possible ; his capital is his hands and skill, 
described ; a photograph of the map is then taken on and it is for this reason that we deplore strikes and 
glass, and pressed against the prepared plate, which the results which spring from them. These results 
is then exposed to the light. A roller charged with are brietly-destitution of the strikers, bad feeling en
lithographic ink is passed over the face of the plate gendered between the bosses and men, and disorgan
and its whole surface is blackened. After this the ization and derangement generally antagonistic to the 
plate is soaked in warm water, when the soluble por· best interests of the men themselves. There are 
tions of the gelatinized surface are dissolved out, doubtless times when trades are justified and com
leaving behind the picture or copy in ink. This is pelled in self-defence to rebel against the terms offered 
now placed in contact with a smooth plate of zinc by employers ; but as a general rule labor is better 
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paid in this country than anywhere else on the globe, 
and a skilled workman can always command a hand
some remuneration for his services. The relations of 
labor and capital are bound up in three words-they 
are identical-and they should work together for 
mutual advantage. 

--�------------

A TOUR AMONG THE IRON-CLADS. 

A recent tour of inspection made in one or two of 
the largest ship-yards, where iron-clads are now being 
built for Government, reveals the fact that they are 
in a forward stage of progress, and likely to be en
tirely completed at no very distant day. 

THE " DUNDERBERG. " 

SO much has been said about this vessel, that it 
seems almost supererogatory to add anything more ; 
nevertheless it may be interesting to know that the 
work of plating is going forward with dispatch, and 
that, from present appearances, the ship will be ready 
long before her engines. The carpenters' work, in
side and out, is finished-that is, comparatively little 
remains to be done ; odd jobs here and there not being 
taken into account. The engine kelsons are all laid, 
and massive ones they are, too ; the coal-bunker and 
bulk-head surrounding the boiler compartment are 
also in place ; and so far as the carpenters are con
cerned we presume the vessel might be launched in a 
week. The below-water-mark plates are being fixed 
on the side, a layer of sheathing paper being placed 
between the plates and timber. The plates themselves 
are being laid vertically, not horizontally as usual, 
and are 4co\- inches thick in the middle, tapering to 3 
and 31 inC'hes at the extreme ends. 

The casemated fortress on deck is also completed, 
so far as the main structure is concerned. The 
plating is not applied, and only the massive tim
bers, which constitute the casemate proper, are erect
ed on deck. The port-holes for the guns are about 
the size of an ordinary window-sash-say three feet 
square, a few inches more or less ; they are ten in 
number : three on each side, two forwanl and two aft. 
In one of them a rough template of what we took to 
be a 9-inch gun was placed on a temporary carriage, 
for the purpose of seeing what depression could be 
given to the weapon. . 

The Dunderberg's stern aft projects monitor-fashion 
about 25 feet, we should say at hazarq ; not having 
measured it we cannot speak by the rule. To protect 
this from the force of the sea, the under side of the 
tail is laid with narrow joists some three inches apart. 
Seas on striking these joists will be broken into spray, 
and the shock of impact much weakened ; the main tim 
bers of the tail are above these slats, and exert their 
full strength in supporting the structure. The en
gines of the Dunderberg are building at the Etna 
Iron Works. They are to be horizontal cylinders, 100 
inches in diameter by four feet stroke of piston, hav
ing slide valves ; from appearances it will be a long 
time before they are finished. No day is fixed for the 
launch of the ship. 

Mr. Webb is also building two other magnificent 
steamers for the Pacific Mail Steamship Company ; 
one of them is 340 feet long, 44 feet beam, and 31 feet 
deep ; and is to have a beam engine of 105 inches 
cylinder by 12 feet stroke. The vessel will be, in all 
respects, similar to the Oonstitution. The other ship 
is to be 300 feet long, 43 feet beam and 27 feet deep, 
intended to run on this side of the Isthmus. When 
these ships are finished, the Company will possess a 
fleet which, for speed and comfort, cannot be sur
passed in the world. 

At Greenpoint, we found 
THE " PURITAN " AND " ONONDAGA. " 

The first is the consort of the Dictator, and the latter 
a monitor battery of two turrets, contracted for by 
Mr. George Quintard. The outlines of the Puritan 

are still covered by the scaffolding upon her sides ; 
the armor on the hips or shelves is not yet in place, 
although the carpenters are busily engaged in prepar
ing the way for it. The deck is not completely laid, 
although in a forward stage of progress. The lower 
parts of the ship are still in an unfinished condition ; 
the engine room is in a state of chaos, and only the 
cylinder bolts, pillow blocks and some other parts, 
are in place. This part of the ship has been much 
delayed by the strike of the machinists, and also an 
accident which happened to a cylinder of the Dictator ;  

one of these being smashed last winter, necessitated 
the substitution of one intended for the Puritan. Mr. 

Rowland informed us that, so far as he was concern
ed, the ship might be launllhed in forty days. 

The Onondaga has a large force of mechanics em
ployed on her, and will soon be ready for sea. The 
turret bolts do not go clear through, but a jacket two 
inches thick is slipped over the main part of the tur
ret ; between the jacket and the tUlTet a rust joint is 
driyen-that is, cast-iron borings mixed with sal-am
moniac and borax, or urine-this is driven in tightly 
between the jacket and turret. The whole structure 
is of the same thickness as the ordinary turrets. No 
shot can drive bolts into the turret with this arrange
ment, as they do not go through the outer jacket. 
The Onondaga has two I5-inch guns and two 200-
pounder Parrotts. One of the I5-inch guns is turned 
off at the muzzle, and the port is enlarged two inches ; 
by this means the piece can be run out of the port, 
as is ordinarily done. In a short time it is hoped 
that the vessel will be able to take her place in the 
fleet. 

RECENT AMERICAN PATENTS. 

The following are some of the most important im
provements for which Letters Patent were issued 
from the United States Patent Office last week. The 
claims may be found in the official list :-

Gun Ohassis.-This invention relates to chassis 
working on center pintles and to the application to 
the traverse wheels of such chassis of a system of 
toothed gearing operated by a hand crank or its 
equivalent, for the purpose of producing the traverse 
movement. In all previous applications of gearing in 
connection with the traverse wheels, the gearing has 
been applied only in connection with the wheels in 
the rear or with those in front of the chassis, gener
ally with the former, and in case of the setting of the 
platform, and from other causes, the wheels to which 
the gearing has been applied have been liable to a 
failure to bear upon the traverse circles or segment 
rails, in which case the gearing would be useless, and 
the use of handspikes would have to be resorted to to 
produce the traverse movement. This invention con
sists in applying a system of gearing to both the front 
and rear sets of traverse wheels, in such a manner 
that both sets are caused always to operate together 
so that whether both sets or only one set has a bear
ing on the traverse circles or segment rails, the gear
ing will not fail to produce the traverse movement. 
S. J. Ashley, of San Francisco, Cal. , is the inventor 
of this improvement. 

Working Gun Oarriages.-The object of this in
vention is to enable heavy guns, placed in turrets or 
otherwise, to be worked with the least possible num
ber of hands and to reduce the recoil in the greatest 
possible degree. The invention consists, first, in the 
employment for controlling and checking the recoil of 
a gun carriage and for holding the same stationary 
while loading and at other times, of a self-acting 
friction brake or clutch detachecl from the carriage 
but geared therewith by a suitable system of toothed 
gearing. It consists, secondly, in the employment of 
the same system of gearing by which the gun car
riage is geared with the aforesaid friction brake or 
clutch, for the purpose of running the carriage out for 
firing or of moving the carriage in or out for any other 
purpose. It consists, thirdly, in so constructing and 
combining the parts of the aforesaid mction brake or 
clutch, and so applying a movable stop in combina
tion with them, that by the mere shifting of the stop, 
the brake or clutch is brought either to a condition to 
check the recoil or secure the carriage, or to a condi
tion to permit the carriage to be run out or in freely. 
Oapt. John Ericsson, of New York city, is the inventor 
this improvement. . 

Fan Blower.-The principal object of this inven
tion is to make a fan blower which will produce the 
same effect when worked in either direction in contra
distinction to ordinary fan blowers, which work in 
scroll-shaped cases, and consequently .act in a differ
ent manner when turned in one than when turned in 
the opposite direction. The invention consists in an 
annular air chamber surrounding a conical cavity, 
and communicating with the same at its apex in com
bination with triangular wings working in said double 
conical cavity in such a manner that, on imparting to 
the wings a rapid rotary motion, the air passing 
through the central openings into the double conical 
cavity, is forced in the annular air chamber, whence it 

is conduded by a suitable tube or tubes to the place 
or places where the blast is to take elTect. William 
Winter, of Plainfield, N. J. , is the inventor of this 
improvement. 

SaccharineLiquid Evaporator.-This invention con
sists in the employment of two or more pans placed 
one above the other in combination with two or more 
furnaces, suitable flues and dampers, in such a man
ner that the heat from the first or lowest fire can be 
made to strike the first pan, or turned off from that 
pan and made to strike the second pan or any other 
pan above the first, and the heat from the second fire 
can be made to strike the second or any other pan 
above, and so on, and consequently the second pan 
can be exposed to the combined heat of the first and 
second fires, the third pan to the combined heat of 
the first, second and third, or of the second and third 
fires, and so on, and thereby the heat of each pan can 
be graduated to any desired extent, and the evapora
tion of the juice effected in a short time, with com
paratively little fuel and labor and in the best possible 
manner. J. C. Chesney, of Abingdon, Ill. ,  is the in
ventor of this improvement. 

Burglar-proof Safe.-This invention consists in 
interposing between the walls of a safe a serics of 
balls of cast-iron or other hard metal or material, ar
ranged in such a manIler as to be enabled to work 
play, or turn freely between the walls and present � 
perfect barrier to a drill, router, or other burglar tool ; 
the balls, in consequence of being allowed to turn 
freely, preventing a drill or router from acting upon 
them, and being of different diameters so as to effect
ually preclude a drill or router being usecl without 
coming in contact with a ball. The invention also 
consists in the employment of a flange or plate ap
plied to the safe and in connection with the outer 
plates of the same, in such a manner as to prevent 
the outer plates from being wrenched or torn off from 
the same. The invention further consists in the ap
plication of a steel plate to OIle of the inner walls of 
the sides of the safe, for the purpose of protecting the 
inner plates or prevent them being broken and dis. 
lodged should the outer plates be wrenched off J\oom 
the safe. Isaiah Rogers, of Washington, D. C., is the 
inventor of this safe. 

Weighing Scales.-The object of this invention is 
to obtain a scale for weighing without the use of de
tachable weights, and one which will admit of being 
readily counterpoised or balanced at any time, when 
not properly in a balanced state, so as t(t insure per
fect accuracy. To this end the invention consists in 
attaching, by means of a rod, a plunger to one end of 
the scale beam, said plunger being immersed in quick
silver or other fluid or semi-fluid contained within a 
suitable vessel, said fluid or semi-fluid serving to buoy 
up the plunger and causing the latter to serve as a 
connterpoise of varying capacity according to the 
size of the articles to be weighed. H. W. Catlin, of" 
Burlington, Vt. , is the inventor of this improvement. 

Rice-polislting Device.-This invention relates to a 
new and improved machine for polishing rice afcer 
the same has been divested of its hulls. The object 
is to obtain a machine of the class specified which 
will be more efficient in its operation than those 
previously devised, by admitting of the free discharge 
of the dust or flour from the screen, so as to prevent 
the choking or clogging of the same ; also by pre
venting the wire-cloth of the screen from being bent 
or getting out of proper shape or form ; and further, 
by having the polisher arranged so as to be capable 
of being adjusted, and giving the screen a rotary 
movement as well as the polisher. Silas Dodson, of 
Bloomsburg, Pa. , is the inventor of this improvement. 

Port Olosers for Forts and War Vessels.-This in
vention consists in the employment, for the purpose 
of closing the ports of vessels-of-war or the embra
sures of forts, of two rollers, each being made to ro
tate independently of the other and provided with a 
cavity in one side,so that by turning the rollers in such 
a position that the cavities face each other an open
ing is obtained which is not wider than the muzzle 
of the gun and allows of giving to the gun any de
sired elevation or depression, and at the same time 
said rollers allow of training the gun to an angle of 
45 deg. or more with the beam, and if the rollers are 
both turned in such a position that the cavities face 
the interior of the vessel or fort, the port or embra
sure is firmly closed. The invention consists also in 
the application of semi-circular flanges embracing 
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the backs or inner sides of the rollers at top or bot
tom, in such a manner that any strain brought to 
bear on the outside of the rollers is sustained by 
said flanges and the gudgeons of the rollers are en
tirely relieved and not liable to get injured by shot or 
shell which may strike said rollers. The invention 
consists, finally, in tne employment of india-rubber or 
other suitable packing inserted into the faces and backs 
of th e rollers, in such a manner that said rollers will 
close perfectly water-tight and prevent the water from 
entering the ports or embrasures. W. S. Auchincloss, 
of New York city, is the inventor of this improve
ment, which has also been secured by foreign patents. 

40,896.-Paddle Wheel.-E. H. Bailey, Philadelphia, Pa. : I claim the two sets of inclined floats, D and DI and E and EI , in combination with the annular plates, G and 01, when the two sets of 
r�r�� �����ep����eo�;���le�ts are constructed and arranged as set 

were granted to this inventton, bearing date Feb. 17,. 1863. This in 
vention consists in the employment or use of a box: provided with a 
lever and clamp, in connection with a corrugated plate and strap;] 

40,897.-CorI11gating Machine.-John G. Baker, Wash-
40,912:-Clasp for Harness Tngs.-L. D. Cowles, Armada, 

MICh. : 
ington, D. C., assignor to Samuel J. Seely, New York 
City. Ante-dated Dec. 6, 1863 : bi ���i�;�ee��; cihr::����?�: ����dr:;cc:nt�c ����ei��di!O��re�� C C, pivoted to the part, A, substantially as shown to form a new and improved clasp for harness tugs as set forth. 

Valve Gear oj Steam Engines.-This invention re
lates more especially to valve gear which is perma
nently and positively connected both with the induc
tion or cut-off valves of the same and with a regula
tor, but which is yet variable under the control of the 
regulator to regulate the velocity of the engine by 
means of those valves. The principal object of the 
invention is so to connect the regulator with the valve 
gear, that a slight force only need be exerted by the 
regulator to materially alter the admission of steam to 
the cylinder, and by-that means make the cut-off sen
sitive to slight variations in speed ; and to this end it 
consists in a novel system of right and lert-hand 
screws, racks and pinions, combined with the regula
tor and with the levers or their equivalent�, with 
which the valves are connected, whereby friction roll
ers or other devices attached to the said levers are 
shifted upon the varying face or lJetween the varying 
faces of a cam by which the operation of the valve is 
produced, and thereby obtain the necessary variations 
in the operation of the valves to regulate the velocity 
of the engine. Tisdale Carpenter, of Providence, R. 
I. , is the inventor of this improvement. 

I claim, first, Corrugating sheet metals, &e., between alternating die-jaws (or their equivalents), in such a manner as to form but one bend or angle in the sheet at a time. Seconci, The die-jaws, 1, 2, 3, and 4, constructed and operating substantially as described. Third, The dogs, I, and J, constructed and operating substantially as described. Fourth, Feeding the sheet of metal by its own gravity in cambina
���ri���.the corrugating jaws (or their equivalents), substantially as 

Firth, 'j'he shoes, 0, constructed and operating substantially as de· scribed for the purpose of making either waved or ridged corrugations with the same set of dies or die jaws. 
40,898.-Signal Switch for Railroads.-Horace H. Barnes, 

MeXiCO, N. Y. : 

[This invention relates to a new and improved clasp to supersede 
the ordinary tug buckle for harness, and it consists in the employ
ment or use of what may be termed a box formed of two parts con
nected together by means of pins and eccentrics arranged in such a 
manner that the two part� may be opened and closed with the great� 
est facility, and one strap firmly secured in the box and connected 
with the other strap which is permanently secured to the box, and 
the strap first named readily released so as to be " taken up!" or 
" let out " when necessary.] 

la!&:�� J�h;n�1���kn:��1�i£�;!?���;:r��: :nd}���e�;��r�\ge manner herein shown and described. 
40,913.-Apparatus for lifting and removing Wheel 

Tlres.-George W. Creamer, Fillmore, Pa. : I;claim, first, The to�, A A' a2, checks, &3, rod, C, arm, D, ba.n��� �n�ngo���;����l tir:�plOyed in the manner described to ele
Second, In combination with two pairs of tongs, I claim the rigid 

[This invention consists in a novel application of a lantern or lamp 
to the lever of a s�1tch, as hereinafter shown and described, whereby 
the lantern or lamp will be turned automatically as the switch is moved or adjusted, and different colored lights exposed to show the 
position of the switch during the night.] 

�fo<!i, �n��f�!�S;:sge�;��fe�: :�:�fr;�le tongs to act in conjunc-
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J¥jj" Pamphlets containing the Patent Laws and full 
particulars of the mode of applying for Letters Patent, 

specifying size of model required, and much other in
formation useful to inventors, may be had gratis by ad
dressing MUNN & CO.,  Publishers of the SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN, New York. 

40,892.-Printing Press.-John F. Allen & R. W. Mc
Gowan, New York City : 

I claim the cylinders, B F F' Fl i t in combination with the reciprow eating form bed, il, all arranged to operate in the manner substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth. 
[This invention relates to a new and improved printing press for 

printing with a plurality of colors simultaneously or at one operation, 
the sheet to be thus printed upon being required to pass but once 
through the press. The invention consists in the employment or use 
of a rotary cylinder, in combination with a series of cylindrical forms or type-cylinders, and a reciprocating form or type bed ; all arranged 
to efrect the desired end.] 
40,893.-0perating Gun Carriage.-S. J. Ashley, San 

FranCiSCO, Cal. : 
I claim the gearing together of the front and back traverse wheels 

��p�:�n�oot��o�ti'�'�I�I��· gllc;��g i�fsg��1 ms���e�ll��e��se sY��Y�a�� eously by power applied through a crank shaft or its , equivalent 
�o�� ������fe����:�s�aOJti�ahJy c:sa:�i�, f�� t?t����to������ei�s s��Ifie�� 
40,89.1.-Apparatus for Amalgamating Precious Metals.

J. B. Attwater, Chicago, Ill. : I claim the employment or use of one or morc reCiprocating frames, H, provideu with arms or leaders, f, having bars, h, or their equiva-
���Tl �::i���dt��·���r:��i�t�f:e �a�Onne�e;�h��a��i�lf;�st��d °forbi;e purpose herein set forth. 

[This inventIon consists in the emplopment or use of one or more 
reciprocating frames composed of a series of bars constructed in such 
a manner and arranged in connection with a tray or vessel to hold 
the quicksilver and " tai1ings," that both the sman and large parti
cles of metal contained in the tailings will be brought in contact with 
the quicksil'fer, and a thorough amalgamation �1rected.] 
40,89:5.-Port Closer for Vessels of War.-Wm. Stuart 

Aucllincloss, New York City : 

40,899.-Machine for bending Angle Iron.-David Bell, 
Buffalo, N. Y. : I claim shaping angle cars for iron ship bundin� by means of the 

�b��d�'a���l¥,d�g�r!l��dag�u�t����i,i��b�aI�ii�\I�
i�;ncfef:r���d�e bar, 

40,900.-Corn Planter.-Wm. F. Blandin, Macomb, Ill. : I claim, first, The adjustable shares, i i, constructed, arranged and opepating as and for the purposes herein specified. Second, I claim the combmation and arrangement of the crank shaft, 0, provided with the arms, D, the lever, b, and connecting rod, m, for the purposes shown And set forth. Third, I claim the removable combined tube and drill point, e, Ero-l!���u'�����ri;'ly�nafh!�e�������i��dwJ��c��e�:pper of a com p an-
Fourth, I claim the combinationtand arrangement of the roller, C, 

E�����es��;l��fi���:�sL dL���8r:o���:��'uCe ��� �rJr�or:;e��c��� structed and �perating as and for the purposes herein described. 
40,UOl.-Gaiter Boot Protector.-Frank M. Blodgett, 

Boston, .l.Iass. : Hclaim the combination of the anklet or leglet, A, and!t;he frontlet gaiter, B, the same being arranged and applied together substantially as specified. 
I also claim the combination and arrangement of the leg band or back piece, C, with the frontlet gaiter, B. 
I also claim the combination of the anklet, A, the frontlet, B, and the back band, C, the whole being made, arranged and applied together, substantially as specified. 

40,902.-Gate.-Franklin F. Blood, Janesville, Wis. : 

st!;���dS� C,a����ft�ge�i�fi :a:tg��t:ero�u�:a��� �:� �Erri�i!�S with a friction roUer, b, and hanging shives, D, and used for the purposes as herein described and set forth. 
40,903.-Washing Machine.-1. J. K. Boyce, Napoleon, 

Ohio : 

ro��:���w1�����:�avi�r���1d sv�:��r t��a:gp �f t���:� 1,0 a����� operated by pendulum arms, D, in combinatIOn with the outwardly inclined end, g, and curved corner, h, of said 'box, all constructed and operating in the manner and for the purpose herein shown and de� scribed. 
[This invention relates tolan improvement in that class of washing 

machines, in which the clothes are exposed to the action of a reciprocating pressure by 'placing them between said presser and the end 
of the box or tub.] 
40,904.-Protecting Lead Pipe against the action of 

Water.-Leopold Brandeis, Brooklyn, N. Y. : 

F1h�I��� ����lr�gl�����n o?� ��YbmIJe �\p��Yal�:lr¥E1i��!i��s��:l��. lead pipe or lea� cisterns or leaden vessels for the purpose of forming a sulphide of lead, so that water wiJI afterward not act on the pipe or vessel and cannot get contaminated by running through or by remaining standing in such pipe or vessel. 
40,905.-Valve Gear for Steam Engines.-Tlsdale Car

penter, Providence, R. 1. : I claim the employment in a steam or other engine of one or more 
�ft�lt :a�11 1g[�:ra�?t�Ct�:;e��af���:a':it� t:edi�����i��'v�f��::g ating mechanism, and co-operating substantially as described to produce the necessary variations in the operation of the valves for the regulation of the engine. 
40,906.-Balance.-H. W. Catlin, Burlington, Vt. : 

I claim, flrst, The P.lunger, J, connected to the scale beam, E, and 
�����s��8��I,�:;�8�;�:a: a��:d-R.�ith��:r�ci!�tl��cfg��ned in a 
Pl��;�M�'c���e�t�N�� ���ig���, f�:�:�hg�h?n ����:lI&;F:��a��� or two stationary index plates, 0 0, arranged substantially as set forth. 
40,907.-Corset.-L. L. Chapman, Camden, N. J. : 

ti� �������-b���: ;tC:;���'a��n:£��re���, ��v£e��:i1�:3a!I��:' fg��: 
r�e f��Jtl��mi�\gf ��e :�\O��l;tb�\��' �!;'J���� ��� St�;���lr:,�a�7:! herein described and set forth, in combination with the single cord lacing, D D� in the back of the corset and adjustable in front as de-
:f:a�fu�r���a��i��fs�����gi�it���gs:l���fa'lyto�tr:: :a��:r s��� scribed for the purposes:specified. 
40,908.-Evaporator for Saccharine Liquids.-J. C. Ches

ney, Abingdon, Ill. : I claim the employment or use of a furnace� A, with two or more fire-places, B C, one above the other, in combInation with a vertical fiue, E, two or more horizontal dues, B' CI , and suitable pans, B"" C* and dampers, b' c ' ,  all constructed and operatin� in the manner and for the purpose substantially as shown and descrIbed. 
40,909.-Cultivator.-Marcus Milton Clark, Industry, Ill. : 

F,\�I������ai?��ic:l�h-��eu���:,s��R�!insgn�nh�g��lf,IOll, b����� can be turned in either direction by a hand lever, D ;  aU constructed antI operating in the manner and for the purpose herein shown anLl described. ['fhis invention relates to an improvement in that class of cultiva
tors which straddle one row and pass over the growing plants, and 
the principal object of the improvement is to enable the driver to 
govern the motion of the cultivator so that the same follows the 
sinuosities of the rows with care and facility.] 
40',910.-Hauling or Driving Chains or Belts.-Wm. Clis

sold, Dudbridge England : I clai.m the compound hnks, a, with the wood-filling pieces, d d, in combination with the coupling plates, b, or their equivalent, substantially as described. 
40,Ull.-Clasp for Harness Tugs.-L. D. Cowles, Armada, 

Mich. : 
I claim the box, C, in combination with the crimped or corrngated plate, B, and strap, A, and the plate or lever, D, one or more, provided with the clamps formed of the prqjections, b b, and roller, c, or their equivalents, all arranged to operate as herein set forth. 

[This is a very nseful invention for the purpose of taking the tire 
from the fire in which it is heated and setting it upon the wheel 
without exposing the operators to heat or smoke, or compelling 
them to support the weight in a constrained posture.] 
40,914.-Washing Fluid.-Parmer R. Cross, Lowell, Ind. : I claim the washing fluid, camEosed""of the herein described in-
fu�����Ss�t f��il���ore�oC�rb:a.eci ed, substantially as and for the 
40 915.-Cultivator.-John R. DaviS, Bloomfield, Iowa : 'i claim in combination with the pivoted cultivator frames, I J JI 
K L, also the hooked foot levers, N NI nl , rods, P, and staples, Q, all 
������t��:�r:�;dbea��a�B;r��\�fd abyS�t�i���t �� :�:�r'��re�:J retained by hooking the treadles into the staples, Q, as explained. 

[By means of this invention the plow on both sides may be raised 
either separately or simultaneously by the feet of the operator, and 
retained at any desired height.] 
40,91G.-Skate Fastening.-C. T. Day, Newark, N. J. : 

Sk��!���b�i:�T��yF a: s�l�'w�n:�r�c��db:�a;�i'�' o�ngerE�I��;�d t�� a longitudinal and lateral direction and clamp or grasp the sole of the boot or shoe, in the manner and for the purpose specified. 
I further claim the screw rod, J, and nut, H, applied to the bars F F I I, to operate·in the manner and for the purpose set forth. ' 
[This invention relates to a new and improved m'ode of attacbing 

the skate to the boot or shoe and it consists in the employment or 
use of clamps arranged and applied to the skate in such a manner 
that a combined lateral and longitudinal adjusting movement is 
given them for the purpose of grasping the sole of the boot or shoe 
and firmly securing the skate to the same. The invention further 
consists in operating the clamps by means of a screw-rod and nut, 
arranged with the clamps in fluch a manner that all of the latter 
will be operated or moved Simultaneously in securing the skate to 
the boot or shoe.J 
40,917.-Machine for Polishing Rice.-Silas Dodson 

Bloomsbure:, Pi). 
, 

I claim the em-p.oyment of the rings, ll:, in combination with the 
:��e;�' a�d ad���it�d�rs, i, in the manner and for the purpose herein 
I ��i:��\��t�� i:J�e��������r� �l����� t��tati:clfle�li��;�e�' 
H, as and for the purpose herein shown and described. ' 
40,918.-Halr Dye.-Dominique Duprat, New York City : 

I claim a hair dye comJ,?osed of the ingredients herein sJ;>ecified and 
�J��nto!e�t�ci:th�ubstantIallY in the manner and about lD the pro-

[This invention consists in a composition of pomade or fat scented with some perfume, nitrate of silver and gallic acid mixed together 
so as to produce a hair dye capable of restoring the original color 
to hairs of ail shades.] 
40,919.-0perating Gun Carriage.-John Ericsson, New 

York City : 
I �laim, first, The.employment for controlling and checking the reCOIl of a gun carnage and for holding the same stationary while loading, and at other times, of a self-acting friction brake or clutch 

g:�����sgr�d�he carnage but geared therewith, substantially as 
ri�����' o���,e�V)ig�:�� f�;s��� P�1�!�nC: br;�?��Yl \�� ����: n:fi� �l�:�:� ��t��lCe��foreSaid frictIOn-brake or clutch, substan-

Third, So applying and arranging the two portions, Q R, of the friction-brake or clutch in connection with the gearing by which the 
���As o';;O��:dpo��i��oo�rr:�fr��: :�r::f�� �t� t� a:t��r�ees��og of the stop the brake or clutch is brought either to a condition to cheek the recoil or prevent the movement of the carriage. or to a condition to permit it to run freely, substantially as herein specified. 
40,920.-Artificial Fuel.-Thomas M. Fell, Brooklyn, 

N. Y. Ante-dated Dec. 4, 1863 : 
I claim the within-described artificial fuel manufactured from anthracite and asphaltums in the manner described. 

40 921.-Skate.-Martin Feurstein, Williamsburg, N. Y. : r claim a Rkate iron, A, provided with two or more hinged dogs, a b c, as and for the purpose described. Also inserting the dog or dogs in slots, d, as and for the purpose specified. 
[The object of this invention is to enable unpracticed skaters to 

strike out with their slrates without the liability of slipping backwards 
or in a lateral direction, whereby they are caused to loose their bal
ance and to fall.] 
40,922.-Forage Ration.-Matthew Fletcher, Louisville, 

Ky. : 

ol �:t� a�J !g��ef��ji�'�1��n;K�s?gr::feFrfJ':�c��:Ji��sr�F�::��3 wit�in the latter,�oth constituting one bale or package, made substantially in the manner anll for t.be purpose described. 
40,923.-Clothes and Hat Hook.-George B. Fowler, 

New York City : I claim the claw, a, and brad or brads, b, in combination with the 
���c�g:'t:e ��:pg��:�b�ta�ll!lr;�:%e��! �11�;����Jnd���ri�d�ner 
40,92i.-Compound Oil for Burning and Lubricating.

R. A. Gilman, Woodland, Wis. Ante-dated Nov. 21,  
1863 : I claim combining animal fats, such as tallow and lard, kc., with mineral hydro-carbon oils, such as petroleum, coal oil, &c., by mixing 

��:: ��g:tl�� i�r:r��: �}Iel���w:��o����e�� ifs�:ti?:lthaDo� �r����� the addition of lime and sulphate of zinc, for the purpose described. I claim first, '1'he employment or u�e for a port hole closer of two roller�, A A, each being maue to rotate ndependently of the other and pro'Vided with a cavity, b, as described, so that by turning the rollers to the proper position an opening is obtained which allows of giving to the gun any desired elevation, or of training the same to an angle of 450 or more, substantially as set forth. Second, The combina.ti.on of the dangCl!, E, with the rollers, A A, constructed and op�rating �bstaI).tiaJly as and for the purpose herein 
shown and described. 

[The object of this invention is to obtain a simple a�d efficient de
vice which will supersede the ordinary tug buckle, and is an im
provement on a clasp for the same purpose, for which Letters Patent 

[This invention consists in heating animal fats, such as tallow, lard, 
&c., together with mineral hydro-carbon oils, sncb as petroleum, coal 
oil, &c., in Buch a manner and to such a temperature that said ani
mal ·fats unite and combine with the mineral oils and the mixture 
becomes Iiqultled and suitable for lubricating and hurning purposes. ] 
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40,925.-Manufacture o f  Gas.-W. H .  Gwynne, New York 

City : 

th� ;�!�l!�es;:��°l,i�n�O:b���tY�n t�t�UlhOJ�x:au:��O�����li�a and operating substantially in the manner and for the purpose herein shown and described. Also the within-desrribed process of producing illuminating gas by exhausting the products of combustion from a cupalo or its equivalent through a quantity of incandescent material, substantially as specified. 
40 926.-Frnit Ladder.--James Hannan, Lyon, Mich. : 

r claim, first, Connecting two ladders together in such a manner by means of a pin or otherwise that the two shall form. a double self-sustaining ladder, capable of being adjusted'at various bights by separating more or less the two sections in combination with the side braces, B, when aITanged as and for the purpose described. Second, I claim the side braces, B, constructed in such a manner that they can be adjusted in any direction. Third, I claim the frame, G G, the stationary table, C, and adjus-. table platform, D, when constructed as described, and used in com� bination as and for the purposes set forth. Fourth, I claim the table attached to the lower portions of the frame, G G, and the manner of securing the same to the ladder. Fifth, I claim the adjustable platform upon the top of the table, constructed and operating as and for the purpose specified. Sixth, I claim the standard, H, crane, I, and pulley, J, in combina-ti�����h�ht ���t't�e °El���8 l�d����i�e�: for the purposes set forth. Elghth, I claim the windlass, }I, in combination with the elevated ladder, rope, K', and basket, L, when arranged and operating sub� St���i��YI �la���tto: ;fa�fo�,o�, s���:��anged as and for the pur� pose set forth. 
40 927.-Pump.-Thomas Hansbrow, Sacramento, Cal. : 'i cla.im the combination of the swinging screw bolts, C, and slotted plates, a, 'with the valve chest, A, and air chamber, B, in the man� ner herein shown and described. [This invention relates to an improvement in a pump for which Letters Patent were granted to this inventor, bearing date Feb. 5, 

1861. The within-described invention relates to an improved mode of securing the air-chamber to the valve-chest of the pump, whereby a 
tlrm and durable connection of the above�named parts is obtained, and one which will admit of being manipu1ated with the greatest faciUty, in order to secure the alr�chamber to the valve chest and to detach it therefrom.] 
40,928.-Car Replacer for Rallroads.-Robert Harper, 

Chelsea, Mass. : 

d:sg�a;3tn��f:�er��o;:�O�?O�bjnt�!O�w�f :��c����e�E���j:ct� from opposite sides of the said plate, A, substantially as specified. 
40,929.-Steam Boller.-R. S. HarriS, Dubuque, Iowa : 

I claim the boUer composed of the shell, A, filled to the top with tubes, a a, the water jacket, B, the annular fiue, D, extending unin-
���:��l!y��U:O������ii��d ��l d��Sh!h c��:t����!r. �gr� �!; �g;rh�lled with water, the ' ... ·hole combined Bubstantially as herein 

[This invention consists in a novel arrangement of tubes, fiues and water jacket, in connection with the cylindrical body or main portion 
of the boiler, and with an upper water and steam drum whereby a boiler is obtained which is very safe, durable and economical of fue!.] 
40,930.-Hay and Cotton Press.-G. W. Hart, Aurora, 

Ind. : 
I claim the mode of supporting the frame of a vertical hay press 

�e:t��fe�:,g:g��n���e:sn::J i�r\K:��;�s:s �����k c, or their 
40,931.-Pantaloon Strap.-Samuel Heller, New York 

City : I claim 1\ pantaloon strap . r )nsisting ofa center piece, A, of leather, 
two strips, .1:), ('� ..a.iU.&tic i� �bbeJ." fabric. and two end�pieces, c, of 
�::�� s:�\v�r:n1f��:��e�:-- . .  Jach othJlr' lts �'Vfi foJ' the purpose 

iThls invention consists in a strap with Ii: centerpiece of leather, 
two strips of shirred India-rubber and two end pieces of leather, so 

that all the advantages 01' the leather are preserved and sufficient 
elasticity is Imparted to the straps to prevent the pantaloons from 

being exposed to an injurious strain.] 

40,932.-Apparatus for Concentrating ore.--James Hep
burn Mokelumne Hill, Cal. : I claim, first, ExpoSing the ore as the same passes through the 

sluice, AI to an upward current of water from the receiving box, B, 
SU��rir�iie���1:�!�� ����s�f ':r:;i:��ore receiving boxes, B, arranged in relation to the at-erture or apertures, a, in the bottom of the sluice, A, and operatlng III the manner and for the purpose substantially as herein set forth. 

[This invention relates to an improvement in the manner of slnie-. 
ing or separating the gages and rock or earthy matter from the ores 
of valuable metals after the same have been reduced to powder by stamping or crushing, so as to effect by the automatic action of water 
a perfect separation of the ore from the rock In which it was disseml· 
nated.] 

40,933.-Mode of treating Fish Water for use in Dyeing, 
&c.--J. B. Herreshoff, Bristol, R. I. : I claim the employment or use of Menhaden flsh water in the dye tub\ or as an agent for dy,eing, substantially in the manner speCified. 

h�:�'is\e w'r���������� if:o;es�c����e,�n!heodler::fb����: Ing it to a temperature of about � Fah., under a pressure of about 
6IJ pounds to the Inch as herein set forth. 

[This Invention consists in the employment or use of the aqueous 
liquor pressed from Menhaden fish during the process of extracting oil therefrom for precipitating tarrates in the dye tub or as an agent 
for dyeing.] 
40,934.-Sugar Evaporator.-James High, Walnut Fork, 

Iowa : I claim the combination with the finishing pans, D D', mounted on wheels attached to their sides as herein shown and described of the �uard, C, suPhorted on either the stationary or moving pans and pro

�:���e�v:���:d.ace between the two in the manner and for the 

[This invention consists in the arrangement of a transverse track at the rear end of the flue in combination with two wheeled pans 
and with a stationary heatingpan,in such manner that the juice after It has been boiled in the heating pan and freed from scum can be con· ve�lent1y ladled over into either of the wheeled pans, and exposed to 
a moderate heat over the rear end of the pan for the purpose of finish� 
ing the sirup, and that one of the said wheeled pans can be emptied 
while the contents of the other are being finished.] 
40,935.-Cultivator Teeth.-H. T. Hooker, S�eneateles, 

N. Y. : 
I claim the standard, A, provided with the reversible share, C, de� tachable mold�boards, B BI, an,d pulverizer, D, the whole constructed, 

��:�ed and operating In the manncr and for the purpose hereill set 
40,936.-Clothes' Airers.-Lorenzo Horn, Woltboro' New 

Hampshire.: 
-

bi!�Ir��\�n1 Sfp��g! �,
uru>r ir�;ve�c�cir���dB���gf::-:�Tyi�SC��d for the purpose herem specified. . 

40,937.-Fannlng Mlll.-Henry Kelly and William Frank-
lin, Decorah. Iowa : 

B,FJ�si�S :g;i�!�;r:as��� ro�rt��n:�o�:��:c���ta�l vertical pivot, 

Cl'r�;8�d, The strap, H, or its equivalent as and for the purposes des-

40,938.-Mill for Crushing Sugar Cane.-G. H. Laub, Ma
comb, Ill. : 

I claim the pendant, J, attached to the sweep, G, and �rovided with 
r�:i��r��c!�l��h�r��:��� }�r �����::'��e ���lh�A1� ationary cyl� 

[This invention consists in the employment or use of a stationary 
cylinder in connection with a sweep having a pressure roller attached to it, the lathe being provided with a toothed or gear wheel at its up
per end which works in a sunken gear at the upper end of the sta
tionary cylinder ; the stationary cylinder being provided with an annular trough at its lower end, and the sweep having an attendants' seat attached to it, and also a cane-guide and cane�rack, all being arranged in such a manner as to form an economical, durable and e;ffi.dent mill for the purpose specified.] 
40,939.-Faucet.--John Leitch, Buffalo, N. Y. : 

I claim the combination and arrangement of the abutment, D, valve, E, diaphragm, H, and operating screw, G, substantially as described. 
40,940.-Stnmp Extractor.-Hiram Lemm, Leonidas, 

Mich. : 
I claim the lever, F, with the pawls, G G, attached in combination with the ratchet, K, and drum, I, with chain, J, attached, all arranged 

��rtah�ounted frame, A, to operate as and for the purpose herein set 
tiJxi�&e����hiu�el,°!ri !irR���l�� :��hf�����i�����s�ns���f���� 

[This invention consists in the employment or use of a lever provided with two pawls and fitted on the upper part of a mounted 
frame, in combination with a ratchet and drum fitted in the mounted frame, and all aITanged to operate in such a manner and in connec� tion with a chain so 0..8 to admit of stumps being extracted and heavy bodies elevated and transported from place to place with the greatest 
facility. The invention also consists in a simple and novel means em� ployed for holding the mounted frame in proper position when the machine Is in operation.] 
40,941.-Weather-strlp.-H. Ogborn; Green's Fork, Ind. 

Ante-dated Dec. 6, 1863 : I clain the bolts, G G, in combination with the curved piece, c, piece, 
�te��� �h�i�:h:!e�a!�ef�h�: :�\?lo�:ref����structed and oper� 
40,942.-Grain Cleaner and Separator.--J. W. Patterson, 

Monticello, Minn. Ante-dated Dec. 12, 1863 : I claim, first, The revolvin� spiral arms, 1 1, attached to the shaft, B, where said arms are used 1D connection with the beater, G, perfo� rated cylinder, H, as and for the purpose speCified. Second, The bar, 8, attached to the upper part of tho shoe, N, to prevent the choking or clogging of the hopper as specified. [The object of this invention is to obtain a machine of simple con� 
struction which will effectually separate oats from wheat, and also separate smut and all other Impuritles from the grain.] 
40 943.-Side-saddle Tree.-Tyree Pogue Madison, Ind. : r. claim a side or ladies' saddle tree, formed and constructed in the manner hereinbefore specified and represented. 

[By this Invention a seat of Improved form is produced without any 
building up process.] 

40,944.-Wheel Vehicle.-C. J. Preston, Harlem, Ill. : 
I c1aim the arrangement of the transoms, a g, with recesses, c r, fit-

�ll it�:��&a�:�,t�ec�f�t��ed'�:rnt��3��r ih:i>����:��� stantially as herein shown and described. 
[This invention consists in a double truck frame the fore part of 

which is so arranged that the cross timber behind forms the slider, and the transom, through which the king bolt passes, is framed into 
the center of each of the oblique cross timbers or hounds, and the 
transom of the rear part of the truck Is supported by Idngitudinal tim· 
bers, both transoms being fitted, that In front to the centerpiece and 
that in the rear to the bolster by means of recesses, in such a manner 
that said transoms are allowed to spring down until they strike the 
centerpiece or boister and thereby the required spring for the truck 
Is obtained.] 

40,945.-Pump.-G. H. Reynolds and G. H. Babcock, 
Mystic Bridge, Conn. : First, We claim the two induction valves and the two educting 

valves of a double�acting pump arranged as shown in the single chamber, A, in combination with the partition, 0, between the induc� tioD valves, m ml and extending to the eduction valves, n n', sub-st���oa:l. �:�s�O�I!t; P�r�n�::��ig:s%!�e'!nangement of the 
l:!��l3��iv�s �t:�ii:l:esSea% �� 

n�e a�gr!��fd��:nt'h�'c1i���l, A, in one mass, substantially as herein speclfled. 
wi�g�ge �:g�t��tiW, !�� �C��:�t�; s�\�;:�iJii���i?o�ti�� 
purpose herein set forth. 

40,946.-Curry-comb.--J. W. Rockwell, Ridgefield, 
Conn. : I claim a curry-comb having a series of metal bars, A, applied to a flexible back, B, substantialJy as and for the purpose set forth. [This invention consists in a curry�comb having its metallic bars or 

teeth attached to a fiexible back made of leather or other suitable 
materIal in such a manner that a light and durable:comb is produced, which will readily adapt itself to the sinuosities of the body of a horse or other animal on whom it may be used.] 
40,947.=-Safe.-Isaiah Rogers Washington. D. C. : I claim, tlrst, A burgIar�proof safe having the space between its walls provided with balls arranged in such a manner that they may turn and still be retained in proper position, for the purpose herein set forth. Second, The employment or use of balls of different diameters sub� 
Bt���YT':e �:efo;l!r:, t�����CJclgerhe .  outer face or side of the wall, B, when said plate is used in combination wit.h the balls as 
and for the purpose set forth. 
40,948.-Fastenlng for Tobacco Presses or Cases.-C. E. 

Rymes, Charlestown, Mass. : I claim my improved segment band fastening, as composed of the screw bolt, b, the nut, e, the adjustable washers, c c, their concave seats, d d, and the cam or eccentric, g, they being made, arranged, ��g���:�t
:n� Bjfs�;g. the band substantially in manner and so as 

40,949.-Pessary.-H. V. Scattergood, Albany N. Y. : I claim the construction of a �essary �n the form ot a light self· 

�ftle(ft:��!:wy
eio c��:���t;� :� :!r�t��� s��p���c[��e�a�� � :�� wanner set fortI! in this speCification. 

40,950.-Apparatus for WashIng Ores.-Phillp Scheuer
man, Hancock, Micb. :  

D,I ;lih�il:��n���, ���ri::t!�� ��:�:r�h
s�st!n��Wy :8 3�Jg:j: S��ond, Th� two �pa.rate. reservoirs, A A, provided with screens, 

J J, In C9nne�tlon WIth a SIngle plunger, C, arranged substantial1y 
i�:0���b�4a�:;��::� tb�un��o��r���iJ:d. water simultaneously 

Third, The combination of the strip, H, and plates, I It with the 
plunger, C, and reservoirs, A A, operating as a guide to the said 
���na�ic���d� partition between the reservoirs, all as herein shown 

Fourth, The tubes, K, provided with openings, b, in their under sides in clOS9 proximity �o the screens, and communicating with chambers, L, at the end Of the screens opposite to the ends on which the ore or pulp is admitted, substantially as and for the purpose set forth. 
[This invention relates to certaiu improvement. in that class of 

ore·washers in which water is forced up through .. screens on which the ore or pulp Is discharged from the stamp mill. The object of the 
invention is to obtain an ore-washer of the class speclfted which will be more compact than those previously devised, more simple in its 
construction as well as more efficient in its operation.] 

40,951.-Machine for makiug Sheet-metal Eave Troughs. 
-.S. A. Scofield and Erastus Churchill, MorenCi, 
MlCh.: We claim, first, A stationary supporting bed, A, with a stationary circular " former )) constructed on one of its edges, so as to stand 

�?��:lr-o���J��c���� ��£!l�:tY�il�n���s���g!!f.n with a recess, a, 
Second, The combination of the stationary bed, A, circular former, :n3�gr t�e r�����s:

' ����it'!�. vibrating head, C D, substantially a8 
Third, The wedge�shaped clamping piece, D, between the circular former, B, and the shoulder of the head, C, when constructed and 

ar��J�g, B����:!� �n ;�a:-�����f!t:�i��e p��0N: fci��a: 
�J��!l�d:�AP���I�e a vlt�:ti��e oFri�:��adf ��d���es!ili�1a�� tially as described. 
Cl!���'D��n�e�!ce���J'b�dda�8 f�����af.0: :':�b:t:ri������� for the purpose described. 
40,952.-Bobbin.-C. A. Shaw Biddeford, Maine : 

I claim a bobbin substantiaUy such as described, combining in one and the same article the grooves, 0 0, bosses, f f, and conical or coneshaped ends, ill m g g, and this I claim whether the said ends are cut out or sunk on their outside faces in the manner described or not. 
40,953.-Process of Refining Sorghum Sirup.--J. F. Shel

don, Viola, Ill. : I claim the process herein described of treating cold sirups with saleratus in the manner described and for the purposes set forth. 
40,954.-Process of Ma�lUfacturing Sugar from Sorghum. 

-J. F. Sheldon, VIola, Ill. : I claim the process herein described of treating sorghum sirup, when cold, with saleratus or its equivalent, in the manner and pro portions herein set forth and described. 
40,955.-Canceled. 
40,956.-Artificial Leg.-I. D. Small, North Fairfield, 

Ohio : 

co��l;��t'er:�' d���ri���g}nttt!O�orii�:hc ��� ��e�i:�dsp���·b���sd pulleys, L an� M, arranged, attached and operating as and for th c purpose specIfied. 
at���o�:'s:t C}��tlt.the spring, S, when constructed, applied and oper-
40,957.-Railroad Car 'Trnck.-A. F. Smith, Norwich, 

Conn. : I cla.im, first, Sus8fnding the car to the truck by freely swin�ng 
i�!:y o�js�;�Ot�erfa�:afl��:i�� �ta1ii�h O�!�o�&a

er:,s :���;a:il��y e;� herem set forth. Second, The employment of the within·described :fixed straps M s:winginf7 suspending links, N, joint} m, and bars, a b, or their respec� tlve eqUlvalents arranged �ubstantIally as shown, whereby the ver� tical strain is borne by the top of the bearing beam, A, and base of the swing beam, B, as usual, and a shorter radius of lateral motion secured with tile advantage speCified. 
40,9�8.-Pro.iectiles for Ordnance.-D. E. Somes, Wash

mgton, D. C. : 
r claim, first; Restrainin, a ball or vrojectile in a gun on its out-

roa��f:s:��et�� ��?r:u� �:c;t;;:, d���r��e a��u�t ci'fhrt! ����;i�; ve]oped 8ubstal!ti311y in the manner described. 
sp����dn �, =ecC;�,e n�������c:se� s�gs�ttd1y ��::C��e�.f, 
40,959.-Cultivator.-A. J. Sparks, Wyanet, Ill. : 
f
O
�:���f ���\l�rt�dt�l�l:�:�sa�d G�e����ct;gd!��::ara�lact���� the plow beams, H H, substantially as shown, to admit of a ready 

�,��:la�g::��ns����eo��xg: �xihe�s:t ��ith�adY elevating of the 

A,St�O��a���t�I���P�i�{tot�:, �l0.r: a�e:1f�cl�e If;a:!,O� 
th;rZ.:t:e'3 with rollers, S 0, at their upper ends which work on suita�ie ways or guides, substantially as set forth. Third, The hooks, M, on the plow beams, H, in connection with the pendant hook projections, N, on the frame, A, when said parts are ���� ��e�?���nation with laterally moving plow beams for the pur� 

[The object of this invention is to obtain a plow of simple construc
tion which will admit of the plows being moved iaterally with greater facility than usual, to conform to the sinuosities of the rows of corn and also admit of the driver either riding on the machine or walking behind it as he may desire ; provision being also made for gaging the depth of the penetration of the plows and regulating the space 
between them to suit the width of the space between the rows of 

corn.] 
40 960.-Hoop Skirt Wire.--J. W. Stiles, New York City: 'i claim a steel hoop for ladies' hoop skirts, covered with one or more metals by plating, electro·plating, or in the moist way or other 

��l:���t ��:�Si:��lgof�tr��y wt�i�b�rI ��5d�g; :e�g:ee�'�g�r cleanly and cleansable hoop for ladies' hoop skirts. ' 
40,961.-Field Rollers.-U. M. Sunderland, Highgate, 

Vt. : I claim the gudgeon cross�bar, P, when provided with the single attaching fianches, Pit projecting in opposite directions in combination 
re�ai�� �l���lfti�� 1��teeo�a:n�' a��d f��Xt:�=:�'e�e� :i forth. 
40,962.-Machine for Measuring Cloth.-C. M. Swany, 

Philapelphia Pa. : 
I claim the drum, n, provided with the screw shaft, C. and nut, D, 

��lf����:�tgt;�l�v��eor;::rtj? r!�t��t�:t .��e�Ih:3�hE:�S:��� their equivalents, all arranged to operate substantially as and for the purpose herein set forth. [This invention consists in the employment or use of a drum pro· vided with a screw shaft and nut, and also with a ratchet, in conneo
tion with a pressure roller, lever and graduated plate, all being ar
ranged in such a manner and in such relation with two drums or shafts from one of which the cloth is unwound and upon the other of which it is wound, that the desired work may be done in an ex
peditious and accurate manner.] 
40,963.-Spring for Furniture.-C. F. and J. W. Tillman, 

La Crosse, Wis. : I claim the stem, D, provided with an adjustable jln, h, in combl� 

�t��giedV��d ���r��fng °inb�tt�n�a�n:¥r��� 10r athe 
S��!sea�e�ei� shown �nd described. [The object of this invention is to secure spiral springs and paItleu� larly bed springs in an upright positio�, doing away with the process 

of tieing or sewing t.o the webbing and to render said springs adjus," able, so that they can be set according to the we.ight which they are 
to sustain and to prevent them being bent sideways.] 
40,964.-Process of Brouzing or Coloring Iron.-Htram 

Tucker, Newtown, Mass. : 
I claim the process of bronzing iron substantially as described. 

40,965 .. -Mode of Changing 1Iotion.-R. G. Turner and 
H. Stone, Dedham, Mass. : 

We claim the above-described combination for obtaining a continuous rotary from a reciprocating rectilinear movement, the same 

Wi�i:�dihot ������ �: !�� t���i�ng���fs�ar'J, �r trhee���t�� leal equivalents, arranged and appfled to two shafts, A B, substant1 ... ally in manner and so as to co�operate as hereinbefore specified. 
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40,966.-Car Coupling.-John Van Dyne, Crum Elbow, 
N. Y. : 

wit� t�:�i���, ���t��J:nl�fa��e Bt�kl:" ��Y:'t:e �n:n����efn 
40,981.-LeverJack.-Thomas M. Kane (assignor to him

self and Ogden Howell), Goshen, N. Y. : I claim the construction of the uprights, in combination with the lever block and clevis, when constructed, arranged and combined as herein described and for the purposes set forth. shown and described. [The object of this invention is to simplify the car coupling by dis
pensing with certain parts thereof, and at the same time render the 
coupling more efficient than it originally was.] 

40,982.-Fan Blower.-M. V. Noble, St. Anthony, Minn., 
aSSignor to himself, J. C. Nobles and Eliza C. Suy
dam : 

40,967.-Tool for Fastening Boiler Tubes.-Aaron Van 
Guysling North Greenbush, N. Y. : I claim, first, The application of the handle, F, to the sleeve, A, to 

��r:��l�eT���{����nmW:��e�h:n�e�er�:1 p�����ge��b�a�ti�lf��� 

I claim, in combination with a fan case having closed eyes, and a divided fan, the double sets of inlet and exit air ducts or passages, C C' and D D, constructed, arranged and operating together for the purpose of drawing in and forcing through it counter currents of pure and impure air, substantially as and for the purpose describeu. 
described. 
ot��o:gd �� ��:�Pe:!e�l�,S�ter::l::�:n!1i:n �: �il�!�J1e�ol:��� no gaps between their aAjoining edges, and when expanded they emb race the largest possible part of the inner surface of the tube as set f orth. This invention is intended as an improvement on a tool for attach
ing tubes to bollers, on which a patent was granted to Thomas Prosser, 
April 17, 1849. The improvement relates to the slotted sleeve which 
forms the guide for the segmental expanders, and which is provided 
with a handle so that after the conical mandrel has been inserted, the 
tool can be turned, and that by this action the joints between the 
tools and tube·shut is rendered' smooth, free from ridges or wrinkles 
and perfectly tight.] 
40,968.-Confining the ends of Elliptic Springs.-Rich-

ard Vose, New York City : 

el!st����a:�� �l����ni�\he g�n���lfont�¥S!°i!;Ei���tKb���p.;!� 
::JYeAa}�e�����p��JetiJ';;e��l!��;aigfe�a�� �����,P��g:ia��r!ll��s is herein set forth and described. . I claim also the use of hollow end caps to retain and secure the ends of the elastic plates, in an eHipticsl or semi-elliptical tension plate spring, substantially in the manner and for the purpose herein ,.t forth. 
40,969.-Shingle Machine.-Martin Weaver, Millers-

burgh, Pa. Ante-dated Dec. 1, 1863 : 

ala�\��:���' oTnh�o�g�i���a�Fth�f ���iz����f�t:�l�!�C���Yn:��a�d 
�����k,ph�cg!��:g��do�i�eo�br:!�� �Mt"l����:tr��f!�s. M M', 
��r���:tf�J1o��:g�:�c�:S��d.and double·acting;Saw, C, all COD-

[By means of this invention shingles are sawn at two places on a 
shingle machine as fast as two operators can place the blocks in posi
tlon.] 
40,970.-Portable Photographic Gallery.-Samuel Weav

er, Gettysburgh, Pa. : I claim the enlar�ement of a g0rtable da�errean gallery or house, 
�o:tt::i��s�h:, :n�n'J����]�ditfrs��:'asJ'������, r���r g;��ii�g substantia11y in the manner herein speCified. 
40,971.-Vegetable Cutter.-Amos H. Wellington, Wood

stock, Vt. : I claim my improved machine or combination and arrangement of 
rt:��!f�\���l�:l t�)fo�' ::n�h�r ��t��iC���O��d�dt;;� �ri���:: having throats opening into the interior space or chamber of the said cone or frustum, the whole being substantially as and for the purpose and to operate as hereinbefore specified. 
40,972.-Shuttle Fastening.-Gilbert D. Whitmore, Bos

ton, Mass. : I claim the above-explained improved blInd fastener, having a han� dIe, E, and two or any other suitable number of inclined cam slots, e e, made and applied together and arranged with respect to a spring� 
r�!�e!tttn�n�tsw�ec�tC���S�W,i�{:p:e�:�������d�o as to operate 
40 973.-Cultivator.-Erastus Wilcox, Delhi Iowa : r. claim the combination and arra¥ement of the frame, A A B B, 

¥¥'�n� §lJ��ta����ta�l:n��nl��;s, LFa�h��l�a�dre's:lj�lJ�����:i stocks, Q and V, with cultivating shovels, S and X, the whole con. structed as described. 
40,974.-Fan Blower.-William Winter, Plainfield, N. J. : I claim the annular air-chamber, d, and double conical cavity, a, 
;�t��:����l��r��:r!ti�����:t��i��h a�i:�au}��r���r��l��:e shown and described. 
40,975.-Cast-iron Building Pieces.-Robert Wood, Phil

adelphia, Pa. : I claim Duilding pIeces consisting of hollow cast-ir.on shells, having ���:�i��sf�t�oles arranged substantially as and for the purpose 
40,976.-Refrigerator.-W. M. Baker (assIgnor to him

self and W. R. Heath), Walpole, Ind. : I claim the air-tubes, I J, anu air-chamber) H, in combination with the ice-chamber, D, and ventilator, K, all bemg arranged in relation 
�:�;:�:;:���eC��ie!' :�t °fo���e in the manner substantially as and 

[This invention relates to an improvement on a refrigerator for 
which Letters Patent were granted to this inventor, bearing date July 
IB, 1863. The ol\lect of the invention is to supply the interior of the 
refrigerator with cold dry air and to carry off from the former all 
gaseous impurities.] 
40,977.-Cooling and Discharging Fermented Liquors.

Felix Brunnow (assignor to himself and Joseph N. 
Naglee), Philadelphia, Pa. : I claim a vessel, A, of any suitable form for containing ice and water, and the weighted inverted vessel, D, in combination with the 

���l� ���r��ri: ��b��gti:.Yfib:�d��c�{b�£,q�;��n��p�:: :��i�e�e 
40,978.-Primed Metallic Cartridge.-Silas Crispin, New 

York City, assignor to Thomas Poultney, Baltimore, 
Md. : I claim, first, The combination of a thin-wrapped metal and paper ca.rtridEe case with a primer, so securely fastened to�ther as to form a 

�i!:t�v:����h�.wrapped metal and paper cartridge, substantially 
Second, The combination of a thin-wrapped metal cartridge case 

�ga�£�;�a�Op��c::��lf�:���:,of:t�i:n�a\YyC����;�;rb:d�rimed 
40,979.-Corn Harvester.-Edward J. Eno (assignor to 

Stephen H. Eno), Jacksonville, Ill. : 

p:Jl�ir:io�J' J�hrn r���ii���O�a��� ��a:e�fd�" a�:;��;da�a �,�: endless a�ron, Q, all being placed within or attached to a box, C, ap
F��eft.�{) p��gs��e��i� :rfg�ji.agon, to operate sub"tantiaUy as and 

Second, The particular manner of attaching the box, C, to the wagon body, to wit, by means of the posts, D, and keys, E, as herein set forth. 
[This invention relates to a new and improved machine for detach� 

ing the ears of corn from the standing stalks, and depositing the 
former in a cart or wagon as the latter is drawn along over the field 
and in proper relation with the rows of corn.1 
4O,980.-Splndle Bolsters of Spinning Machines.-Rich

ard Fethuey, Manchester, England, aSSignor to 
Lewis Leigh, Seymour, Conn. Patented in Eng
land Nov. 5, 1861 : I claim, first, The tubular bolster for spindles! herein described, 

¥��'lg:d ::����:���ri�6s���g, :!t���cfti���ess m the spindle rail, 
seccnS, I claim the means, substantially as described, for preventiDg the rotation of said boleter and retalDing it in its recess in the spindle rail "" set fort.h. 

40,983.-Mode of Fastening Bales of Merchandize.-T. 
W. Reilly (assignor to Hector H. McClean), New Or
leans, La. : 

fJl;1�\��e���t!'3��I:heAdr�;����gues, d d, and center piece, C, as 
40,984.-Manufacture of Artificial Stone.-F. M. Rusc

haupt1 New York City, aSSignor to J. G. Kershaw, 
Philanelphia, Pa. : I claim the manufacture of artificial stone from lime, clay and gelatinous silicic acid, mixed and pressed substantially as set forth, for the purpose specified. 

40,985.-Hoop Skirt.-S. S. Sherwood, Acquackanonck, 
N. J., assignor to himself and Alexander Douglas, 
English Neighborhood N. J. : I claim the combination with the tapes, A A, woven with loops or their equivalents, and the hoops, E H, of the cords or braids, Ii" F, when the latter are secured outside of the tapes, and not through them, substantially as and for the purposes set forth. 

40,986.-Turbine Water Wheels.-Seth Whalen, Balston 
Spa, N. Y. , assignor to himself and Hannah Whalen, 
Burnt Hills, N. Y. : 

Cb�;��i�h!�r. ���rtlilh�elb�Ck':�;? 2��� s�����t1a.Jy a�d s�:��:d,d\� combination with the stop water or cap, l, extending from the guide wie�is8'c�:�:���io�: ���k�rn�h:n�11fr����:���:�: 5, in com-bination with the stop water or cap, 1, for the pW'poses and as specified. 
40,987.-Mill for Grinding Fruit, Grain, &c.-Wm. N. 

Whiteley, Jerome Fassler and O. S. Kelly, Spring
field, Ohio : First, We claim the three grinding rollers in combination with the metal segments, k k, constructed substantially as described for the purposes set forth. Second, In combination with the frame and grinding rollers ar-

����dcg����:i� :og��c��b��b::e��it�ea�o'�fsngn tlhee ����'i the shafts outside of the journal boxes and frame, substantially as de� scribed. Third, We claim, in combination with the ribbed se�ment, N. the 
���� ��s����t�':t�i�te;u� �����ig�a�;�d �ti�����o�rit��{rit}�� thj�J'Ji�,s ��f�I:S:;; \��h�Sr���t:8ll:;rnding rollers mnning to-gether at difi·erent velocities, with the rIbs of one roller crossing the 
���g� �iho;�:rC:���na:�!:d 't:e�i��h;ofe�n�:;:e1:��;� {ge��bi� Fifth, We claim the combination of the hopper, Q, ribbed segment, N, segments, R R', and rides, L L, with the roller, M, forming the 
���!�gi��1t��n���I�\�g t�e a�fK be readily removed, as described, 
40,988.-Metallic Cartridge.-T. J. Rodman, Watertown, 

Mass., and Silas CrisPini New York City, assignors 
to Thomas Poultney, Ba timore, Md. : 

. 

We claim, first, The thin metal-wrapped cartridge case, made substantial!f. in the manner described and for the purpose set forth. 
bl���O�th ��eiI?�iY�rO!x�e=r�ir�!��e=ld?s���d�::�;g�re: er this disk or cup is made of paper, metal,or an elastic material, substantially as above described. 

RE-ISSUES. 

1,589.-LIYOm.-Thomas Lovelidge, Philadelphia, Pa· 
Patented Feb. 14, 1860 : I claim yarn-delivering mechanism, consisting of a toothed wheel and a detent or escapement lever, or their equivalents, applied to or 

�EiEJa:��:1�n:�: C���Ol�:S�y ���s::�s1��t�::;:��t�hr���� ��: medium of the devices herein set forth, or tbe equivalent to the same. 
1,590.-Preparation of Straw for Paper Pulp.-J. B. Pal

ser and Gardner Howland, Fort Edward, N. Y. Pat
ented June 21, 1859. Re-issued July 3, 1860 : I claim the process of subjectins- straw or similar stalks to the simultaneous action of an alkaline lIquid, agitation, and a high temperature, such as is produced by contact with a surface heated by a fire beat, whereby such a change is effected in the organization of the 

E����::t�;ia�e:!�o�: :;-!��:d c6:���i�mi�:�:a����ial that the fi-

1,591.-J. B. Palser and Gardner Howland, Fort Edward 
N. Y. Patented March 20, 1860 : We claim as a new article of manufacture the staple fiber �made substantially as herein set forth. 

1,592.-Sewing Machine.-William Stanley "(assignee by 
mesne assignments of A. H. Hook), New York City. 
Patented Nov. 30, 1859 : 

dm�l�����:�ct�j�a:ao�����ae��;st�ftal�n:s :n1Po��h� �� pose set forth. The combination of the two washers or plates, Z z, concave at the 
�ft��l:�e����e:i:: B�C�

r �fa�� ��i::h;:!t�u'ts�:�t��lrir;s a:n� ��� the purposes set forth. 
DESIGNS. 

1,876.-Metal Tea Set.-Ernest 'Kaufman, Philadelphia, 
Pa. 
1,877 and 1,878.-Stove Plates.-D. E. PariS, Troy, N.Y. 

EXTENSIONS. 
Machinery for Making Cord.-W. E. Nichols, East Had

dam, Conn. Patented Dec. 11, 1849. Re-issued Jan. 
20, 1857 : 

th� ��\�'f�!�e Ti;:t::��yJ�gcr�tr��li&e:ei�tostc��d�t;t����1�h:t:i even-faced wheel attacbed concentrically to and revolving with the bobbin frame,to travel over a flxed and smooth surface, friction caus-in§e���J:aRe;�Yv1��o���. bobbin frames on their own axes to twist the strands, at the same time that they are carried round a common center to twist the cord by rolling them on the surface of a. station� ary annular inclined track toward the inner or outer periphery of which they can be a�usted to run, so as to vary tbe relative twist of the strands and cord, substantially as hereln set forth. Third, I claim the construction and arrangement of the central 
f!e�t ��:tY;���&�:e����g���r:r��W���f;�Y: ::������i������: ively increasing tension and twist, from the commencement to the 
t�rd �f r�h:d���e:�g�t���N ;�:::ta!-�ii> i�h�:::n�d ��e��lo�ei:; sity and strength, and subjected to uniform tension, while being laid into the cord. 
Loom for Weaving Figured Fabrlcs.-Moses Marshall, 

Lowell, Mass. Patented Dec. 11, 1849. Re-issued 
April 24, 1860 : 

I claim combining with the jacks that operate the series of leaves 
��:�d�\;.sal:�f a��:r!��s ���ed���1��:�{e ���tf;:��r�e�t��s: for h01ding the jacks either in their elevated or depressed position, when not required to be operated, substantially a.s and for tbe pur� pose specified. 

13 
I also claim imparting an irregular motion, substantially such as herein described" to the Jacks, by means of eccentric cog wheels, substantially as ana for the purpose specified. 

O. M. B. ,  of Conn.-By covering the surface of your gal
vanizing vessel with powdered charcoal, lampblack or soot, you 
not be troubled with disagreeable fumes. 

O. E. M., of 1Il.-We have never seen a casting (part of 
which WIUl chilled) rendered malleable, with the cbilled part pre
served in the original condition. 

T. C.,  of R. I.-You state that an article recently pat
ented in England bas been introduced and sold here, and you ask
H if I obtain an assignment from the pa.;entee and take out a pat
ent here, can I prevent the further manufacture of t.he article by 
other parties f" We reply you can ; but the inventor must make 
the application for the patent in his own name and assign the 
whole right tp you, in which case the patent would issue to you IUl 
assignee. 

T. G. S. , of C. W.-We have no business information con
cerning House's mode of operating window blinds. Unless you get 
the facts from him we do not know in what other way you can do 
so. 

L. D. G. of N. J.-Address J. C. Hoadley & Co., Law
rence, �Iass., for a small engine for farm purposes. We are glad to 
see that you are so sensible as to contemplate using steam on your 
farm Instead of depending on hand labor. English fanners are de
rided sometimes for their old fogy ideas, but they are about twentyfive years ahead of their brethren in our country in this respect. 
Knitting machines are in practical operation, and there are many 
that come within the range of ordinary family use. The wind dial 
and register is about a century old, if not more. 

C. E. F.,  of N. Y.-Your method of expressing cider ap
pears to be new, and we do not see any reason why the plan would 
not work well, though there may be practical difficulties which 
could only be found out by experiment. 

R. S. S. H., of Md.-The New England Farmer is pub
lished in Boston. You had. better send on $2 and subscribe for it, and we have no doubt the editor will answer your enquiry. 

A. C. E., of Mass.-You ask if there would be much risk 
in your gOing to Buftalo " to get a situation as second engineer on a 
propeller." You are just as competent to answer such a question 
as we are. We know nothing whatever about situatious on Buffalo 
propellers. 

H. H., of Ohio.-If an invention has been in use in your 
town for five years a valld patent could not be obtained for it-you can continue the use of the invention without danger of molesta
tion. We thank you for your efforts to increase the circulation of 
our paper in your neighborhood. 

G. W. F., of Ohio.-We cannot tell you how to split 
stones by chemical means so as to be of any practical value. 

H. W. F., of C. W.-Clean your coins with dilute sul
phuric acid ; one part of acid in ten of water will answer very 
well. If there are dates upon them this will bring them out, if not, 
not. Nothing can bring out the date of coin which has been worn 
off; there are some old coin washers in this City, we are told, who 
have a simple method for bringing out dates-that is to manufac
ture 'em. 

J. L. H., of Mich.-" Campin's Practical MechaniCS," 
contains a portion of the information you seek. We cannot see 
how it is that correspondents write to us for information upon matters that we have just printed whole columns about in the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. A little more attention would save trouble 
on aU sides. 

• 
Money Received. 

At the Scientific American Office, on account of Patent 
Office business, from Wednesday, Dec. 16, to Wednesday, Dec. 23, 
lOOt :-
J. O. H., of Pa., $44; B. E., of N. Y., $25 ; J. M., of N. Y., $25 : L. S., ofN. Y., $41 ; H. H. E.,  of Conn., $16 ; L. O. C., of Pa., $20 ; W. 

H. B., of Cal., $20 ; E. C., of N. Y., $40 ; W. F. 0., of Mass., $45; O. &; 
F., of Mass., $20 ; R. T., of N. Y., $20 ; G. B., of N. J., $16 ; J. E., of 
N. Y., $16 ; R. H., of Mass., $20 ; G. G. H., of Conn., $46; C. C. C., of 
N. Y., $45; J. E., of N. Y., $100 ; F. McC., of Conn., $50 ; V. H. H., ofN. Y., $12 ; S. L., of Ohio, $16 ; D. & K., of Cal., $30 : G. B. McD., 
of Ky., $16 ; G. R. V., of N. Y., $30 ; H. C., of Ohio, $47; H. w. B., of Iowa, $16 ; E. M. K., of Iowa, $16 ; J. T., of Ind., $16 ; A. & H., of 
Conn., $30; T. A. M., of Pa., $16 : C. W., of Mich., $25 : A. J. M., of N 
Y., $32; J. B. H., of R. I., $100 ; W. H., of N. Y. , $12 ; W. L., of N. Y 
$48 ;  W. M. K., of N. Y., $41 ; J. B., Jr., of N. Y., $20 ; H. S. B., of La. 
$15 ; R. S. C., of Iowa., $45; W. M. D., of N. Y., $41 ; B. A. H., 
Iowa, $45 ; E. C. C., of 111., $41 ; T. R. C., of Mass., $45 ; G. S. P., of 
Mass., $� ; W. IT., of N. Y., $22; N. C. W., of N. Y., $25 ; H. H. IT 
of Ohio, $16 ; D. L., of Vt. $� ; C. T., of N. J., $16 ; M. B., of Ky., $26; J .  W .  P., o f  Mass., $35 ;  J .  Z . ,  of  Ill., $15 ; H.  S .  S., of Mass., $16 : A.  L. 
S., of Conn., $25 ; G. T. B., of Mass. $16 : R. G., of Mass., $20 ; G. S., 
of Maine, $16 ; T. J. B., of 'Vis., $16 : A. A., of III., $16 ; N. J. A., of 
TIl., $16 ; P. B., of N. J., $25 ; G. C., of Conn., $16 ; S. D. T., of Mass., 
$16; M. H. M., of Ohio, $16 ; F. C., of Mass., $35 : A. S., of N. Y., $20 ; 

F. B., of Bavaria, $16 ; J. T. L., of N. Y., $12 ; J. D., of N. Y., $20 ; P. 
S. F., of N. Y., $45; J. C., of N. J., $20 ; S. n., of N. Y., $20 ; M. F., ot 
Conn., $20 ; H. & H., of N. Y., $25 ; P. C., of N. Y., $96; W. F., of Mo. 
$20 ; L. C., of Russia, $16 ; E. & H., of Mass., $20 ; W. X. S., of Mass., 
$20 ; E. W., of N. Y., $16 ; G. O. W., of Mass., $25 ; B. k G., of Conn 
$25 ; J. P. B., of Ill., $50; A.G. W., of Cal., $30; J. W. D., of Mich., $15 ; 
T. & S., of Wis., $16 ; G. H. 8., of Conn., $16 ; S. D. D., of Iowa., S16 ; 

S. &; S., of Ill., $15 ; T. S. M., of OhiO, $16 ; T. J. T., of Md., $16 ; G. 

H. E., of Mass., $15 ; N. H. R., of N. J., $16 ; J. S., of Mo., $16 ; W. IT., 
of Pa., $16. 

Persons having remitted money to this office will please to examine 
the above list to see that their Initials appear in it, and If they have 
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not received an acknowledgment by mail, and their initials are not to 
be found in tbis list, they will please notify us immediately, stating 
the amount and how it was sent, wheth& by mail or express. 

Specifications and drawings and models belonging to 
parties with the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent 
O�e, from Wednesday, Dec. 16, to Wednesday Dec. 23, 1864 :-
J. O. H., of Pa. (2 cases) ; A. S., of N. Y. ; A. C., of N. Y. ; W. M. D., 

of N. Y. ; V. H. H., of N. Y. ; C. H. R., of N. Y. ; J. P. B., of Dl. (2 
cases ; M. B.. af Ky. ; P. B., of N. J. ; B. E., of N. Y. ; W. M. X., of N. 
Y. ;  E. C. C., of Ill. ; J. W. P., of Mass. ; D. & K., of Cal. j A. L. S., of 
Conn. ; D. E. H., of Mass. ; A. & H., of Conn., A. B. G., of N. Y. ; F. C., 
of Mass. ; W. H., ofN. Y. ; \V. L., of N. Y. ; L. S. , of N. Y. j A. A. B., 
of N. Y. ; B. & G., of Conn. ; G. O. W., of Mass. ; F. McC., of Conn. ; 
D. E. H., of Mass. ; G. R., of Ky. ; C. W., of Mich. 

TO OUR READERS. 

PATEXT CLAIMs .-Persons desiring the claim of any In

vention which has been patented within tbirty"years, can obtain a 
copy by addressing a note to this office, stating the name of the pat� 
entee and date of patent, when known, and enclosing $1 as fee for 
copying. V{ e can also furnish a sketch of any patented machine 
issued since 1853, to accompany the claim, on receipt of $2. Address 
MUNN & CO., Patent Solicitors, No. 37 Park Row, New York. 

hrVAlUABLE RULE .-It is an established rule of this office 
to stop sending the paper when the time for which it was pre-paid 
has expired. 

:!.Iodels are required to accompany applications for Pat
ents under the new law, the same as formerly, except on design pat
ents, when two good drawings are all that are required to accompany 
the petition, specification and oath, except the Government fee. 

RECEIPTS.-When money is paid at the office for sub
SCriptions, a receipt for it will always be given ; but when subscribers 
remit their money by mail, they may consider the arrival of the 
first paper a bona-fide acknowledgement of our reception of their 
funds. 

RATES OF ADVERTISING. 
TWENTY·FIVE CENTS per line for each and every Insertion, pay· 

abieJn advance. To enable.,all to understand how to calculate the 
amount they must send when they wish advertisements published, 
we will explain that ten words average one line. Engravings will not 
be admitted into our advertising columns, and, as heretofore, the 
publishers reserve to themselves the right to reject any advertisement 
they may deem objectionable. 

BISULPHIDE OF CARBON, CHEMICALLY PURE, 
for sale ill quantities from one to fifty carboys. Address DU· 

BOIS D. PARMELEE, Chemist, 22 East 41st street, New York. 1 13* 

PATENT NIPPERS .AND CLINCHER.-THE SUB
SCRIBER wishes to dispose of his whole right and title to his 

patent nippers and clincher, which was illustrated in No. 26, Vol. IX., 
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OVERMAN'S MANUFACTURE OF IRON.-OF THIS 
valuable book there now remains but a few copies. The Manu

facture of Iron in all its various branches. Including a description of 
Wood Cutting, Coal Di�ging, and the Burning of Charcoal and Coke, 
the Digging antI Roastlllg 01 Iron Ore, the Building and Management 
of Blast Furnaces, Worklllg by Charcoal, Coke or Anthracite, the ne
tining of Iron, and the COil version of the Crude into Wrought Iron 
by Charcoal Forges and Puddling Furnaces ; also a description of 
Forge Hammers, Rolling Mills, Blast Machines, Hot Blast, &c. To 
which is added an Essay on the Manufacture of Steel, by li'rederick 
OVerman. In one volume 8vo., 492 pages, illustrated by 150 wood en
gravings. Price $6, by mail free of postage. 

CONTENTS.-lron Ore, Fuel, Revlving of Iron, Manufacture of 
Wrought Iron, Forgillg and Rolling, Hot Blast, Waste Heat and Gas, 
Fire Hrick and Refractory Stones, Motive Power, Manufacture of 
Steel, Appendix. 

.G!@"" Any ot' my Books sent by mail free of postage. My new 
catalogue of Practical and Scientific Books will be sent free of post
age to any aduress. HENRY CAREY BAIRD, Industrial Publisher, 
4.00 \Vulnut street, Philadelphia. 1 1  

WANTED.-A CIVIL ENGINEER OF GOOD AD
DRESS and business capacity, to be employed in soliciting 

orders for Railroad stock. A liberal salary will be paid, and only 
those having the very hi�ilest qualifications and references need ap· 
ply to Box 1,337, Post-ottice, New York. 1 2* 

GIFTS FOR THE HOLIDAY'S.-PARR'S TOOL 
Chests fitted with complete sets of tools, sharpened and set 

ready for use and packed in cases for shipping. Suitable for mechan
ics, amateurs, farmers anu boys ; prices from $2 to $35 each and con
taining from S to 92 tools, accordiue; to size. Shipped on receipt of �1�R, te:3ig� 3�\9�iptive circular to the manufacturer, GE�R

t�
E 

FOR SALE.-AN UNPATENTED IMPROVEMENT ON 
modes of fastening chimneys on lamps. Address N. PORTER, 

Youngstown, N. Y. 1* 

PLATINA SHEET, WIRE, &C.-FOR ALL PUR
poses. Imported by SUTTON & RAYNOR, 748 Broadway, New 

York. 1 4eo* 

FIRE ENGINE FOR SALE VERY CHEAP, SUITABLE 
for country, town or village, will throw a stream 180 feet. 

ALBERT POTTS, north-cast corner of Third and Willow streets, 
Philauelphia, Pa. 1 4* 

THE NEW PATENTS. 
No. 265·BaoADWAY, NEW YORK. 

To THE PUBLIC.-PERMIT US TO CALL YOUR 
attention· to important improvements in Fire and. Burglar 

Proof Safes, recently patented by Walter K. Marvin, of our firm, and 
bearing the following dates : 

First Patent, for improvement in filling- for safes, Dec. 1st, 1863. 
Second Patent, for securing durability of both the lining and iron 

works of Safes, Dec. 1st, 1863. 
�he knowledge gained from over 20 years' experience as manufac· 
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possessing the good qualities of each of these, wllile defects have been 
remedied which experience has proven to belong to both of them. The 
explanation is simple. We take " dry " calcined Plast�r of Paris and 
Alum (the latter being broken into small lumps), and thoroughly mix 
them. 

We pack this mixture between the inner and outer cases, where it 
remains unchanged any number of years, until fire melts the alum 
(which contains a large quantity of water), and thus saturates the 
plaster, and forms the steam, whlCh always preserves the contents of 
���:��:. OJt�rd�
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cise shape of the lumps of alum, and even the tilling or plaster keeps 
the safe as well filled as before the fire. This constitutes the first 
patent. . 

The second patent consists in coating the sides of the cases exposed 
to the filling with liquid quartz or glass, making a complete enamel, 
and thus rendering the jolDts hermetically tigllt. 

Our safes, therefore, possess the following advantages : 
They combine the two most fireproof substances known. 
They are perfectly dry, and do not corrode the iron. 
They do not lose their fireproof qualities by age. 
Our Locks are superior to any others in use. 
When it is remembered that nearly all the safes now in use are filled 

with plaster and water, or with alum and clay, the value of our im
provement in obtaining perfect security from fire, non-liability to 
shrinkage of filling, so troublesome and dangerous in other modes, 
will be recognized. 

We would call special attention to our " Steel Burglar-Proof Bank 
Safes and Specie Chests. J )  As they are made of three, or five, or 
more thicknesses, as may be desired, and the steel is hardened be
yond the temper of any drill, and the rivets are so arranged that they 
g�:�elft°i�:��I�:'°ig�il�,� 
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to any burglar, however skilled. We make these of all sizes, from $100 
upwards, and they can be securely fastened in any of our Fireproof�. 
s
�:s�

tg�i�ht�� ���i���:�le highest authonties in the United 

U. S. Assay Office, New York, Dec. 10th, 1863. 
" Walter K. Marvin, Esq. :-Dear Sir :-1 have submitted to careful 
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adapted to reslst the action of fire, the proof of which I placed in your 
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tion superior to all others of the kind that have come under my no-
tice. Respectfully yours, JOliN TORREY." 

th�l �g���:;t�d ls�'l� �����%Ort.
filling thoroughly, and am satisfied 

ALEXANDER H. EVERETT, 
Analytical and Consulting Chemist. 

New¥ork College of Pharmacy, Dec. 4th, 1863." 
I I  I regard your improved lining as superior to either the old plaster 

ana water, or alum and clay filling. 
DUBOIS D. PARMELEE, �!. D., 

Practical and Analytical Chemist. 
22 East 41st street, New York,�Dec. 1st, 1863." 
" Having been long acquainted with the materials used and modes 
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chemically, and no mixture of superior qualities is known to me. 
A. A. HAYES, 1\1. D., State Assayer. 16 Boylston street, Boston, Dec. 7th, 1863." 

II And I consider yours the best combination of materials for til e 
proof filling with which I am acquainted. 

CHA8. A. SEELY, Consulting and Analytical Chemist. 
244 Canal street, New York, Dec. 2, 1863." 
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our Safes, please send for larger Circular. 
MARVIN & CO. , 

SOle Manufacturers of Marvin's Patent 1<'ire, Burglar aud Damp Proof 
Safes, 265 Broadway, New York. 1 

FOUNDERY AND PLOUGH MANUFACTORY FOR 
sale at Warrenville, \Varren county, N. J., and for the fOllowing 

reasons is valuable -being located in a healthy and rich agricult
U
ral 
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machinery complete and in first-rate order. Lot containing five 
acres and in a hIgh state of cultivation, on which is a commodious 
dwelling, nearly new, a new barn 58 by 26 feet, foundery 63 by 40 and 
other out-butldings ; fruit, water, &c. Stock and fixtures consist of 
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(boiler ne�), patterns, flasks, saws, �c. All will be sold together or 
the lot wlth the one half interest m stock and fixtures on liberal 
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Belvidere, N. J. 1 1* 

PATENT CALIPERS.-THE SELF-ADJUSTING CAL
ipers ill.ustrated in the U Scientific American )) of Aug. 8, 1863 (see 

engraVIng lD that number) are manufactured by the patentec� at Worcester, Mass., and are now ready for delivery. Samples sent 
(post-paid) by mail, on receipt of 75 �ents in currency ; usual discount made to the trade. Agents hberally dealt with. Address KIMBALL & TALBOT, Worcester, Mass. 1 4'. 

NATIONAL OFFICE FOR THE SALE OF PATENT 
Rights, L. C. Hootee & Co., 229 Broadway (Room 26), New York 

City. The only prominent organization of the kind in the United 
States, affording the greatest facilities through advertisements and 
local and traveling R&"encies. All patentees, therefore, desiring to 
dispose of their inventIOns speedily are invited to call upon or address 
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�eter G. Washington, New York, Hon. Horatio King, "'ashington 
City. 1 1* 

DE
�:S��:��� t��.I,CE�;.���i863. J To the GrOlrers and Man1J/acturerlJ of Flax and Hemp : 

THE COMMISSIONERS APPOINTED BY THIS DE 
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��Wri.%��g flax and hemp as a substitute for cottOD, twenty thousand 
Having met, and after several days' investigation, believing that a further and ful1er notice of their investigations might produce valu 
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1 9 Commissioner. 

UNITED STATES :MILITARY RAILROAD OFFICE 
No. 250 G street, Washington, D. C., December 19, 1863. 

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES AND RAILROAD IRON FOR SALE 
I will sell at public auction, at the Orange and A1exandria Railroad 

Depot, in Alexandria., Va., on WEDNESDAY, the 13th day of January 
next : 

Ten second�hand Locomotive Engines, 4 feet 8}6 inches gage. 
About 1,000 tons of old Rails, T and U pattern. 
About 300 tons of old Car Wheels. 
About 200 tons of Car Axles. 
About 200 tons of 'Vrought Scrap Iron. 
About 200 tons of Cast. 
A lot of Steel Springs, Sheet Iron, &c. 
Sale to commence at 10 A. M. 
Terms Cash in Government Funds. 
1 3  

H. L. ROBINSON, 
Captain and A. Q. M. 

LORD LYNDHURST, HIS PORTRAIT, CHARACTER 
and Biography ; M""j.-Gen. Banks, W. H. Wells, Esq., the mode 

t<:�acher. Human Life-savage and civilized. contrasted. Giving 
Thanks-by Bishop Potter, Revs. H. W. Beecher, E. H. Cl1apin, Dr. 
T
1
ug, Dr. Thompson, Revs. Isaacs, Silver, Burlingham, Rid�eway, 
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atl200 $150, $100, $50 PREMIUMS.-TO EDITORS � � Ladies and Others. I will pay th€." above�nameJ 
amounts for the best four articles on either my Soap;Saleratus, or 
Concentrated Potash. The article must:state the writer's experience 
in using the goods, and must be not less than ten Jines, and be pub
lished in the editorial columns of any good family newspaper. Any 
party wishing to compete for the above,land desiring furtherjnforma
tion, may address the undersigned. Each person writing and pub
lishing a notice, as above, will mail a marked copy of the paper con� 
taining the notice to me, and also write me by mail, givmg full ad
dress. The Prelniums will be awarded on the fourth day of July, 1864. 
ll. T. BABBITT, 64 to 74 WashIngton street, New York. 12 tf 

NEW HAVEN, CONN., Oct 22, 1803. 
To B. T. BABBITT : 

SIR :-Observing your Premium advertisement in the SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN, I concluded to state, in a few word�, what I knew of the 
merits of your soap, having used it enough to conscientiously say 
th

f�\�l\s t�i���a:o� l� �iY�'ii':g-e
t
is�r;? ?o

e
m-ite my name in full under 

the article, should I put it in one of the New Haven papers. 
If the article, which is on the next pa!.7c, is of no account, pleaR 

say so, and that will end the matter ; if It is acceptable, it will appear 
in the paper immediately. J. D. W. 

== right golden day that ever gave 

� he world a man who cares to save 

== etimes the toil of womankind. 

� man with an ingenious mind 
= estows a real gift to us ; 
== ccausc experience proves it thus. 
-, n every way its Claims to aid, � here�s none but true assertions made . 
� hus to affirm the truth we're bold, 
rIJ. ince using thi8 we are not sold ; 

rIJ. aving our time and patience too-
= ur friends will find this statement true. 
� single trial, and you can 
"':I crcei ve that BABBITT is the man. 

J. D. W. 

BEAUTIFUL WOMEN-FOR PORTRAITS, WITH 
the 8ecret of Beauty, and " How to be Beautiful," see the " Phre

nolo""ical Journal." The January Double No. has more than 40 }'or-

��{��LL���&l�;o��:��� ���;��Jr� 50 a year. New Vol. FOWt�R 

AMES' IRON WORKS, OSWEGO, N. Y., SOLE MANU
FACTURERS OF PAYE'S PATENT FORGE HAMMER. 

BEWARE OF THE NORTH-EASTER.-BROWNE'S 
metallic weather strips and window bands totally exclude wind 

rain, snow, and dust from the crevices of doors and windowd without 
interfering with the free use of the same for ventilating purposes. 
They save one-half the fuel, stop the rattling of the sashes, and 
are deadeners of sound from the street or otherwise. For circular 
with references to thousands of our most respectable citizens, address 
THE PATENT METALLIC WEATHER STRIP CO., No. 6i4 Broadway 
C�r�.:r of Bleecker street, over the Manhattan Savings Bank. ' 
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ings under six inches" both round or square, is the best hammer n�;;' 
in use,�and requires but,one-half the power used by every other ham
mer to do the same work. For an engraving and description of this 
��l��;�i�:gl�'�P�O��!n�tit��:v��
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communications should be addressed to Ames Iron Works, Oswego , 

FOR SALE CHEAP.-THIRTEEN PERFECT VOL
UMES of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, commencing in 1849, the 

three first volumes bound, the other ten not bound. Address GEO. A PRETTY PRESENT-SEND TO YOUR NEAREST 
B. \VELLlfAN, Cooperstown, Otsego county, N. Y. 1 2* dearest and most valued friendt the " Illustrated Phrenological 

Journal," for 1864. It would be hignly prized, and cost only $1 50. 

N
'T�ese hammers may be seen in operation at the Allaire, Neptune, 

Secor, Delamater, Fletcher & Harrison, Duncan & Crampton, Ander
son & McLaren, Duhurst & Emerson, Charles T. Porter, Hudson 
River Railroad Car Shop, the Novelty Iron Works, all in New York 
city ; Joseph Colwell, Jersey City ; Wm. White, Newark, N. J. ; Provi
dence (R. I.) Tool Co. ; 'Whiting & Wilcox, Kaighn's Point, Phila. ; 
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SEALING OR COVERING HAMS.-THE UNDER
SIGNED havin¥received a patent for a new and improved method 

Qf sealing or covenng hams, WIshes to make it available to packers 
alld curers, either by contract or sale of right. The advantages of 
��� ;�,o���fe:�����
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& Son, New York, and at Leland & Mixer's, Chicago, 111., to whom ap
pJiQation can be made. H. A. AMELUNG, 532 Washington street, 
.l'4ew York. 1 2* 

DREAMS-THEIR SIGNIFICANCE, SPACE AND 
Time Annihilated, Poetry and Music in Sleep, Horrid Dreams 

and Happl'� Dreams-Are Dreams Prophetic? Read PSl:ChOlogy ; or 
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Bl'oadway, New York. 1 2 

BAIRD'S NEW CATALOGUE OF PRACTICAL AND 
SCIENTIFIC BOOKS is now ready, and wlll be sent free of post-
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importance to all practical men. HENRY CAREY BAIRD, Indus
tnal l'ublisller, 400 Walnut street, Philadelphia. 

FOWLER & WELLS, New York. 1 2 

LICENCES TO MANUFACTURE.-ARRANGE!IENTS 
will be made with machinists to sell and manufacture Reid's 

Patent Quadruple Action Pump, Blower, Exhaustion or Steam Engine. 
A pump ten inches diameter and ten inches long, keeps a three inch 
pipe running full, raised two feet, by one man power, at the rate of 
200 gallons per minute. Address J. WYATT REID, the Patentee, 24 
Oldl:nip, New York. 1 1* 

A BEAUTIFUL, USEFUL AND PERPETUAL PRES
ENT. The " Phrenological Journal and Life Illustrated," for 

1864. Published the first of each month, at $1 50 a year. '1'his year's 
Vol. contained more"than 300 illustrations, and is one of the most en
terta,.ining works now published. Order it a year for your nearest, 
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N. Y. ; Sweet, Brothers & Co., Syracuse, N.:Y. ; and Ames' Iron W-orks 
Oswego, N. Y. 1* 

WILD MEN; AND BEAST CHILDREN NURSED BY 
the Wolf and other animals. Furs and the Fur Trade, Hunt

ing and Trapping, Human Fossils, Skeletons, How Miss K. fft0t a Hus-
����: tf;:.���g2'laf�:���� ?;I}��S��C;a��� 
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new Vol. Address FOWLER & WELLS, 308 Broadway, New York. 1 2  ------------------------------------ -HIGHLY IMPORTANT TO ALL INTERESTED IN 
steam, especially those having boilers which will not generate a 

sufficiency of the same. By a very simple durable attachment the 
evapo:,ative power of boilers (marine or stationary) may be doubled 
eyen quadrupled, and 12 to 15 pounds of water evaporir.ed to each 
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SON, Engineer, Cooper Institute. 1 1* 

© 1864 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.



THE PRACTICAL DRAUGHTSMAN-RECENTLY PUB-
LISHED. 

THE PRACTICAL DRAUGHTSMAN'S BOOK OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN, and Machinist's and ED.{{ineer's Drawing Companion ; forming a complete course of Mechawcal Engineering 
:fd�:'W;�f.�;!g{a�fDD���gin r���o���:::�C:e °Jl'lrt���nf��gst��� 
P.uis, and M.M. Armengaud the younger, and Amouroux, Civil Engl-
��1e::tiO:Sef;'�:!t��3��a���f�1' �:h�g�it�����l ����e:��ly�a!:� 
ployed mechanism of the day_ By William Johnson, Assoc. Jnst. C. 
E., :Editor of " The Practica� Mechanic's Journal." Illustrated by 
fifty folio steel plates and fifty wood-cuts. In one volume, 4to., Price 
SEVEN DOLLARS and FIFTY CENTS. 

Among the contents are :-LiIlNlr Drall;in.Qi�, Df;jiniti(mH alld Prohlem.�·, Plate I. Applications, DC3ign for inlaid Pavements, Ceilings and Bal
conies, Plate II. Sweeps, sections and Moldings, Plate III. Elemen
tary Gothic forms and Rosettes, Plate IV. Ovals, Ellipses, Parabolas 
and Volutes, r1ate V. Rule� and Practical Data . . 9J! CoiaTiJ!!! Se-diOIiH 
'with A1JpNcal/olll:!.-ConventlOnal Colors, ComposltLOn or MIxture of 
Colors, Plate X. COItt1"nwltioll ol the Study o( PrrUecNo/l.'�-Use of sec· 
tions-details of machinery, Plate XI. Simple applications-spindles, 
shafts, couplings, wooden patterns, Plate XII. .Method of construct-
�r8n��<:t��e�n����ir�r ftra�����:8,a p1��fl�ffl.El��I���t�l :l!�}�!l 
data-Strength of material, Resistance to compression or crushing force, Tensional Resistance, Resistance to flexure, Resistance to tor
sion, Friction of surfaces in conta.ct. THE INTERSECTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF SURFACES, WITH ApPLICA
TIONs.-'1'he Inter�t:ction of CyliJldu.<: ({wl Cone8, Plate XIV. 7'he Delinea
tion ltIul Dtl"e1rlj)Jllf'lIf of lldir'e,", Scrcw8, a1Ul SerpentineH, Plate XV. Ap-
f�\Ce��ci�i��thcifh���fa��;':���Yf�;tVg�sOft� s;'t6����k���I;t!I'xifl� 
Ri/(f.<: fwd P ('((('Ural Daht-Steam, Unity of heat, Heating surface, Cal· 
eulation of tbe dimensions of boilers, Dimensions of fire·grates, Chim
neys, 8afety·valves. 'l'llE STUDY AND COXSTRUCTION OF rrOOTHED GEAR.-Involute, cy
cloid, and ppieycloid, Plates XVIII and XIX. Iuvolute, Fig. 1, Plate 
XVIII. Cycloid, Fig. 2, l'late XVIII. External epicycloid, described 
by a circle rolling about a fixed circle inside it, Fig. 3, Plate XIX. In
ternal epicycloid, Fig. 2, Plate XIX. Delineation of a rack and pinion 
in gear, Fig. 4, Plate XVIII. Gearin� of a worm with a worm-wheel, 
Fig�. 5 and 6, Plate XVIlI. C.II iilldl'1cal or SpnT Gcariu.q, Plate XIX. 
Practical delineation of a couple of Spur-wheels, Plate XX. l'/te De· 
lincatioll ({ltd U()II.�lructi.oJl (�/ lVooden Putterns for -Toothed Wheels, Plate XXI. RIIIe.� alUl Pr((f:timi Data-Toothed gearing, Angular and cir
cumferential velocity of wheels, Dimensions of gearing, Thickness of the teeth, Pitch of the teeth, Dimensions of the web, Number and 
dimensions of the'arms, wooden patterns. 

COSTINUATION. OF THE STUDY OF TOOTHED GEAR.-Design for a pair of bevcl·wllec1s in gear, Plate XXII. Construction of wooden patterns for a pair of bevel·wheels, Plate XXIII. Involute U/ul llelical 
Tath, Plate XXIV. ('IiJltrirance,� /rH ubtaining D�f!ereJltial MO/:ements
The delineation of eccentrics and cams, Plate XXV. Rules awl PI'l.tcU('ftl Dflla-),lechanical work of effect, The simple machines, Cent.re of 
���r:,

y T�� f�nicila���ife;�tg���t��rb��tra?f���e�alCUlatiOn for the 

m�l:!��N'f:(��I��,
I
�litr:�YI�H¥:.��1�:r;;"�f1S/�.�lf:q;Pl���Shv{I: CfJlltiwlfftiO/l of ti,e Study uj' .. ...,'!lWlOit'S, plate XXVIII. 1'u,v:an Order, Plate XXIX. R,lif's awl Pra('tical Duifl-Pumps, Hydrostatic princi· pIes, Forcing pumps, Lifting and forcing pumps, The Hydrostatic press, lIydrostatical calculations and t.!ata-Uischarge of water through different orifices, Gaging of a water-course of uniform section and fall, Velocity of the bottom of water-courses, Calculation of tho discharge of water through rectangular orifices of naITOW edges, 

fea;���;i��e �i��� �}���a�;���l�tt������h 3�e::!��ci�\��t�e�rhdcif the outlet, Outlet with a spout or Uuct. APPLICATION OF SHADOWS TO TOOTHED GEAR, Plate xxx. AppNmliun 0/ �7wdo!fS tu S(-""tICi<, Plate XXXI. ApplicaUun f!f Shad"J//,1) tu a 
BoUer awl itll Fllrllace, Plate XXXII. Shading iil Bluck-SharIinH 'in Ca7oN<, Plate XXXIII. THE CUTTING AND SHAPING OF MASONRY, Plate XXXIV. Rules fJ.n(l Pructical Duta-Hydraulic motors, Undershot water-wheels, with 
Elane floats and a circular channel, Width, Diameter, Velocity, Num-
O����t c:�r�:�'h��I���V����:�eePsS�W� �!�!l o��:�, W:�;�:he:!i with curved buckets, Turbines. Rnnal'k<: on Machine 1'ools. TIlE :.-.)TUDY OF MACHINERY AND SKE'rCIIING.-Various applications and combinations : l'lte :::)/;elchillg q( JInchiliery, Plates �XXXV. and XXXVI. ])} Wing llIw'7dne; ]Ivtia .JIachilteR; Wa�er wheels, Construc
tion and setting up of water wheels, DelIneation of water Wheels, Design for a water wheel, Sketch of a water wheel ; Oven4wt lVater 
lVheds. lV().tor PUff/pR, Plate XXXVII. Steam Motors; High-pressure expansive steam engine, Plates XXXVIII., XXXIX. and XL. D�tailx 
vf COII..Htruc[i'JlI; .Y"occmeltts of the Distri'JIltion and Expansion Valre�; 
R tlc.'I and PTadiml Data-Steam engines :  Low-pressure condensing 
S�ra:�i;�!l��� p:�:::ai,Otr���p E1�����e��eF.is�Yd_::���i��� feet.! pump .. , High·pressure expansive engines, :Medium pressure condrmsing and expansive steam engine, Conical pendulum or centrifugal governor. OBLIQUE PROJECTIONS.-Application of rules to the delineation of an OSCillating cylint.!er, Plate XLI. PARALLEL PERSl)ECTIVE.-Principles and applications, Plate XLII. 
ti;n������r:;lifa�r:e;��e�����ra�:!�ti�' :��tit�II�es!fi��\�� 
?�����!le!���e���a!�fts��e�i�l���nl,��=,�i!,eRruO;�Stg��;� Ba.rnett's millstone, Hastie's arrangcment for driving mills, Currie's improvements in millstones ;  R.des and Pradir.al DatfL-Work performed by various macllines, Flour mills, Saw mills, Veneer·sawing machines, Circular saws. EXAMPLES OF FINISHED DRAWINGS OF l\1ACHINERY.-Plate A, Balance water-meter ; Plate B, Engineer's shaping machine ; Plate C D E, Express locomotive engine ; Plate 1<\ Wood planing machine ; Plate G, 'Vashing machine for piece goods ; Plate H, Power 100m ; Plate I, Duplex steam boiler; Plate J, Direct·acting marine engines. lJRA WING INSTRUMENTS. Also just published A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON MECHANICAL ENGINEE.kING ; complising )fetallw'gy, Molding, Casting, Forging, Tools, Workshop ),Iachinery, Mechanical Manipulation, Manufacture 
�:o�es�s�n��llir��Cis���:�,AJ.P�����e�M��� �r�\i:i��t��d �Ie� chanical EngineC'l's� Society, &c. To which are added, Observations on the Construction of Steam Boilers anu Remarks upon Furnaces used for Smoke Prevention ; with a Chapter on Explosions. By Robert Armstrong, C. E. Revised, with Notes, by John Bourne. Rules for Calculating the Change Wheels for Screws on a Turning Lathe, and for a Wheel-cutting Machine. By J. La Nicca. '1'he Managemcnt of Steel, including Forging, Haruening, 'fempering, 
t���al�?'G���i�k1r!e. a��O�xflf�:l��ied A�aht� �f:;��a��e�?J.ir��· Steam Engines, ,V orkshop Machinery, Change Wheels for Screws, &c., and 100 wood engravings. Bvo., Price SIX DULLARS. 

� The above or any other of my Books sent by mail free of postM age. My new catalogue of Practical and Scientific Books just ready will be sent free of postage to any address HENRY CAREY BAIRD, udustrial Publisher, 406 Walnut street, Phlladelphia. 1 1* 

LOVE, COURTSHIP AND MARRIAGE.-ALL BORN 
to Love and to be Loved. Mistakes, Unhappy MalTiages, the Remedy, Love-signs in the face. Secret of Beauty. A Woman's experience. Falling in Love. To improve the Complexion-with numerous Illustrative Portraits-in Jan. Double No. " Ph.renological Jour· 

n8.1." The first of a new vol. Only l5c. ; or $1 50 a. year. FOWLER & WELLS. 1 2  

OIL ! OIL ! OIL 
For Railroads, Stoamers, and for machinery and Burning. PEASE'S Improved Engine and Signal Oil, indorsed and recommended by the highest authority lD the United States. This Oil possesses qualities vitally essential for lubricating and burning, and found in no other oil. It is offered to the public upon the most reliable, thorough and practical test. Our most skilltul engineers and machinists pronounce it sUferior to and cheaper than any other, and the only: oil that is in al cases reliable and will not gum. The " Scientlfic American," after several tests, pronounces it " superior to any other they have ever used for machinery." For sale only by the Inventor and Manufacturer, F. S. PEASE, No. 61 Main street, BuJI'alo. N. Y. N. B.-Reliable orders filled for any part of the United States and Canada. 12 14* 

IRON PLANERS, ENGINE LATHES, DRILLS AND other machinists' tools, of superior quality, on hand and finish· ing, for sale low. For description and price address NEW HAVEN ,MANUFACTURING COMPANY, New Haven, Conn. Itf 
BOLTS, NUTS AND WASHERS OF ALL SIZES 

constantly on hand for sale by LEACH BROTHERS, 86 Liberty street, New York. 15 13* 
PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES-COMBINING THE maximum of efficiency, durability and economy with the mini-
:�� ��a�eJ&r�et�� i�r!�:: IN����fe��i�fa�t��;o�:�ll s�f�w'1 large stock on hand ready for immediate application. Descriptive circulars sent on appliCdtion. Address J. C. HOADLEY, La'\\Tence, Mass. 16 13 
MACHINERY.-S. C. HILLS, No. 12 PLATT STREET, 

New York, dealer in Steam Engines, Boilers, Planers, Lathes, Chucks, Drills, l'umps ; Mortising, Tenoning and Sash ?rlaChinesd· 'Voodworth's aud Daniels' Planers, Dick'8 -Punches, Pre88eS an Shears ; Cob and Corn :Mills ; Harrison's Grist Mills ; Johnson's Shingle Mills ; Belting, Oil, &c. e 
GRINDSTONES.-OHIO, NOVA SCOTIA, NEWCAS

TLE, French, &c. , all sizes for sale by WALTER R. WOOD & Co. Yard Nos. 283 and 285 }I'ront street, New York. Quarry, Berea, Ohio. ' 22 0* 
GUILD & GARRISON'S CELEBRATED S T E A  M Pumps-Adapted to every variety of pumping. The principal styles are the Direct Action Excelsior Steam Pump, the improved 
����C�r��r!:���ittfr�r;e;e�arn���tib�df�rte:����r:; �ngu��� tities at a lIght lift. For sale at Nos. 55 and 57 First street, �illiamsbW'gh, and No. 74 Beekman street, New York. 14tf GUILD, GARRISON & CO. 

BLACK DIAMOND STEEL WORKS, PITTSBURGH, 
Pa. PARK BROTHER & CO., manufacturers or best quality Refined Cast Steel, square, fiat and octagon, of all sizes. 'Warranted equal to any imported or manufactured in this country. Office and Warehouse, Nos. 149 and 151 First street, and 120 and 12'2 Second street, Pittsburgh, Pa. vol 8 11 ly* 

POWER LOOM WIRE CLOTHS AND NETTINGS, 
superior in quality and at low prices, by the CLINTON WIRE CLOTH COMPANY, Clinton, Mass. N. B.-Our trade·mark " Power Loom Wire Cloth." vol S 24 31* 

VULCANIZED RUBBER-

P tg���&, t� A'i:����s��r���R:�?l1.1�1�!I¥�LJll':Efl.Etc� 
&c. Diri��n�o�1le�Ef�1N��b o��b�fNGn ctpJ�i&J\?,n to the 

Nos. 31 and 38 Park Row, New York. JOHN H. CHEEVER, Treasurer, 14tf 
GROVER & BAKER'S CELEBRATED SEWING MA

CHINES were awarded the highest premiums over all competitors at the recent State Fairs of New York, Vermont, Iowa, Idichi· fan, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and at every 
B����:;,n3e�o���k.Fair where eXhibite� this year. Salesroom

i�1.95 

PAYE'S PATENT FORGE HAMMER-ADAPTED TO 
. both heavy and light forginJ,fs, with an ad.iustable stroke offrom one mch to three feet, on hand for sale by L�ACH BROTHERS, 86 Liberty street, New York. 15 13* 

1 5  
THE CHEAPEST MODE OF INTRODUCING 

INVENTIONS, 
INVENTORS AND CONSTRUCTORS OF NEW AND 

useful Contrivances or Machines, of whatever kind, can have their 
inventions illustrated and described in the columns of the SCIEN
TIFIC AMERICAN on payment of a reasonable charge for the en
gravIng. 

No charge is made for the publication, and the cuts are furnished 
to the party for whom they are executed as soon as they have 
been used. We wish it understood, however, that no second-hand 
or poor engravings, such as patentees often get executed by inex
perienced artists for printing circulars and handbills from, can be 
admitted into these pages. We also reserve the right to accept or 
reject such subjects as are presented for publication. And it is not 
our desire to receive orders for engraving and publishing any but 
good Inventions or Machines, and such as uo not meet our approba· 
tion in this re8pect, we shall decline to publish. 

For furt.her particulars address-
MUNN & CO., 

Publishers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 
No. 31 Park Row, New York City. 

A SCALPING DANCE, ILLUSTRATED, EXHIBI'!'ING a group of Sioux Indians, dreRsed in their savage and 
:�;�d,s E���Yi���, lfld:�nl\r����1�;,s'1t������;���fogy�°'P:���: cious Children, Marri.a� in Borneo, Curious Ceremonies in January Double 'No. "'Pal'eB4iogieal Journal." Read it. Only 15c. ; or $1 50 a yeo.r. 1 2 

WANTED-A G�OD SECOND-HAND STAVE-SAW
IfiG Machine, saw 10 or 17 inch diameter, and 24 or 26 incbes long in tite clear. For which I woUld like to exchange a good second hand Woodworth 24 inch ourface pIoaner. Address L, L. HOUGHTON Antwarp, N. Y. 1 1* ' ---------------------------- -----,-----

To RENT ON MOST FAVORABLE TERMS AN AGRIcwtural foulllllery aadlmacbiae shop, in good water power, working order and e*b1isluld busin9Bs. If not rented in one month I will take a part�o'fJt88d chaDOAter and mechanic. Address P. L. BAIN, WernlH"BVtHe, B.rks county, Fa. 1 3* 

THE " WORKING FARMER " FOR IS6.t.-THIS STERliQg;AgI'icultural publica�ion-establitWed by Professor James J. Mapes;ln 1�3-cnters upon lts sixteenth volume with the January number. It will contain during the year more agricultural matter adapted to all the States in'the Union1 than any publication of the day. Each new subscriber for 1864, will receive the December number, now issued,/ree, besides a valuable Gra.pe Vine, or one of the fol-
�U��g j!fi�a�!n?sb��z h�!���·%aklt�� Wielae;,plg:�,��i!�iK�i�:!; �ery �plicant for this premium must remit 10 cents to prepay postage. Tta-ms of the " WORKING FARMER " $1 per annum in ad-
v:r�e =\����ie�,leOcf.;n:· C:i�� lo��;�b���i�lib����s��;se :�a �irculars, cont..¥��g a list of our..lValuable premiums, sent, on application to the PublWler, WM. L. ALLISON, Nos. 124 and 126 Nassau street, New York. 25 3 

A RARE CHANCE.-" SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN " for Bale.-One let, old and new series, well bound, perfect and complete, except the fi.r.st volume of old series, 22 volumes. Price $1011 One set of old seiies complete, except volumes 1 and 3, well bound and in perfect order. Price $48. Also a number of complete 
trO���er�n����e �� �l� �:t�:: �b€'i��' la�,11r�:I�r&� ������ :e����� ber to :complete sets. Address SCIENTIFIC, Post-office Box 123, Washington, D. C. 25 2)1. 

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEARS.-THE CRAIG 1>fICROSCOPE with mounted objects, constitutes a beautiful and appropriate holiday gift to old or young, combining instruction with amusement, being ot the power most frequently required, and yet so simple that a child can use it. It is mailed prepaid for $2 25 ; with 15 
r����i���de�u�d�r���e:Mt b��l6,0��:o:swa�:���;�;��unt 
24 0* 

To CAPITALISTS.-A PARTNER WITH $10,000 IS wanted in an established manufacturing busineos. The article A NEW PATENT l>RIER-WHICH IS EQUAL TO is patented and meets with a ready sale at a good profit. Address the English, but -much cheaper. QUARTERMAN & SON, 114 A. B., 210 Elm street, Newark, N. J. 25 2* John street, New York. 22 3m 
,., _ . _. _ _  ... _-,------------To LEASE OR FOR SALE THE ONLY VACANT mill lot on Paterson race. For further particulars apply to G, THE SUBSCRIBER IS SOLE AGENT FOR A. A. 

SHIFF, 17 William street, room Zl, up·stail's, New York, or to JAMES SAGE'S " Yeast Riser." Persons wishing to purchase rights will 
SPEAR, Paterson, N. J. 25 10* address A. SNIDER, Armada, Mich. 22 6* 

DENTIST'S AND LECTURER'S NITROUS OXIDE 
Apparatus imEroved, with full directions, for $16 . . Best rubber 

��eb���rciais� t1. �. i��1iH��at¥iiIda�lh�fr��� ���:��us and 
25 2* 

WHEELER & WILSON'S HIGHEST PREMIUM SEWING MACHINES and Foote's Patent Umbrella Stands 505 Broadway, New York. 17' 38 

FAN BLOWERS-DIMPFEL'S, ALDEN'S, McKENZIE'S and others, for Steamboats, Iron 'Wo�ks, Founderies, Smith FORo SALE A SMALL STEAM BOILER, AS GOOD Shops, Jewelers, &c,. on hand for sale by LEACH BROTHERS, '86 
as new, 12 feet long 19 inches diameter, with all fixings com\1ete Liberty street, New York. 15 13* 

fO�t�ing up, price $70, by 1. & C. SMITH & CO., Stockport, N. . 

INCRUSTATIONS PREVENTED WITHOUT INJURY
Winans's Powut'!r eight yeard in use, no better reference needed except a trial. Cost about 10 cents a day. H. N. WINANS, 11 Wall street, New York. 24 4* 

LICENSES TO MANUFACTURE W. P. PENN'S 
Patent Grain Drill and Grass Seed Sower, and the St. Clair 

��r;:g��w�;,a��� �gr:°C'i�:: o���� �� i:3�,Ble?z�tYe��' �r�ir 8JUnty, Ill. 24 3* 

ECONOMY OF FUEL.-NO USE FOR CHIMNEYS.
Engineer Gerner's system saves fully 60 per cent. of fuel. One thousand six hundred factol'ies and steamers have been fitted. Drawings and models showing the application of this system to different kinds of furnaces can be seen and aU information obtained. Pampli-

�;�a�:�y�Ne;.P¥�;:�on. J. E. STEVENSON & CO., Agen�:,�
200 

FOR SALK-VOLUMES 2 TO 12 OF THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN (old series)� in good order and well bound. For price address A. G. BUELL, RochestCl.', N. Y. 28. 4)1. 

PHYSIOGNOMY, OR " SIGNS OF CHARACTER," 
revealed in the Beard, as worn by the Jews, Orientals, Greeks and Romans ; Hearued 'Vornen, ''lith iUustrations. '1'he Beard in Church. Different sorts, sizes and styles j very interesting, in Jan. 

flo�li :eiir." ���dn��°fe;:ioJ<t�,v���y& fiW�t�k �lllr����a�� New York. 1 2 
N' ERVOUS DISEASES AND PHYSICAL DEBILITY, THE PE;)[DLETON AND FIFTH STREET MARKET ariSing from Specific causes in both sexes-new and reliable 

Railroau Company, hereby offer a premium of $500 for the best �eatment, in Reports of the Howard Association-sent in sealed letter 
steJ.m car for street railroad purposes, to overcome grades not ex- �p.velopes, free of cbarge. Address Dr. J. SKILLIN HOUGHTON, 
c8eding eight feet in a hundreu, and perform the work in a satis- Howard Association, No, 2 South Ninth street, Philadelphia, Par. 

:SUt �cnd)hmg lilt bClItfd)c (friinllrr. 
Xlle Unlerleldmeten ��ben tine Wnleltllng , bie G:r�ncern ba� '1ler�al 

ten anglbt, um fid) Ibre �atente IU fid)ern, beraU�9'9,ben, UltD uera.iol 
sen [oldJe gr�ti' an bie[e1ben. factory manner. After the car is fully tested in Cincinnati, the pre. 24 12* 

mium will be paid over and above the cost of building a car, and a -------------------------rel.sonable profit on the same, includi� cost of delivery. For further b��t������ :'Pfs�.to CHAI�LES H. KI GOUR, President, Cinc�n
4
�ti, 

NEW AND IMPORTANT WORK ON CHEMISTRY.Richardson & Watts's Chemical Technology, or Chemistry applieJ to the Arts anu Manufa.ctures. The volume treats on Sulphur, f;ub:>hurous Acid, Sulphite of Lime, Hyposulphite of Lime, Sulphuric ACiil, Acidemitry, Bisulphide of Carbon, Common Salt, Soda, Chlorine and its compounds, Potash, Iodine, Bromine, Iodide and Bromide of Potassium, Alkalimetry, Soap, Railway aud Waggon Grease, Glycer-
��. 7J1AftE��:�d&i���r::�Rbl, f18 �i�������' B�t;e l��k�ondon, 
c��.:;��� also forms various parts of the new e1ition of Kna�r'S 

SAVING OF FUEL TO PARTIES USING STEAM.
DAMPER REGULATORS. Guaranteed to effect a great saving in fuel, and give the most 

�::!tfi�h:a��!t��x�\u�Pv�e:_�hr°lo8�ea��t��c���bSJ����� r:;gla��;s� using diaphragms of flexible vessels of any kind. CLARK'S PATENT STEAM AND FIRE REGULATOR COMPANY, No. 5 Park Place, New York. 
24 26* 

PATENT SOLID EMERY WHEELS.-THE NEW YORK 
Emery Wheel Company are prepared to fill promptly all orders for their improved wheelsi in quantities. Sample wheels sent on re-

��i&�lUhf���ea ����lci��tl :!ve rt�r c���ti�g J�ee�;,�r :���: ;rffig!�, Beekman street, New York. 

(h�nber, roeidJe nldJl mit ber engll[dJen l6�raci)e bel.nnt �nb, lonne" 
/l)re ilJlittbe!lungen In ber beutfdJen l6�radJe m�d)tn. efi!!tn UOll lir 
�nbungen mit turlen, �eutlld/ ge[d/rie6enen flle[d)rdbungen "tHebe lUa. 
\U 4bbn[tlren 411 1lnunx Ii (to,£, 3'1 ��rl iJ!QI1l, 9lero'.,Qd. 

.lIf ber £lftlce \Illrb hulfl\! Aef�ful\!lII. 

.oltltJ IJ SII Oilkll I 
» it Wateut-telQe bet 'etrinillfen itaQm. 

.ebfr ben iJ!eaeln unD be .. Gle[dJa[teortnung ber \J)"tenH)f�ce lInb Wnle! 
lungen fitr b en G:r�nb<r, um [ldJ �attnle IU [idJtrn, I II cen ;nero 61. [u. ",.�! aI, In liur-opa. 3erner WUe!itge aul ben !palmt '®e[eeel" frtmbt 
�iinbef unb bafauf 6elitglid/e !It�I�fd)!iige ; .benfQ!!� lIit�lt Bltnl' iiirr §.\'!nbt� W r#l� , 1I><ld)' �"I.nli .. n lI!oii.n. 

'"*' 110 ilf., &� I!l$� Sf 'lB. 
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1 6  
IlDproved Lubricator. I and B. H is the neck by which the apparatus is se-

Thorough lubrication of the valves and pistons of cured to the steam cylinder ; h, hI, h2, ha, are notch
steam engines is acknowledged as a necessity by most es on the top of the rim of the basin ; S is a catch on 
engineers. For the accomplishment of that object the lever, D, which keeps the said lever in the desired 
various devices haye been employed, viz : the simple position. 
cup with a single cock below it ; the globe with two The operation is as follows :-The receiving basin, 
and sometimes three cocks ; the pump to force the A, being filled with oil, the lever, D, is moved till it 
oil into the cylinder, and others more or less compli- reaches 'the position indicated by the dotted lines in 
cated in construction and operation called " self-feed- Fig. 2 ; the oil will flow down through the aperture, 
ing, " &c. The merits and demerits of these various a, into the reservoir, E ; the air or steam escaping 
devices are well known by those who employ them. from the latter through the tube, a2, without interfer
Without disparaging any, it is confidently believed lng with the descending oil. When it_ is desired to 
that the following engraving and description illus- introduce the oil into the steam cylinder, the lever, D, 
trates a lubricator that will prove equal if not supe- is returned to the position shown in Figs. 1 and 2, 
rior to all predecessors. which closes the apertures, a and a', above the reser-

It is simple and scientific in construction and ar- voir, and opens e l and c'I' below it. The steam will 

DUNlIAM'8 PATENT LUBRICATOR. 
rangement, easily worked and instantaneous in its I now rush up through the neck, H, on the outside of 
operation, and belongs to the class of lubricators the tube, ft, and through the passages j, c, c2, into 
;which works with the same facility under high steam the reservoir, instantly producing a pressur!\ in the 
pressure that it would under atmospheric pressure reservoir nearly equal to that in the cylinder. The 
alone. A is the open basin at the top in which the 011 will then run by gravity down through the aper
oil is first placed ; the bottom of said basin has two ture, c j, and the tube, ft, into the cylinder until the 
apertures, a a, on opposite sides from the letter j, reservoir is empty, steam passing upward as before 
where a tube, a2, rises to the top of the basin. B is a explained, to take the place of the oil. The apertures, 
disk valve seated beneath the said basin, A, and per- b', in valve B, shown at the top in Fig. 2, and I', in 
forated to correspond with the apertures, a a'. C is a the seat of valve, F, are elongated, so that when the 
stem which rises through the basin, A, sufficiently to catch. S on D, reaches notch h2, the steam will escape 
receive the lever, D, for the purpose of rotating the from the internal reserVOir, through the tube, a2, and 
valve ; E is the internal reservoir, the bottom of which aperture b; moved forward till it rests in h3, the aper
has also two apertures, c c', which constitute the seat tures, a b, are brought to correspond when the oil 
of the valve, F ; F is a disk valve seated at the bot- will descend. Reverse the lever till the catch rests in 
tom of the said reservoir, and having apertures, II', h ;  the aperture, j, being elongated, f' 02 are brought 
at opposite sides, corresponding with the apertures, � I correspond before e j, consequently the steam 
c c, from the letter f', where a tube rises to nearly the will rush up through the tube, c2, and fill the space 
top of the said reservoir. G is a stem of the valve, above th� oil berorq the oil is allowed to descend. 
F, which connects it with B, the top of which is flat- Now move the lever baCkward till the catch rests in 
tened to fit into a recess of similar shape in the bot- h, and the operation is complete. This will introduce 
tom of B, by means of which both valves revolve sim- the whole quantity of oil immediately into the cylin
ultaneously ; 12 is a bent tube fitted to the bottom of der. To render it seli-feeding, we have but to intro
the reservoir, to conduct the oil from the said reser- duce other notches like m, between h h, to admit the 
voir to the cylinder below ; K is a small rod that oil more slowly, or even drop by drop, as the exigency 
passes through (or nearly so) the stem of the valve, of the case may demand. 
B ; g is a serew pressing upon K, which, resting upon This invention was patented through the Scientific 
G, presses the valve, F, firmly to its seat, while the American Patent Agency, Dec. 2, 1862. For fur
valve, B, is raised, and kept firmly to its seat also. J ther information address the Inventor, O. H. Dunham, 
is a strong spiral spring, compressed so as to exactly Hydrostatic Press Room, U. S. Treasury, Washing
flll the space on the stem, G, between the valves, F ton, D. C. 

How A CROOKED KEEL AFFECTS A SHIP.-The Lon
don Mechanic's Magazine says in a recent issue :-" I  
,shall now refer to Captain Broadhead's report of the 
trial in the Princess Royal. In this vessel, from some 
cause or other, which we only found out after she was 
docked, a difficulty was experienced in making her 
complete the circle to starboard. It arose from the 
crookedness of the keel, which had been put on out 
of the straight, so that she carried, under ordinary 
circumstances, a strong port helm, and she could not 
be got round in one way for Bome time ; but at the 
trial by Captain Coles, and by humoring her, the cir
cle was completed to starboard ; that being done, it 
satisfactorily proved that the rudder acted perfectly ; 
but the fault in steering arose from a malformation of 
the vessel. This was the opinion of the Government 
officers." 

CHEAP CHEEsE.-Near Rome, N. Y. , is a cheese 
factory which manufactures at a cost of one cent per 
pound. The care of it requires only four hands. The 
milk is brought from the farms every morning, and 
the cheese divided among the proprietors in propor
tion to the number of gallons of milk furnished. 

T H E  
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VOLUME X.-NEW SERms. 

The publishers of the SCmNTIFIC AMERICAN respeetfuUy give 
notice that the Tenth Volume (New Series) commenced on the 1!rst 
of January. This journal was established in 1&5, and is un
doubtedly the most widely circulated and Inlluential publication 
the kind In the world. In commencing the new volume the publish 
ers desire to call special attention to Its claims as 

A JO URNAL OF P OP ULAR SCIENCE. 

In this respect It stands unrivaled. It not only lInds lts way to al
most every workshop in the country, as the earnest friend of the 
mechanic and artizan, but it is found in the counting-room of the 
manufacturer and the merchant j also in the Ubrary and the house
hold. The p�lishers feel warranted In saying that no other journal 
now pubUshed contains an equal amount of useful information ; whUe 
It Is their aim to present aU subjects In the most popular and attrae 
tlve m8I\ner. 

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Is published once a week, In conve
nient form for binding, and each number contains sixteen pageS of 
useful reading matter, Illustrated with 

NUMER O US SPLENDID ENGRA YINGS 

of all the latest and best inventions of the day. This feature of the 
journal Is worthy of special note. Every number contains from live 
to ten original engravings of mechanlcal lnventlona relating to every 
department of the arts. These engravings are executed by artists 
specialtY employed on the paper, and are universally acknowledged to 
be sliperlor to anything of the kind produoed In this country. 

The publishers of the SCmNTIFIC AMERICAN promise to present, 
as dnring preceding years, all the latest improvements in Steam En
glneering, War Vessels, Ordnance-military and naval, Flre-.arms, 
Mechanics' Tools, Manufacturing Machinery, Farm. Implementl. 
Wood-working Machinery, Water-wheels, Pumps and other Hydraulic 
Apparatus, Household Utensils, Electric, Chemical and Mathematical 
Instruments, Flying Machines and other Cnrious Inventions-besides 
all the varied articles designed to lighten the labor of mankind, not 
only in the shop and warehouse, but in every place where the indus
tries of life are pursued. 

From its commencement the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN has been the 
earnest advocate of the rights of American Inventors and the 

REPER TOR Y OF AMERICAN PA TENTS. 

In this important department, so vitslly connected with all the 
great interests of the country, no other Journal can lay any cla.lm 
whatever , as In its columns there Is published a weekly Official List 
of the " Claims " of all patents granted at the U. S. Patent Office. 

T'lIE PRA CTICAL RECIPES 

aione are oft-times worth more to the subscriber than the amount Qf 
a whole year's subscription. 

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
Two volumes of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN are publtshed each 

year, at $1 /lO e!Wh, or $3 per annum, with correspondingly low terms 
to Clubs ; $1 will pay for four months' subserlptlon. The numbers for 
one year, when bound in a volume, constitute a work of 832 pages of 
useful Information, which every one ought to posseS!. A new volume 
wUl commence on the first of January, 1863. 

Club Rate •. 
Five Copies, for Six Months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8 
Ten Copies, for Six Months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
Ten Copies, for Twelve Months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " . . . . . . . . . .  2S 
Fifteen Copies, for Twelve Months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  U 
Twenty Copies, for Twelve Months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  40 

For all clubs of Twenty and over, the yearly subserlptlon II onl1 
$2 00. Names can be sent In at di1ferent times and from different 
Post-offices. Specimen copies will be sent gratis to any part of the 
country. 

Canadian subscribers will please to remit 26 centll extra on each 
year's subscription to pre-pay postage. 

DIunn &; Co., Publl.her •• 
WI Parll: Row, New YorL 
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